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Edward Rurarr: Excitation Functions an j Yields of Proigg Irdu'cod Rcoctjpns_3t Intermediate Energies
Leading to Important Diagnostics Radioisotopes of 52Fe, 77Br, 82Rb, ^Ru^^'-In. 1231, ^27Xc,12^Cs,
r/**Ta and -UiTI. This report describes investigations of the excitation functions of the proton induced
reactions on 14 targets (Mn, Co, Br, Rb, 99Tc, 113Cd, 114Cd. Cd, I. Cs, Ta 206,207, 208Pb) leading
directly or indirectly to the formation of radJonuclides 52Fc, 77Br, &2Rb, 97Rti, n iln, 123I, 127Xe,
!28Cs, !78Ta and 2^^T1, frequently used in diagnostic procedures of nuclear medicine. The
measurements of the excitation functions were made over a wide proton energy range from the reaction
threshold up to 100 MeV using the stacked foil (or pellet) technique. Small energy steps were used to
allow for accurate determination of the structure of the excitation functions. For 97Ru. ^In and
'27Xe formation with protons, new reaction channels and targets were used and the data concerning
this method are published for the first time. The data for 52Fc, 77Br, 82Rb, 123L 128Cs and 201T1
obtained in the present work for the Ep=70-rlOO MeV region are also published for the first time. The
measured excitation functions for the formation of desired (and unsidered) radionuclides (altogether 28
excitation functions) are compared with the theoretical ones calculated on the basis of a hybrid model of
nuclear reactions in the form of the Overlaid Alice computer code. In order to determine the
contribution of the competitive reaction channels to the purity of the produced, desired radionuclide, the
excitation functions of the accompanying reactions were also calculated. The 122 calculated excitation
functions for the possible contaminant are given in the present work. The comparison of experimental
excitation functions with the results of model calculations showed satisfactory agreement, especially if
one considers, that no parameter adjustment for individual reaction products was undertaken. From the
measured excitation functions the production yields for 28 radionuclides mentioned above have been
determined.

Edward Rurarz: Wydajności i funkcje wzbudzeń reakcji wywołanych precz protony o energiach
pośrednich prowadzących do wytworzenia radionuklidów ̂ Fe, ^Br, ̂  82Rb, .^RuJ ' 'In, J?jlLi_XL
_ Cs, *^Ta i 2U1T1 stosowanych w diagnostyce medycznej. W niniejszej pracy badano funkcje
wzbudzeń reakcji wywołanych przez protony w 14 tarczach (Mn, Co, Br, Rb, 99Tc, 1 13Cd, 1 14Cd,
Cd, I, Cs Ta, 206,207, 208pb\ prowadzących wprost lub pośrednio do wytworzenia 10 radionuklidów
(52Fe, 77Br, 82Rb, 97Ru, l "In, '^I, 127XCi 128CS) 178Ta j 2201T1) losowanych w procedurach
diagnostycznych medycyny nuklearnej. Pomiary funkcji wzbudzeń przeprowadzono w szerokim zakresie
energii protonów (od progu reakcji do 100 MeV) stosując metodę pakietów foiii iub pastylek. Małe
odstępy energetyczne pomiędzy punktami doświadczalnymi pozwoliły dokładnie uwidocznić struktury
mierzonych funkcji w/budzeń. Do wyprodukowania radicnuklidów 97Ru, ' * 'in i '27Xe użyto nowych
kanałów reakcji i tarcz nic stosowanych do tej pory. Dane dotyczące tej metody są publikowane po raz
pierwszy. To samo można powiedzieć o funkcjach wzbudzeń reakcji prowadzących do wytworzenia
52Fe, 77Br, 82Rb, 123I, 128Cs i 201T1 powyżej energii protonów 70 McV (dla Ep= 70+100 McV).
Wyznaczone eksperymentalnie funkcje wzbudzeń reakcji prowadzących do wytworzenia pożądanych (i
nic pożądanych) radionuklidów (razem 28 funkcji wzbudzeń) porównano z wyliczonymi funkcjami
wzbudzeń tychże reakcji korzystając z programu komputerowego Ovcilaid Alice (opartego na modelu
hybrydowym reakcji jądrowych). Dla oceny wpływu konkurencyjnych kanałów reakcji na
radionuklidową czystość wytworzonego izotopu, obliczono również funkcje wzbudzeń reakcji
sąsiadujących z głównym kanałem reakcji. W tym celu przeprowadzono obliczenia dla 122 funkcji
wzbudzeń reakcji, wytwarzających radionuklidy, które mogą stanowić potencjalne źródło
zanieczyszczeń pożądanego radionuklidu. Eksperymentalne funkcje wzbudzeń reakcji porównano z
przewidywaniami teoretycznymi i otrzymano zadowalającą zgodność bez konieczności doboru
parametrów modelu dla każdego indywidualnego przypadku Na podstawie zmierzonych
eksperymentalnie funkcji wzbudzeń wyznaczono wydajności produkcji dla wszystkich 28 wspomnianych
wyżej radionuklidów.
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The preparation of a radio-

pharmaceutical has a certain

characteristics in common with the

manufacturing of a fine aged wine.

Like a wine, a radionuclide must

be carefully processed and

nurtured before it takes on the

characteristics which render it

fit for human consumption. Just as

the wine grower reaps his harvest

to initiate the wine making

process, the radio- chemist uses

the crude cyclotron target as the

critical raw ingredient in the

preparation of a radio-

pharmaceutical. Whereas the "must"

has a limited value until it has

been carefully fermented and aged,

the radionuclide has little worth

until it has been processed and in

some cases aged, before being

finally converted into a radio-

pharmaceutical.
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PREFACE

A plan is being developed between Laboratory of Nuclear Problems of

the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in Dubna and Soltan

Institute for Nuclear Studies in Świerk to make systematic excitation

function measurements of reactions leading to the production of medically

important radioisotopes.

Many of these excitation function have never been measured some have

been measured a long time ago when sophisticated measurement techniques

were not available, and for others there has been only one determination

with no independent verification. In other cases, portions of the

excitation function have been determined but "gaps" excist.

The proton energy range available at the Injector Liniac LU-100 of

the Institute for High Energy Physics (IHEP) in Serpukhov allows the

determination of an excitation over the range from thresholds up to

100 MeV to be made at a single accelerator and in many cases permits

these gaps in knowledge to be filled.

Most of the measurements made at JINR and IHEP over the past few

years illustrate this well. Part of the present work was performed at

cyclotrons of the Institute for Nuclear Research of the Ukrainian Academy

of Sciences, Kiev, and Nuclear Research Institute of the Czecho-Slovak

Academy of Sciences Reż.

This work has been reported in the following separate papers:

1 . N. G. Zaitseva, O. Knotek, A. Kowalew, P. Mikecz, E. Rurarz-, V. A. Khalkin,

V. A. Ageev, A. A. Klyuchnikov.L. A. Kuzina and A.F.Linev

Excitation functions and yields for In production using
113,114,nat.cd (p^jjn reactions with 65 MeV protons

Appl. Radioat. Isot. 41, 177-183 (1990)

and Reprint of J.I.N.R. in Dubna, P 6-88-911 (1988)
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2. N. G. Zaitseva, C. Deptuła, O. Knotek, Kim Sen Khan, S. Mikołajewski,

P. Mikecz, E. Rurarz, V. A. Khalkin, V. A. Konov, L. M. Fcpinenkova

Cross sections for the 100 MeV proton- induced nuclear

reactions and yields of some radionuclides used in

nuclesr medicine

Radiochimica Acta 54, 57-72 (1991)

and Reprint of J.I.N.R. in Dubna, P 6-90-138 (1990)

and Proc. Int. Conf. Nucl. Data for Science and

Technology, 13-17 May 1991, Julich, Germany

3. C. Deptuła, V. A. Khalkin, Kim Sen Khan, 0. Knotek, V. A. Konov,

P. Mikecz , L. M. Popinenkova, E. Rurarz and N. G. Zaitseva.

Excitation functions and yields for medically important
. 82C 82D, 123V 123 T ,generators Sr — > Rb, Xe — > I, and

Bi — > Pb — > Tl obtained with 100 MeV protons

Nukleonika 35, 3-47 (1990)

4. C.Deptuła.Kim Sen Khan, S. Mikołajewski, L. M. Popinenkova,

E. Rurarz and N. G. Zaitseva

Excitation functions and yields of some nuclear

reactions induced by 100 MeV energy protons

in Mn and Co targets : produt

Nukleonika 35, 49-61 (1990)

52in Mn and Co targets : production of Fe

5. C.Deptuła.Kim Sen Khan,O.Knotek,S.Mikołajewski, ;

L. M. Popinenk.ova, E. Rurarz- and N. G. Zaitseva

"1 T3 1 1 OO

Production of ' Ba, Cs in proton induced reactions
1?7 19Q T &

on a Cs target and of ' Cs in 'He induced

reactions on I target.

Nukleonika 35, 63-77 (1990)
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6. C.Deptułr., Kim Sen Khan, O. Knotek, S. Mikołajewski,

L. M.Popinenkova,E.Rurarz- and N.G.Zaitseva

Excitation function and yield for nat'Br (p.xn)76'77' f9Kr

reactions at 100 MeV bombarding energy

Nukleonika 35, 79-94 (1990)

7. N. G. Zaitseva,E.Rurarz-and V.A.Khalkin

97Narabotka bolszich koliczestv Ru pri protonnoj
99bombardirovkie ciklotronnych miszenii iz metaliczeskiego Tc

Trudy II Miezdunarodnogo Sowieszczania po ciklotronam

i ich primienieniju

Bechyne, 29 Maj - 3 Ijun 1989,

J.I.N.R. Report D 9-89-708 Dubna ,1989

8. N. G. Zaitseva,E. Rurarz,M.Vobecky,Kim Hyn Hwan, K.Nowak,

T. lethal,V.A.Khalkin and L.M.Popinenkova

97Excitation function and yield for Ru production
99 97in Tc(p,3n) Ru reaction in 20-100 MeV proton

energy range

Radiochirnica Acta, 56, 59 (1992)

and Proc.Int.Conf.Nucl.Data and Technology

13-17 May 1991, Julich, Germany

9. C. Deptuła,N.G.Zaitpeva,S.Mikołajewski,K.Nowak and E.Rurarz-

1 po i po
A Ba / Cs generator supported on aluminium oxide

Nukleonika, 37, 45 (1992)

10. E. Rurarz-, N.G. Zaitseva, V. A. Khalkin, Kim hyn Hwan,

L. M.Popinenkova and V.N.Gluschenko

Excitation function and yield for the formation
127of Xe in 100 MeV proton induced nuclear

reactions on cesium.

Nukleonika, 37, 3 (1992)
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11. N.G.Zaitseva, E.Rurarz-, V.A.Khalkin, V.I. Stegailov

and L.M.Popinenkova

178Excitation function for W production in the

Ta(p,4n)J to" reaction over proton energy range

28.8-71.8 MeV

Radiochimica Acta, 64, 1 (1994)

Chapter 2 is devoted to various theoretical aspects of

calculations of the excitation functions of reactions induced by charged

particles. In chapter 3 the experimental methods of measuring the

excitation functions of reactions are described.

A short presentation of production methods of various medically

important radioisotopes is given in chapter 4.

The final chapter 5 contains a resume of the results and conclusions

obtained from this study.

In the papers 1-11,the old units for radioactivity (Ci) and absorbed

radiation dose (rad) were used insted of the new units Bq

( 1 disintegration per second) and Gy ( IGy = 100 Rad ).

XII



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The underlying aim of my work was to collect basic informations

required for test of nuclear reaction theories and to appreciate the

usefulness of an intermediate energy proton (linear) accelerator

(E = 100 MeV) as a central instrument in the production of medical

radioisotopes.

In fact, for the intermediate region of energy (<100 MeV) a lack of

cross section data exists or they are only fragmentary or the resxilts

given in literature differ considerably. Consequently we started to

measure excitation functions and yields of reactions leding to the
R? 77 R9 Q7 1 1 1 1 ?T 1 ?7

medically relevant radioisotopes of Fe, Br, Rb, Ru, In, I, Xe,
128 178 201T1Cs, Ta and Tl.

They represents different types of medical diagnostic radioisotopes

as it is shown in Table 1.

Our selection of radioisotopes was made according to the following

criteria :

1). Actual demand by nuclear medicine or at least a marked potential

interest;

2). They should have relatively high production rates (cross sections)

3). The easy and simple radiochemical separation from the target

and from pharmaceutical point of view, versabile chemistry for

the preparation of radiopharmaceuticai;

4). Because such accelerator is expensive to operate, cheap target

material should be used

5). The knowledge of excitation functions should help in estimation

whether enriched target (the degree of enrichment) have to be used

B) . Simultaneous production of several radionuclides



Table 1.1

Medical Diagnostic Radioisotopes Produced in Present Work

No

1

2

3

4
5
6

7

8

9

10

Isotope

52Fe

97Ru

mln

82Rb
128Cs
201 rni

123T

127Xe

77Br

178Ta

Half life

8.27 h

2,88 d

2.83 d

1.27 min.
3.62 min.

3.04 d

13.0 h

36.41 d

2.38 d

9.3 min

Production route used

55Mn(p,4n)52Fe
59Co(p,2P6n)52Fe

"Tc(p,3n)97Ru

113Cd(p,3n)inIn
114Cd(p,4n)mIn

"a<R.b(p,xn)82Sr -* S2Rb
133Cs(p,6n)128Ba -» 128Cs
206'207'208Pb(P,xn) 201Bi -»
_»2°8pb _, 201 Tj

127I(p,5n)123Xe -4 i23I

133Cs(p,7n)127Ba ->
^ i27Cs _ i27Xe

natBr(p,xn)77Kr -* 77Br

18łTa(P)4n)178W -» 178Ta

Main medical application

Haematological research

Tumor imaging

Bone marrow
imaging

Myocardial
studies

Thyroid abnormalities
investigations

Lung function
investigation

Measurement of
blood flow

Angiography and
internal organ
function imaging



CHAPTER 2

CALCULATIONAL METHODS FOR DETERMINING EXCITATION FUNCTIONS OF REACTIONS

INDUCED BY CHARGED PARTICLES

Over the last sixty years many studies of nuclear reactions have been

made, and a vast amount of data accumulated. Much of this data is quite

well understood in terms of nuclear reaction and nuclear structure

theories.

2.1. Pre-equilibrium emission models

Two diametrically opposite mechanisms have been well established :

Direct Interactions and Compound Nucleus. It is important to distinguish

between two types of nuclear interactions, direct and compound. Direct

processes occur in the time it takes the incident particle to traverse
-21 -22the target nucleus;this is typically 10 to 10 seconds, depending on

the energy and target.

Compound processes follow the capture of the incident particle by the

target nucleus, and a thorough sharing of its energy among the target

nucleons.

The compound nucleus is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium.Compound
1 r>

processes take much longer than direct processes, typicaly around 10

seconds.

Both processes may simultaneously contribute to the react in in a

particular channel. Although the direct particles are emitted immediately

and the compound-nuclear particles some time later the lapse delay is

still very small compared with the resolution of the most refined

detecting apparatus. The particles cannot therefore be distinguished

experimentally. Instead of examing the time spectrum we can measure the

complementary energy spectrum. The theory of compound, processes predicts

that the emitted particles will have an approximately Maxwellian

distribution, that the energy distribution of emitted charged particles

will have a peak near the Coulomb barrier and that the angular

distribution will be symmetric about 90° in the CM if the levels have

random phases.



Direct interactions are processes which involve few nucleons. Typical

processes are inelastic scattering, stripping and pick-up. The most

important features of such a kind of interactions are the diffraction

structure of the angular distribution, usually forward peaked and

the-selectivity which manifests itself in the excitation of particular

levels of residual nucleus.
Because of the difference, in their times scales, direct and compound

processes add incoherently. It is thus possible to calculate their cross

section separately, and then add them together for comparison with the

experimental data.
This dichotomy has stood the test of time quite well except that typi-

cally the energy spectra of particles emitted in nuclear reactions show a

continuous transition between evaporation-like broad peak at lower energy

end to discrete narrow peaks at the higher energy end of such spectra

(see Fig.2.1).
Of course, the direct and compound reactions considered above are

extreme cases. In particular, a reaction can be the superposition of a

direct and a compound mode.

In general the compound mode is dominant at low energies,where direct

reactions give a small contribution. When the energy increases,the direct

mode becomes competing with, and eventually prevailing over the compound

mode.

Preequillbrium particle emission

- Intermediate region between EV and OR regions

- Forward angular distribution

Evaporation Process (EV) ] | Dlrect Re^otion Pr°«ss(DR)
• Foward peaked angular distribution

with refraction pattern• 00 ° symmetry angular distribution I

Fig 2.1 Physical interpretation of particle spectrum emitted

in a. nuclear reaction at the projectile energy above

10 MeV per nucleon [From JAERI-M 92-027 page 78 (1992)]



As the projectile energy is increased a third mechanism is recognized

as playing a significant, role, namely that of "pre - compound" or "pre-

equilibrium (hereafter abbreviated ?„s PE) emission which is envisioned as

occuring on a time scale between those for direct and compound reactions

as the projectile plus target nuclear system evolves toward equilibrium.

In between these two extreme processes intermediate processes are likely

to occur.A series of complicated collisions inside the nucleus can follow

the initial interaction and there is a certain probability amplitude that

a particle be emitted after each one of these collisions.The experimental

data accumulated during the last three decades however showed striking

regularities. In a typical experiment, at light ion incident energies of

the order of a few tens of MeV, the spectra of emitted particles show a

low energy peak which is to be attributed to evaporative contributions,

and at the highest energies the selective population of low energy levels

of residual nucleus. In. between a smooth distribution of proton energies

observed. It seems natural to attribute this contribution to the

intermediate processes described above.

As the projectile energy increases, a plateau appears which fills the

high energy part of the proton spectrum.This excess of energetic protons,

not expected from the evaporation of the compound nucleus, is the result

of the emission before the thermal equilibrium, i.e. compound nucleus, is

reached.This is then called pre-equilibrium (or pre-compound) decay.

PE emission of particles (as individual nucleons,clusters or composite

particles) from highly excited systems during the initial phase of

nuclear reactions seems to be an experimentally well established fact,

independent of the kind of theoretical description of these processes.

The emission of preequlibrium particles has a two fold consequence

for the remaining system: first, it removes some part of the available

energy and momentum, second, it fastens the thermal equilibrium.

Attempts to understand the entirety of these spectra has led to the

development of models in which the initial energy is progressively shared

among more and more degrees of freedom of the system as the interaction

progresses in complexity with time.

2.1.1.The Intra-Nuclear Cascade/Evaporation model (INC/E)

The picture is particularly transparent in terms of the cascade model

[1-9], Fig.2.2, in which following the first interaction between the

incident nucleon and one the target nucleon, the two traverse the nuclear



medium, either further interacting with other nucleons or emanating from

it with part of the initial energy. The interaction thus cascades until

part of the initial energy is carried out by the escaping nucleons and

the remaining is deposited in the residual nuclei. This has come to be

known as the pre-equilibrium (PE) phase. Each nucleori-nucleon (N-N)

ineraction is treated in this model as a quasi-free scattering event in

the three dimensional geometry and the energetics and probabilities of

different event are calculated using the experimental N-N scattering

cross sections and angular distributions after appropriately taking into

account the effects of Paul i principle.

CASCADE MODEL
Y

INCIDENT
NUCLEON

TARGET NUCLEUS

Fig 2.2 Schematic picture of the cascade model

[From P.P.Singh,Global features of the proton-nucleus

interactions,Talk given at the Int.Symp. on Nuclear

Research with cyclotrons,heId in Sept.14-15,1977,

Calcutta,India].



The energy deposited in the nucleus, upon establishment of

equilibrium, is believed to be statistically distributed and the decay of

the compound nuclei so forced are treated in terms of the Weisskopf [101

Weisskopf and Ewing [11] formalism. The decay rate for particles of type

v emitted with energy between e and c + de from a compound nucleus

excited to an energy E is given by

y

w (e,E)de = (2S + 1) —= -- - cr (e,U)de (1)
V V h3 p (E) y

C

where S is the spin of the particle, p is the outgoing momentum, PC(E)

is the level density at excitation E of the emitting nucleus,^p (U) is

the level density at excitation U in the final nucleus, and <r (e,U) is

the inverse capture cross sections. U = E - e - E, , where E, is the

binding energy of the particle in the emitting nucleus. The total decay

rate W(e,E) o.f the CN is obtained by summing over all types of emitted

particles. Though relative probabilities of evaporating neutrons as

compared to protons depend obviously upon their relative binding energies,

on an average, for nuclei in the mass range about 40-60 it requires very

close to 10 MeV to evaporate one nucleon.

2.1.2. Hybrid and ealier models

Despite its early inception, the INC/E model was not the first to be

used to analyze results of pre-equilibrium reactions.

A series of semi-classical or exciton models of varying complexity

has been developed and with appropriate choice of parameters these are

often able to fit the observed energy and angular distributions of the

emitted particles.Recently,several quantum mechanical (QM) theories have

been proposed, and these provide in priciple a way of calculating the

cross sections of preequilibrium processes without the uncertainties of

the semi-classical approximations.

In 1980's fully quantum-mechanical theories of preequilibriurn

processes have been developed by several groups: Feshbach, Kerman and

Konin (FKK theory) [12], Tamura, Udagawa and Lenske (TUL) [13], Nishioka,

Weidenmuller and Yoshida (NWY theory) [14]. Kalka et al (SMD-SMC model)

[15] and so on.



In more recent years, the application of the QM theories to nuclear

data evaluation has been proposed through analyses of many experimental

data [16-18]. In the QM theories,multistep reaction processes are divided

into two different processes multistep direct (MSB) and multistep

compound (MSC) reaction processes. Some statistical treatments are made

in the above QM theories because one deals with the continuum region with

a high level density.

The preequilibrium models fall into the first class (exciton model).

First exciton model was developed by Griffin [19] in 1966 which is

pictorially illustrated in Fig.2.3. Here the two body interactions are

vizualised to lead the system from a particular particle-hole (ph) state,

characterized by its exciton number n = p + h, to state of exciton number

n'(= p'+ h1 ) with a transition rate given by the Fermi Golden Rule

>= — M2p(U;p',h1) (2)nnnn

where p(U;p'h') is the density of states of p'+h' configuration at

excitation energy U and W" is the square of the matrix element

characterizing the transition. Unfortunately NT cannot be determined on an

absolute scale. This is one of the severe limitation of the model besides

those embodied in the assumptions a) that every partitioning of energy

for a given exciton number occurs with an equal a priori probability and

b) that predominantly the transitions go from states of exciton number

n to n +2.

Another approach, developed by Harp, Miller and Berne [20,21] and

depiced in Fig. 2. 4, groups the single-particle states of a Fermie gas

into energy bins and follows the population of the bins through a set of

coupled differential equations as a function of time. This model avoids

the assumption (a) of the exciton model and calculates the transition

rates in terms of the free N-N cross sect ions, and corrects for the Paul i

effect in a natural way since the transition into a bin is proportional

to the number of its unfilled states.

In the Hybrid model, developed by Blann [22-24], one calculates the

excited particle populations during equal ibration by using the partial

state densities as in the exciton model and the intranuclear transition

8
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Fig 2.3 A schematic representation of the Griffin or Exciton Model

[From C.K.Clisie and H.Bla.nn,The preequi librium Statistical

Model:Description of the Nuclear Equilibration Process and

Parametr i zat i on of the model/. Nuc 1. Phy s. A 172, 225 (1971)3



rates A of the excited particles are determined using the mean free path

(MFP) of the nucleons in the nuclear matter such that \ = V/MFP, where V

is the velocity of the nucleon. The MFP can either be calculated using

the N-N scattering cross section corrected for the Pauli effect or using

the imaginary part of the nucleon-nucleus optical model potential.

The decay probability for particles of type v with an energy between

e and e + de in the model is given by

%u

n=no
An=+2

p (U.e)gde

p,h

(e) n
[ ]D = E P (e)dc (3)
Ay(e)+A (E) n n=n n Vc + o

An=+2

where v - denotes neutron or proton, f - fraction of n excitons that are^ n v
nucJeons of type v,p , (U,c)-density of states with n excitons such that

if one is emitted, it would have an energy e,p h(E) density of n exciton
vstates at exciton energy E, A. - rate of emission of particle v which
C

would have channel energy e in the continuum,g = 1/d where d is the

single particle level spacing.

HARP-MILLER-BERNE MODEL
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Fig 2.4 A schematic representation of the Harp-Miller-Berne

Fermi gas model.[From P.P.Singh,Global features of the

proton-nucleus interactions,Talk given at the Int.Symp.

on Nuclear Research with cyclotrons,heId in Sept.14-15,

1977, Calcutta, India ]
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The expression in the first brackets represents number of particles

of type v in exciton state n with energy between e and E + de.That in the

second represents the fraction of those particles that are emitted into

the continuum rather than make the transition to an n + 2 exciton state.

The D represents the populations surviving particle emission from the

n-exciton states. The hybrid model has been extended to include the

effects of the diffuseness of the nuclear surface by considering the

interactions individually for each partial waves [22]. This is referred

to as the GDH model. It effectively results in an increased MFP and

reduced intermediate state densities for the surface partial waves.

Another extension is to allow for second or multichance pre-equilibrium

emission from a nucleus which is left at a high excitation following the

first emission [22]. Finally,a model which embodies both of the above

extensions has been suggested and aould be more appropriate at higher

bombaring energies.

2.2. Computer codes and auxiliary parameters and options.

The several applications requiring intermediate energy nuclear data

have been arbitrarily divided into 4 main categories : medical, space,

accelerator-applications and pure research. Medical applications include

intermediate energy beam therapy and the production of biomedical

isotopes for use as tracers and local radiation sources. For a considera-

ble number of medically important diagnostic radionuclides in the case of

charged particle induced reactions only a few and often insufficient

production cross sections data are available at intermediate bombarding

energies (10CXE <300 MeV). Systematic measurements of thin target cross

sections will improve th:is situation. Recently some measurements in this

energy range have been reported [25].

The particle energies available in isotope production facilities

rarely exceed proton energies of 70 MeV. The compact cyclotrons frequently

used for these purposes produce protons with energies £ 45 MeV. The proton

energy range of 100 MeV is rarely covered by existing accelerators.

Because it can be difficult,expensive and time consuming to measure all

excitation functions experimentally, theoretical methods are sought that

will produce accurate predictions. There is no doubt that one should

continue to determine excitation functions experimentally. The estimated

excitation functions do not claim to be exact but they give an idea of

the cross sections that are to be expecte'd.

11



Different methods are described for the calculation of excitation

functions.

The combination of the statistical rodol end systematic, critic?.!

studies of >300 published excitation functions has lead to a scheme for

predicting excitation functions which is presented in the tables of

Munzel et al [26]. With these tables one is able to estimate the maximum

in the cross section as well as the shape of the excitation function.

It is known that both cross section systematics and nuclear model

calculations have large uncertainties in the case of light mass nuclei,

which are of vital importance in life sciences. The new data needed for

producing short-lived organic radioisotopes, if any, can therefore be met

only by experimental measurements.

Above 20 MeV energy for light targets and above a few HeV for heavy

targets the proton induced reactions of the type (p.xpyn) are smooth and

their magnitude systematically well known.

The cross sections for the (p,xn) reactions increase very rapidly

after the proton energy exceeds the Q value for the reaction and rapidly

reach a maximum and then show a rapid decrease. As x increases the

relative decrease from the maximum becomes smaller. Also as x increases

the maximum decreases.The spread between maxima increases as x increases.

This is due mainly to increase in reaction thresholds and kinetic

energies of emitted neutrons.

The decrease in the maxima of the excitation functions as x increases

beyond two has been previously observed and is explained by the fact that

the total reaction cross section is constant at these energies, but the

number of competing reactions is increasing.

The (p.pxn) reaction cross section increase very rapidly with energy

until a maximum is reached and a leveling-off occurs. The shapes differ

greatly from the (p,xn) excitation functions. The former do not have a

sharp maximum and the tail is only a few millibarns below the maximum.

There are also computer codes available which calculate the cross

sections for the different reactions for a given incoming particle and a

given target nucleus at a certain energy. Of course, we need a computer

code that we can use with some confidence to predict cross sections of

reactions that have not been measured. Furthermore, it is desirable for

these calculations to be as simple as possible, so that a large number of

cross sections may be obtained in a short time.

12



Over the past two decades many computer codes [see Table 2.1 a and b]

have been developed which calculate charged perticle induced nuclear

reaction cross sections on the basis of a combination of equilibrium and

pre-equilibrium models. Detailed discusion of a large number of codes can

be found in a review [27].

The capability of the hybrid model of nuclear reactions to predict

(with the accuracy needed in the various fields of applications) unknown

excitation functions and to perform a priori calculations of nuclear

reactions cross sections for a wide variety of reaction types is an

an outstanding feature of this model.The hybrid model in the form of well

known computer code ALICE is one of the main codes currently recomended

and widely used for predicting unknown cross sections in the field of

medical radioisotope prorfjction.

Since there is scarcity of experimental excitation functions for

intermediate energy proton induced reactions an attempt was made to

predict theoretically excitation functions for the production of

medically important radionuclides for energies from thresholds up to

100 MeV on the basis of the hybrid Mode 1 in the form of computer code

Alice.

Such a code successfully described proton - induced reactions up to

E < 45 MeV for a wide range of elements. The deuteron induced reactions
4are calculable similarly well to the proton induced reactions.For He

induced reactions Hybrid model predictions showed severe discrepancies

between theory and experiment for light elements. On the other hand, for
3heavier target elements better agreement was obtained. For He the same

types of discrepancies were observed as for the He induced reactions

[28].

Thus far the codes Overlaid Alice [29] and later, its revision Alice

Livermore and the most recent version Alice 85/300 as well as STAPRE [30],

GNASH [27, 31], EMPIRE [27, 32] etc have been used in world laboratories

for the calculation of excitation functions.

The applicability of the codes mentioned above is limited by several

factors. In general one can assume that the parameter sets make feasible

calculations for masses with A>30. Further,reproduction of cross sections

will get worse for product nuclei far away from stability line. The

results of calculations for nucleon induced reactions generally show
p o n

better agreement with experiment than for H, ' He, Hi-induced reactions.
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Table 2.1.

Nuclear model codes for preequi1ibrium and equilibrium emission

Code
Autnor
Specifications
Distribution

ALICE 80
M. Błam CO
fortran, 16O X bytes
dlstr, by Autnor [2]

WWJHEE
O. Bvslllon « al. [3
Fortran IV, 55* wrtii
dlstr. ty N.E.A. Oats
Bank

ovai
P.O. Young et al. C<]
FBrtran IV, CX-76CO,
*9k vords SCM and
26Ok «>rds UCM.
dlstr. bv S.E.A. Data
Bank

HAUSER-5
F.H. Ham [5]
Fortran IV, 336V bytes
distr. by N.E.A. Data
Bank

1| . .

PFEANG
J.M. A».emms et al.

[61
Fortran
dlstr. by H.E.A. Data
B-ink.

PRTCO-D
C. KilbJcn [8]
Fortran

!TDU>PE
M. Uhl et al. [93
fortran rv, <5k «Jrds
dlitr. by N.E.A. Data
Bank

TNG '
C . V . Fu [to]
Fortran rv, 300k byt<a
dlstr. By N.E.A. Data
Sank

MadeJs "

HH and GTHH for 1rt ctancu nuclwn emlss..
r.j. WE, approx. treatment of ang. torn.,
single hurpid ang. rom. dependent f la Ion
barrier.

EH, tire Integrated Miter equt. give
] prwqu. - and e(ni. cwitr. approx. tnst-

nmt of 2nd ctoncc pre<qu. decay,
no angular ranentun effects.

KM for f chance particle winian *
s.erp. Dili u>nc an;, nan. distribution as
oqu. contr..
m.s. HF, no WTC, ft»y cascades.
single hwped flsslcn barrier,
accepts DR Input.

m for 13t chance particle emission * »'.
ertp. DR, same ajxj. rmm. diłtribution ai

. equ. contr..
ra.s. KF.
double hirpad fission barrier,
corpleta dAffplj^.
accepts DR input.

EM generalized for fcng. distributions by
rtuitzourani* e* «!.[!}, tire Integrated
naiter equations glws preoqu.- and equ.
contribution.
no angular ironentum effects.

EM * s.eop. DR, HSC and fED contribution.
WE.
single hunped fission barrier,
phenoncn. anyuiar distributions {^13.
no anr/ilor ntiTKiitum effects.

EM for 1«L chance purtlcle <mlM., same ang
Ron. dlstr. as cqu. o^ntr..
RI.S. HF, r-ray caKAdcs.
Axbla hirped flsglon barrier, partial or
ccnplete danping.

Dł for 1*L chtnce ptirtlcle crdss.*
considers ang. ran. conservation and

Accounts for arvjul. distrib. (see text).
fn,0. tiT, f -rey caocjides.
accepts DR input .

Restrict lam

successive decays
nnviciO i*^*^
n,p,d,a,f.
Evkp,irstlDn residues:
Grid of 1 '• ma units wide
and, by 9 atonic mjnfcers deep.

n,fc,d,i,i'!e,« ,<r l .
binary (ir.d tertiary reactions,

rlnv.crdto. sections are input.

n,p7d,t,3n«,*,r,f...
10 'osoijdng. nuclei (see text) .

'transtn. coeff. are input.

6 reaction paint, {• and f
Included,
binary and tertiary rcoctiorj.

n.p.d.t.'He.K-
blnary reactions only,
(see text far recent txtmslcnsl
Inverse cross sectlcrj are In-
put.

n,p,«,f » one aitltrary
particle,
binary reactions only.
Inverse cross suctions
are Input.

. n,p,d,«,r,f.
up to 6 onlttad particles
but one reaction path
only.
tran&n. ec*ff. are input.

n,p,*,f.
up to 3 emitted particles.

C&lcuUted quantities

tf

x

X

X.

X

X

X

X

X

6$

X

X

X

tf

X

X

X

X

f j )
X

X

X

K

X.

!,-•)

X

X

X

^X.

X

X

X

X

1

1) aobrcviations;
KM ... hybrid rooel, CDm ... ?ec»etry defendant hybrid BDdel, eM ... exciton ncc*l.
V£ ... Kels-.'-opf-LVlng calculation, m.s.VE ... ™lti-step WE.
31. i. HF ... mult i-s tep l lauser Feshbach calculat ion, WFC ... w i d t h f l u c t u a t i o n correction.
OR ... direct reaction, s. enp. DR ... »ml-«-iplxlcaJ. DH contributions (C. Kalbach, l.Phys. t?Bl (19771 <OU.

2) particle production spnctra, 3) oa.»TM-ray spectra, 4) double differential cross section for partlcl-s,
51 activation or production cross (ectlon, 6) Izusrlc itate production cross section, 7) fission cross section.

References for table 2
I ' l
121
[31
(0
15]
16)
(71
W

19]
[10]
("1

M.Blann, Rept.aO-3W-29 (1915), Rept.W-łSFŁ-181 (I97B)
M.Blann, U05, Lavrence Llverrore NatlonjI Lsbarator/, P.O.itox BOB, Uvmntnre, Ca. 9455O
O.Berslllon and L.Fangcre, Rept. MEMCC(E) 191 -Ł" (19771
?.G. Joung and E.D. Arthur, Kept. LA-S9<7 (1977)
F.H.Hann, tiept, KECL^THE 78-83 (1978)
J.H.AWcemanł and H.GruppelAar, Rept. ECN-6O (1579)
C.Han«our-nłs, H.A.HsidenrtUler and 3-Agjssł, Z.Pnys. A376 (197C) !45
C.Kalhach, "Preco-o" InfomH TUNL report available from author: Triangle Universities Nuel. Laborotori',
Duke Station, Durhara, rksrth Carolina 27106, U.S.A.
H.Uhl and B.Strohmlei, Bept. IRX-16/01 and
C.J.Fu, Rept. OWL/W-W2
C.Kalbach and F.fftnn, Phys.Rev. C23 (198H !'?
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Table 2.1.

(continued)

Method

I.C.M.*

Direct Process

Preequillbrium

Equilibrium

Total Level
Density

p-h Level
Density

Discrete Level

Angular
Distribution

Y-Emission

Other
Functions

NUCLEUS HETC-3STEP

Monte-Carlo

yes

no

no

Weisskopf-
Ewing

exp[2/i(E=A)]

Williams

no

no

no

Fission Cross
Section,
Mass Yield

yes

no i

Exciton Closed
Form

Weisskopf-
Ewing

exp[2/a(E-A)]

Williams

no

Kalbach-Mann,
Kalbach Syst.

no

Fission Cross
Section,
Mass Yield

EXIFON SINCROS-II AL1CE-F

Analytic

no

yes

SMD+SMC

SMC

no

Williams lor
bound states

yes-

Kalbach-Mann,
Kumabe Syst.

yes

no

yes

Exciton Model

Hauser-
Feshbach

Gilbert-
Cameron,
Ignatyuk

Williams

yes

Kalbach-Mann
Syst.

yes

Isometric State
Production
Cross Section

no

no

Hybrid Model.
GDH

Welsskopf-
Ewing

Fermi gas,
Ramamurthy,
Liquid Drop

Williams

no

Pearlsteln,
Kalbach-Mann,
Kalbach Syst.

yes

Fission Cross
Section

Abbreviati 0113
ICM-Intranuclear Cascade Kodel
SKD-Statistlcal Multistep Direct '

SKC-Statistical Multistep Compound

References

l.T.Hishida et al.JAERI-M 86-116(1986)

3.F.Atchison,Jul-Conf.-24 C1980)

X.Iahibaahi,JAERI-M 90-02Sp.362(1990)

Y.Nakahara and Nishida,

JAERI-M,86-074 (1986)

3.H.Kalka,Zeit.Phya.A.341,289 (1992)

•ft.N.Yaraamuro, JAERI-M, 90-006 (1990)

S.T.Fukahori, JAERI-M, 92-039 (1992)
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Finally, the maximum number of final nuclei in the codes Empire, Stapre,

TNG1 is much smaller than for Alice. For proton energies above 100 MeV a

calculation of excitation functions is only feasible with Alice.

For practical purposes the Overlaid Alice code is preferred as the

computer execution time are moderate in comparison with Stapre or Empire.

The most recent version of the computer code Alice-Alice 85/300 was

also at our disposal (courtesy of Prof. Marshall Blann and my collegue

Dr.Ludwik Pieńkowski from Heavy Ion Laboratory of the Warsaw University)

which among different improvements takes into account the Wapstra and

Gove mass tables, multiple preequlibrium emission, allows to take non-

-integer exciton numbers and is capable to perform calculations up to

300 MeV excitation energy.

The Overlaid Alice code is ideally suited for fast calculations of

excitation functions.Al1 versions of the Alice code combines the

concept of the compound nucleus (CN) in statistical equilibrium with that

of preequilibrium (PE) reactions. Due to low cross sections in direct

reactions,the neglect of them is justiefied because the resulting errors

are of the same order as the inherent uncertainties of the PE and CN

models. Thus the Overlaid Alice code do not account for direct processes

and their applicability is restricted to low incident energies, say

E s 100 MeV.
P

In the present work our experimental excitation functions are compared

with calculated ones employing this code, keeping in mind this deficiency

of the Overlaid Alice code.

Therefore a set of optimal parameters used in the computer code

Overlaid Alice was searched for. More specifically, we want to know how

reliably computer code Overlaid Alice can predict the cross sections we

need, without arbitrary variations of parameters.

All o\:r calculations were performed under identical assumptions and

conditions using a constant parameter set on CDC-CYBER 70 computer of the

Institute of Atomic Energy in Świerk in 1 MeV energy step for the energy

region from S MeV to 15 MeV,in 2.5 MeV step from 15 - 50 MeV and in 5 MeV

step from 50 to 100 MeV choosing the following well established values

and options of the Overlaid Alice code :

D.The evaporation calculations were done according to the Weisskopf-

-Ewing theory.

2).For preequilibrium reactions the Hybrid Model of Blann was chosen
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3).The Q values for the compound nucleus formation, the excitation

and the separation energies of the outgoing particles were

calculated from the Myers-Świątecki mass formula.

4).The calculation of equilibrium used the s-wave option,rigid rotor

moments of inertia and the level density parameter a = A/8MeV

5).Neutrons,protons,deuterons and alpha particles were allowed to

evaporate in the equilibrium calculations.

6).The angular momentum removed in the preequilibrium emission was

not taken into account.

7).In the preequilibrlum calculations only the emission of single

nucleons was allowed for but no complex particles.

8).The transmission coefficients and inverse reaction cross sections

were calculated using the optical model subroutine of Overlaid

Alice code.

9).The intranuclear transition rates were calculated using the Paul i

corrected nucleon-nuc1eon scattering cross sections above 55 MeV

proton energy and the optical model parameters below 55 MeV.

10).The initial exciton number n was set to 4 (2,2,0).o
11).The mean free path multiplier K was kept constant and equal

to unity.

12).The competition of the fission process was neglected.

All the parameters are provided for by default options of the code

No attempt was made to improve the overall agreement with the

experimental data by varying above mentioned parameters and options.

Since we wanted to test the capability of the model, the mean free

path multiplier K which account for the transparency of nuclear matter

should become unity in all calculations (it was not used as free

parameter).

An important input parameter in preequlibrium theory, which depends

on the projectile, is the initial exciton number n describing the number

of neutrons (n), protons(p) and holes (h) forming the initial exciton

state after the first collision. The total exciton number n determineso
the shape of the spectra of the particles emitted in the preequilibrium

stage.The initial exciton number n = 3(1,1,1) is suggested in literature

that it could be estimated from the experimental nucleon spectra for

proton induced reactions. It was derived from the analysis of the (p,n)

spectra.
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Up to now, only few evaluations of the initial exciton configuration
3 4in p,d, ' He-induced reactions were reported [28],

Fcr ihe calculation of initial proton number X (3) and neutron
P

number X (3) which are required for hybrid model, Blann and Vonach [33]

propose, for proton induced reactions, formulae :

3N 4 2Z
X (3) = , X (3) = 2 - X (3) where Z, N are proton and
P 3N + Z n P

neutron numbers (of nucleus with mass number A) respectively.

For composite projectiles the choice of n is less obvious.

Though the majority of reactions induced by particles having energies

< 100 MeV are dominated by preequilibrium effects, a discussion of a

choice of n is not possible, since either the calculations are not very

sensitive to changes in n or the experimental cross sections are so

completely misinterpreted by theory,so that no meaningful initial exciton

number exists which adequately describes the experimental data.

We quote as typical examples some results. Exciton model calculations
4 3for incident He and He particles required n = 6 and n = 4

0 0 4
respectively [34]. Successful applications of the hybrid model for He

induced reactions were reported with n = 4(2,2,0) [35-37].

For incident 3He particles the n = 4(2,2,0), n = 4(1.5,2.5,0) and

n = 5(1.5,2.5,1) [38] were reported. Deuteron induced reactions were

analysed with n = 3 or n = 2 [39]. The particles that are most suitable
O G

for the production of reasonable quantities of radioisotopes for medical
1 2 34applications are ' H and ' He ions.

Thus, for Overlaid Alice code calculations we chose initial exciton

configuration o£ n = 4 (2,2,0) as universal value for all bombarding

hydrogen and helium ions.
99In the most interesting reaction Tc (p.xpyn) we have performed

calculations of excition functions with two coputational codes, Overlaid

Alice and Alice 85/300 in GDH model version for n =4(2,2,0).Additionally,

GDH model (Alice 85/300) calculations were performed with the same set of

parameters for the configuration n = 3(1.2,0.8,1) and initial neutron and

proton numbers calculated from Blann and Vonach expression.

There exist a systematic displacement of the calculated peak

positions of the excition functions with respect to the exprimental

values. This displacement increases with the increases of the multi-
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polarity of the evaporated neutrons. In order to facilitate the comparison

of the shapes and magnitudes of the calculated and experimental

excitation functions, the calculated curves should arbitrarily be shifted

and placed one on top of the other. It may generally be stated that the

Alice code describes very well the shapes of excitation function

including the long preequilibrium tails, but the energy scale and the

magnitudes of excitation functions show significant deviation and scatter

(see chapter 4).
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN THE DETERMINATION OF (PROTON INDUCED)

NUCLEAR REACTION EXCITATION' FACTION'S

Two techniques are commonly used for measuring excitation functions.

The first one is applicable in the case of variable energy accelerators.

Thin samples of the target material are irradiated either with extracted

beams of varying energies or at appropriate radii in the internal beam.

The activated products are assayed quantitatively via radiochemical

methods. The second technique consists of irradiating a set of foils or

pellets in a stack and determining the activity in each foil. The

incident particle loses energy on passing through the stack so that a

different particles are inducing reactions at each foil (see Fig 3.1).

This technique is called "stacked-foil" or "stacked-pellet" technique.

Besides foils and pellets this technique has also been applied in the

case of gas targets.Several thin walled gas cylinders are placed in a row

to constitute a stack of samples.

The stacked foil, pellet or cylinder technique is very useful since

cross section data at several energies are obtained in a single

irradiat ion.The simultaneous irradiation of the targets is economical and

assure good relative accuracy.The main disadvantage of the method is that

the calculated energies may have large uncertainties-mainly at the last

samples in the stack-because of the propagated errors in determination of

foil thicknesses. Also protons will scatter as they traverse the stack,

neutrons may be produced and so increase the background, and the energy

loss calculation may be complex. All these factors have to be included

and these corrections increase with the thickness of material traversed.

If proper precautions are not taken, considerable errors both in the

energy scale and the cross section may occur.

Thus the preferred irradiation scheme is single target irradiations so

that the experimental parameters can be. we11 controlled.

Since Lu-100 linear accelerator have constant proton energy at the

output, only possible method of the excition function measurement is the

stacked foil (or pellet) technique. This technique is commonly used in

cross section measurements relevant to (medical) radioisotope production.

In the present work it was also used for such purposes.
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Fig.3.l The illustration of the stacked foil method using proton
H3."t.induced reaction on Cu. [From F.Tarkanyi,F.Szelecsenyi

and S.Takacs, Fifth Symposium on the Medical Applications

of Cyclotrons,Turku,Finland,May 31-June 3 (1989),page 30]

3.1. Radiation fac i l i t ies

Most of bombardments were done in the external proton beam generated

from Linear Accelerator (Linac) at the institute for High Energy Physics

(IHEP) in Serpukhov (Russia). This linac (named also-Lu-100) was bui l t in

the late sixties (1967). During the f irst two decades (1967-1986) of its

operation it delivered only 100 MeV proton beam for injection into

70 GeV synchrotron (named also U-70)used in high energy physics research.

Starting from 1986 spare injector for the U-70 accelerator and tool

for nuclear physics research. Low intensity proton linear accelerator

Lu-100 consists of a three stages. The first stage produce 38.5 MeV

proton beam. The second stage accelerates the proton beam to 74 MeV. The

third stage acceleretes the protons to a maximum energy of 103.5 MeV.

Variable energy (in the form of jump) is achieved by using only some of

the accelerating stages and lett ing the beam drift through to the end of

the accelerator. In this manner energies 38.5, 74 and 103.5 MeV may be

obtained.
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On the basis of different determinations of the maximum proton beam

energy after traversing metallic exit window ths value of 100 MeV was

assumed with the - D.5 KeV uncertainty. Of course, Lu-lCC is a pulsed

proton accelerator and its some important beam parameters are : extracted

proton pulse duration - from 2 to 60 fisec, pulse repetition rate one or

two pulses per second, maximum beam current per pulse - 100 mA, the

external maximum average beam current [ peak intensity x beam duty cycle

( = pulse length x pulse rate )] about 3(iA, proton intensity per pulse-

from 109 to 1012.

For practical use the maximum external beam had an average current

of only about few tens to few hundred of nano-ampers. This meant that at

100 MeV proton beam energy absorbed in the targets is high, even at low

beam currents and efficient cooling of targets is difficult to obtain.

Consequently, during realisation of our programme other accelerator

facilities also had to be used;the cyclotron (U-240) at the Institute of

Nuclear Research in Kiev (72 MeV protons, maximum beam iO^A) for

production of U1In from 113>114'natCd targets and the cyclotron (U-120M)

at the Nuclear Research Institute, Czech Academy of Sciences, Rez,

(3
99

+ 97(35.4 - 0.3MeV protons, maximum beam 10 (jA) for production of Ru from

Tc targets.

3.2. Targets and irradiations

In order to obtain a large number of cross section data points over

a given energy range and in an effort to avoid excessive energy

degradation in each foil it is essential to use thin foils (pellets).

This is all the more important in the low energy rising part of the

excitation curve to be able to get more detail.

The foils should, however, be thick enough to produce measurable

activities for getting good counting statistics. In the case of ductile

metallic foils of varying thicknesses are easy available. Thin foils of

non-metallic and amorphous substances, however, are difficult to get and

often special methods of preparation are necessary.In the case of powdery

substances thin pellets may be obtained by pressing the powder at a
2

pressure of a few tons per cm .

The excitation functions and yields in the present work were measured

applying the well known stacked foil (pellet) technique. Two different

target materials (metal and salts) were used.
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The thickness of foils and pellets was estimated by weight and area

measurements.

521) Fe from Co and Mn

High purity cobalt and manganese foils were used as targets .From ten
2

to fourteen cobalt foils (15mm diameter, 0.8-l.Og/cm thick) were placed

on an Al target holder and interspaced with Mn foils (also 15mm diameter,
2

0.6-0.8 g.cm thick) to provide simultaneous proton bombardment. In the

case of cobalt targets, a stack of pellets made by compressing the

necessary amo

was also used.

2
necessary amount of the powdered CoCl ( 15mm diameter, 0.4-0.5 g/cm )

i_»

07 qq
2) Ru from ayTc

Since Tc foils are not. commercially available, they were supplied by

the Institute of Physical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences. High

purity metal foils of Tc were used. The stack consisted of 25 numbered
+ +

Tc-foils each of square shape (dimensions 15 - 0,2 mm x 15-0.2 mm,

0.2 - 0.01 mm thickness, weight varies between 0.4147g and 0.5079g).

3)

113 114Stacks of metallic natural and enriched ( ' Cd) cadmium foils

were used. The isotopic composition of the cadmium foils used for this

work is shown in Table 3.1 .The stack consisted of 23-25 numbered foils,
2 1 13 1 14each of the disc shape (10cm in diameter, 0,13 g/cm ( ' Cd) and

0.24 g/cm2 (natCd) thick).
113For the irradiations the stacked Cd discs were interlaid with the

114 113
discs of the Cd stack. The joint thickness of all Cd discs and all

Cd discs, was 6.8 g/cm .
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Table 3.1. Isotope composition (in %) of the cadmium

targets used.

r
TARGET

ISOTOPE

T

Cd(nat)
113Cd 114Cd

1
106Cd
108Cd
110Cd
mcd
112Cd
113Cd
114Cd
116Cd

1
1.25

0.89

12.5

12.8

24.1

12.2

28.7

7.5

1
0.01

0.01

0. 12

0.12

1.98

95.8 i 0.3

2.47

0.21

r "" i
0.01

0.01

0.10

0.11

0.34

0.28

98.9 - 0,1

0.27

4) Rb from Rb

When deciding on the most covenient target compound we rejected

metallic rubidium and its alloys with other metals, for their incovenient

physical and chemical properties.

Any anhydrous rubidium component ( e.g.rubidium chloride or rubidium
82

carbonate) may be used in principle for production of Sr. The rubidium

chloride targets were used in spite of the unnecessarily large activity

produced by proton reaction with chloride. RbCl is highly soluble in

water or acid and has a high melting point (715°C). In comparison with

Rb CO , for RbCl salt exists extensive information on Sr-Rb separation
82 82

techniques ( very important from the point of view of the Sr / Rb

generator construction).
82 na.t 8? 8?

For Rb produced via Rb (p,xn) Sr —* Rb reaction the stacked

pellet technique was used. The necessary amount of the salt powder (RbCl)

was pressed into solid crystalline pellets. The thickness of pressed
2

pellets (15mm in diameter, area 1.76 cm ) of anhydrous RbCl of natural
85 87 3̂  T7

isotopic composition ( Rb 72.15%, Rb 27.85%, Cl 75.4%, Cl 24.6%)

was about 0.57 g/cm . The stack of 20 RbCl pellets (about 12g/cm2) were

sandwiched between aluminium foils.
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197
5,6) Cs and Xe from Cs

The thin targets for the excitation function measurements were

prepared by compressing the necessary amount of the natural, high purity

CsCl powder. The weight of pressed CsCl pellets (diamete 1.5 cm, area
2

1.76cm ) varied throughout the stack to assure appriopriate energy loss

of protons in each disc. The number of pellets varied in different

irradiations. The thin target discs were then stacked in thin-walled Al

tube (target holder) with Al foils in between each CsCl discs. About

20 pellets were placed in Al target holder. Total thickness of target
2

varied around 14 g/cm .

7) 201Tlfrom206'207'2°8Pb

A stacked foil target (thin circular foils 10 mm in diameter with
2

thickness which varied from 0.15-0,2 mg/cm ) was constructed using

enriched metallic Pb. The isotopic composition of the Pb foils used for

this work is shown in Table 3.2. Each stack consisted of 3 foils (triad)

with 3 different Pb isotopes (206>207>208pD).

Table 3.2. Isotope composition (in %) of the lead targets used

I 1 1 1 1
• TARGET 2°BPb 207Pb 2°8Pb

ISOTOPE

1 204pb
20Bpb
207pb
208pb

1
0.01

1
94.CĆ0.1

l
4.04

l
1.96

i
0.01

i
2.66

l
89.0-0. 1

l
8.24

i l
0.08

l l
0.82

! 1

1.6

l l
97.5-0.1
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Taking into account the threshold energy of proton induced reactions

on ' Pb isotopes it was an interesting possibility to irradiate

each triadę of Pb isotopes in sequence liu Pb,LV""Pb and *oupb to produce
201,. , ,, 208,207,206n, , . 201m,gn. 201D. 201T. , 0 „ „,Tl by the Pb(p,xn) —> &Bi —* Pb —? Tl (x = 8,7,6]

reactions with the highest energy of proton in front of first foil,
207reduced further in foil material before entering the second ( Pb) foil

2
and so on. A total of 20 triad (60 foils with total mass Hg/cm ) were

used. A sketch of stacked foils and the irradiation scheme is shown in

Fig 3.2.
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Fig 3.2 A conceptual layout of the Injector Liniac LU-100

of the institute for High Energy Physics (IHEP)
in Serpukhov

A set of 208>207'206pb foils (triads) in the irradiated

stack. In front of the stack Al foils are placed for

proton flux monitoring.
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8) I from I

2
The Nal pellets of thickness (diameter 1.5 cm, area 1.76cm ) varying

p
from 0.45 to 0.55 g/cm" were hermetically sealed in a polyethylene

envelopes in order to avoid radioxenon loss and prevent water absorption

(Nal is hydroscopic). The stacks of 25 sealed pellets were used.The total

thickness of all Nal pellets in one stack was (12-l)g/cm .

77
9) Br from Br

Thin targets for the excitation function measurements were prepared

by compressing the necessary amount of the natural, high purity KBr. The
2

weight of pressed KBr pellets (diameter 1.5 cm, area 1,76 cm ) varied

throughout the stack to assure appropriate energy loss of protons in
2

each disc. About twenty KBr pellets (0.2-0,6 g/cm ) were placed in an Al

target holder.

The stacks of foils or pellets were placed in target holder which was

mounted in a target block cooled be a stream of compressed air passing

through a tubing dipped in liquid nitrogen. To avoid local melting of

foils (pellets) in the stack the proton beam was defocused. Prior to

irradiation of the stacks the beam alignment was carefully checked by

irradiating nuclear emulsions in the same holder. After a short

irradiation the emulsions were processed and inspected optically in

order to check the beam position.

1 7R
10) Ta from Ta

1&n i si
High purity natural Ta ( Ta 0.0123%, Ta 89.8877%) in metallic

form was used as a target material for all irradiations. The excitation
181

function of the Ta (p,4n) reaction was measured using a stacked foil

technique. The stack was composed of 32 marked tantalum foils (20 foils
2 + 2 +

of 0.20g/cm" - I0/, and 12 foils 0.i48g/cm - 1% thick and 16 mm in

diameter) sufficient to cover the bombarding proton energy range from

28 to 73 KeV. The thickness of each Ta foil was determined by weight and

area measurements. Tantalum metal foils were found to be an excellent

target material, capable of withstanding high beam currents. No cooling

of the samples was done during bombardments.

The external 73 MeV proton beam of the linear accelerator (LU-100)

was used for irradiation.
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A proton bean (as homogenous as possible) defined by an Al collimator

1-ra.s used to assure that all of the induced radioactivity in the foil was

concentrated in a small but well defined area. This allowed for a nearly

ideal determination of the extended (disc) source-Ge(Li ) detector

counting geometry.

In order to cover the energy range from 16 to 99 MeV and to

accomplish irradiations at proton energies lower than 100 MeV [available

constant primary proton energy (100 - 0-5) MeV from the LU-100 linac] the

lead degrader foils were employed introducing on energy spread not higher

than 1.5 MeV at the lowest proton energies in the last foils of the

stack) .

The energy values of protons after they had traversed each foil (Mn,

Co,Tc,Cd,Pb) or pellet (CoCl , RbCl, Nal, CsCl) were calculated from the
O

range-energy tables given in [1] (taking into account Bragg 's additivity

rule for chemical compounds).

The duration of bombardment varies with the half-life of the desired

activity as well as the intensity of the proton beam :
52

1) Fe from Mn.Co foils and CoCl pellets

The stacks were exposed for 3-8.5 h to an external proton beam

currents (chosen in the 50-70nA range) generated from the linac (LU-100).

07
2) Ru from Tc foils

The stack of Tc foils for irradiations with incident proton energies

of 100, 73 and 60 MeV from linac (LU-100) was placed in a special low

intensity target holder. The proton beam intensities were limited to low

currents which varied from 50--100nA. The duration of irradiations were

6-7 hours.

One additional measurement was carried out at the bombarding proton

energy (35,4 - 0.3)MeV at the cyclotron (U-120M) of the Nuclear Research

Institute, Czecho-Slovak Academy of Sciences, Rez. The stack used at Rez

contained 10 Tc foils. Beam current of 500 nA was applied during

irradiation time 15 hours.
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3) In from Cd foils (enriched and natural)

The cadiur.i s Lacks ;,-£rc bc;,;bardrd •„'i'.'h <?3 HcV proton beam (to cover

the energy range from 63 to 3 MeV) from U-240 cyclotron in Kiev.

The irradiations took 0.5 h. The cyclotron proton beam intensity was

limited to a few hundred nA to avoid possible local melting (or

evaporation) of the cadmium disc which has a low melting point.

op i po pni
4,5,6) Rb from RbCl pellets, I from Nal pellets and Tl from

enriched Pb foils

The proton beam and irradiation times used were : 20 nA and 3-5 h for

Pb foils, 36 nA and Ih for Nal pellets, 20 nA and 3 h for RbCl pellets.

1 PR 1PY
7,8) Cs and Xe from CsCl pellets

The linac proton beam intensity was limited to low currents which

varied from 30-200 nA. The duration of irradiations were 2-5 hours.

9) 77Br from KBr pellets

The stacks were exposed (during 0.5-0.75 h) to an external proton

beam currents (kept at 70 nA level to minimize target heating) generated

from the linac (LU-100).
1 78

10) Ta from tantalum foils

The tantalum stacks were irradiated for 12 hours v/ith a proton beam

current of 40 nA.

3.3. Activity measurements

Most of the radioisotopes potentially useful for in-vivo applications

emit suitable y-rays. In the cross section measurements therefore high-

-resolution ?-ray spectroscopy is commonly employed.

Following the irradiations, the irradiated stacks placed in a transfer

cask were transported from Serpukhov (or Kiev and Rez-) to the Laboratory

of Nuclear Problems of Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna.

The gamma-ray spectra from separate foils (pellets) were then measured

spectroscopically over periods of several days.

A first gamma-ray spectrometer consisting of a Ge(Li) detector
3

(40 cm , resolution 1.2 keV FWHM at 122keV), a 40S6 channel analyser and

associated electronics was used to measure and identify the induced

activities in foils and pallets.
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A second gamma-ray spectrometer CICERO-8k (SILENA, Milano) equipped
BO

with a HPGe detector (CANBERRA, USA) with FWKM 1.72 keV for Co,

efficiency ?o°<- and associated electronics was used to measure and

identify the induced activities on Tc targets and monitor foils. The

spectrometers were calibrated for gamma-ray energy and efficiency using
1 *3*3 1 R^

activity certified etalons of Ba and Eu (Institute for Research,

Production and Application, Prague, Czecho-Slovakia)

The iradiated Tc foils in Rez were repeatedly measured first in Rez

and then after transportation,also in Dubna.

All radioisotopes were easily identified (by photopeak energy and

half-life determination) and their gamma-rays resolved with Ge(Li)

detector systems. Each foil (pellet) was counted several times to

construct the decay curves.

3.4. Beam intensity measurement

One of the most important parameters in the determination of a cross

section is the measurement of the beam current incident on each foil. Two

methods are generally applied for this purpose. In the first method which

is applied in the case of thin stacks, the outgoing beam falls in a

Faraday cup and the total charge is registered. In the second method use

is made of a monitor reaction whose excitation function is known

accurately. For this purpose several foils of the monitor target material

are inserted at several places in the stack. It is however recommended

that whenever possible both a Faraday cup and a monitor foil be used for

beam amount measurement.

The target holder in the present work electrically insulated from

the beam tube worked like a Faraday cup and allowed measurements (with

low precision) of the incident charge. Since at Serpukhov Faraday cups

were not available for beam current integration, the proton flux had to

be determined by monitoring reactions.

For measurements of beam currents of high energy protons via the
27 24monitor reaction Al(p,3pn) Na as well as for energy degradation in

2
the stack, additional several aluminium foils 28mg/cm thick were placed

24
in front of each stack. The cross section for the production of Na

27from Al is very well known [4].

For irradiations of Tc the oroton beam (E = 35 MeV) was monitored in
P

the same way as described above,however, Cu monitoring foils were applied

instead of Al foils. The reason is that the cross sections for
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co R? KR RR
Cu (p,2n) Zn and Cu (p,n) Zn reactions are very well known [5]

r.nd provide - besides their basic monitoring task - a rigorous test of

the quality of the Faraday cup measurement. So the reliability in the

determination of the cross sections in the increasing part of excitation
99 97function for Tc (p,3n) Ru reaction was very much improved.

3.5. Treatment of data

The observed gamma emission rate was converted to a disintegration

rate A (t) by using the equation :

N
A (t) = —̂ (1)

e I ad
H H

where A(t) is the source disintegration rate (dis./sec), N is the
TS

peak area, e vis the peak efficiency of the Ge detector, a is the total
If

gamma ray absorption correction factor which accounts for its passage in

the air, detector mask and selfabsorption in an activation sample, I is
Tt

the number of photons emitted per decay, d - is the dead time of the

measurements (significant only for very intense sources).

The peak efficiency c was determined by the calibrated gamma sources of
22.. 60„ 137_ J. 152„Na, Co, Cs and Eu.

All targets were measured 4-5 times at least and the final result is

the weighted average of the measurements. With respect to the decay

properties of the radionuclides assayed in this work to evaluate the

cross sections (yields), the half lives were taken from the Table of

Isotopes [2] and the gamma ray energies and branching ratios from the

compilation [3]. The total number of counts in the relevant photopeak

area for measured gamma ray spectra and absolute activities with first

spectrometer were evaluated using EC-1010 computer and ETAP code [6].

The number of counts in the relevant photopeak areas for the measured

gamma-ray spectra and absolute activities from Tc targets were evaluated

using the computer of SILENA spectrometer [7] (second spectrometer)

These activities (with the known number of atoms in target foil and

beam intensities) were then used to determine the cross section values

(and production yields).

3.6. Excitation functions and their errors

A discussion of the accuracy of our experimental results,obtained by

proton activation of target materials, is rendered slightly difficult by

the large number of possible error sources.
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The errors made in the excitation function measurements can be

divided into two classes. The first class constitutes those errors

beam current and absolute activity of the activation product) and the

second class comprises those contributing to the error in the beam energy

on each individual target (lead to errors in the energy scale). Since a

stacked foil (pellet) technique was employed, the energy calculated from

the setting of the accelerator is only valid for the first foil (pellets)

of the stack.

Of course there are those error sources which all charged particle

activations have in common. Beside the difficulties arising from

differences in stopping power, the (relative) flux measurement is an

error source inherent to the method. If samples and monitor foils are

irradiated in turn with a stable, homogeneous beams, the measurement of

the charge with a Faraday cup gives good precision. With the arrangement

used in our work however, all samples were irradiated with beams of

different quality. To minimize the effects due to an inhomogeneous beam, a

broad blow-up beam is used, as homogeneous as possible. This arrangement

introduces some other error sources: variations in the thickness of the

monitor foils and counting statistics of the measurement of the induced

monitor activity. These errors will not exceed 1-2%.

In Chapter 4 it will be mentioned that the protons from the linac

with an energy of 100 MeV had to be degraded to 73 and 60 MeV by means of

a Pb absorber. Small variations in absorber thickness can cause errors in

two ways: the protons activating the different samples will have a

somewhat different initial energy and the same difference in energy

causes differences in cross section for the monitor reaction in the

foils. This effect was kept in mind, however, when the particle energy was

chosen, and so it can be neglected as a serious source of errors. The

nature of the samples is another source of possible troubles: errors

caused by variations in density, and inhomogeneities. Density variations

from one sample to another will cause differences in depth (in mm) of

the mean region of activation, which will produce differences in

measuring geometry. However, the minimum distance from the bottom of the

sample to the detector head was ten cm, which makes the shifts in

geometry, where differences in depth of at most 0.3mm occur, negligible.
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All errors discussed above are more or less consequences of the use

charged particle activation. However, together with the influence on

inhomogeneities, the most, important error source will be the counting

staListics. The influence of this effect depends upon the rso?.sured peak

area of the y-ray from the radionuclide investigated and on the

background to be subtracted.

The uncertainty in the determination of the absolute activity of the

activation product arises mainly from the uncertainty in the efficiency

of the couting system as well as the decay data" used.

The effect of beam inhomogeneity is very difficult to estimate.

Since the individual errors are independent, the total error in the

cross sections is obtained by taking the square root or the sum of the

squares of the individual errors.

In the calculation of the cross sections the following errors have

been taken into account: 1) the error in the primary incident energy of

the proton beam (-0.5%), 2) the error in the total number of protons on

the targets (mainly due to the error of monitor reaction cross section)

in the stack (-5%), 3) the error in the target thickness (B7. for f oil, 8%

for pellets), 4) the statistical error in the integrated area of the

photo-peaks (with a minimim of 3% and maximum of 5%), 5) the error in the

counting statistics (- 3%), 6) the error in the absolute efficiency of

Ge(Li) detector (was set at - 5%), 7) the 5% error was taken in the

attenuation corrections, 8) the error in the decay data was assumed to be

- 5% , 9) the error in the counting geometry (- 3%) and 10) the error of

irradiation and decay times (3%).

If the errors mentioned above are added in quadrature the resulting

total error is thus partly systematic and amounts to between 13-15%. We

assumed for the cross sections and yield the error - 15%.

It should be notes that the energy scale entail some errors arising

from the uncertainties in the foil (pellet) thickness (errors in the

calculated stopping powers of the materials). The errors in the scale

were reduced by stacks and irradiating them with varying primary

energies. The results of such studies covering energy overlap regions

gave good checks of the energy scale and suggest that in the present

work the energy scale do not have errors in excess of 1-1.5 MeV.

The beam energies derived for the foils and pellets should be correct

to -1 MeV with an estimated energy straggling of the same magnitude [8].
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CHAPTER 4

RADIONUCLIDE PRODUCTION (EXCITATION FUNCTIONS AND YIELDS)

Description of production of every radioisotope in this Chapter,

written in the form of an article, contains its own introduction.

524. 1. Production of Fe (for haematological research)

4.1.1. Introduction

The value of iron as a medicine in diseases of the blood was

recognized in antiquity, and the importance of iron as a component of

blood was firmly established in the early eighteenth century. A great

amount of accumulated balance data reinforced and extended by

radioactive iron tracer studies has permitted real understanding of

the metabolism of this vital substance.

The body of normal adult human contains 4 to 5 gram of iron.

Approximately 55% of this is present in the circulating hemoglobin; 10% to

20% in myoglobin; 20% to 30% in storage depots in the liver, spleen, kidney

and bone marrow; and a small, but vital, 1% to 3% is present in enzymes

necessary for cellular respiration.

The adult male loses only small quantities of iron, estimated at

about 1 mg per day from stool and skin. The adu] t female Josses are

slightly greater, averaging 2.5 mg per day because of the menstrual flow.

The usual daily European diet contains about 15 mg of elemental iron.

Two radioactive isotopes of iron are easy available for clinical
59use. Fe with T = 44. 5d and an energetic gamma ray emission is the

SBisotope of choice for use in patients. Fe has T. .„ = 2.9y and emits a

soft gamma ray which can be differentially counted in the presence of
59
Fe. Thus, two simultaneous iron studies can be run in the same patient.

Iron radionuclides suitable for imaging are of special interest in

nuclear medicine primarily because of the important role played by iron
52in metabolism and in erythropoietic processes. Fa is the only iron

radionuclide with decay properties ( T = 8.3h , /3+ 56.5% , EC 43.5%,

168.7keV gamma line 99.2% abundant) suitable for nuclear medical imaging

(see Fig 4. 1).
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Fig 4.1. Simplified decay schemes for two iron isotopes
55

commonly used in nuclear medicine: Fe and Fe
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Although 59Fe and Fe have been used extensively in hematological

research, their physical characteristics are not suitable for imaging.
52

However both these radionuclides may accompany Fe production and they
52act as harmful impurities for patients. Fe may be also used in a

S2Fe—> 52mMn generator as a source of short lived b mMn (T1/2= 21 min)

which decays by positron emission (97%) and is well suited for PET. Due

to its rapid clearance from the blood and its concentraction in the

myocardium, mMn is a good agent for assessment of myocardial perfusion.

Its half life is also sufficiently short to make repeated studies at

short intervals possible.
52Various routes for the production of Fe are available and are

shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. For all of these reactions the cross

sections at maximum of excitation function do not exceed, unfortunately,

a value of few millibarns.
52Generally speaking, the cross section data for Fe production

reactions are still insufficient and further precise experiments are

requested.
5?The production of "Fe has been thoroughly studied at lower energy

4 3accelerators ( by He or He bombardment of natural or enriched Cr
3 52targets). The Cr( He,3n) Fe reaction seems the most suitable to produce

52Fe, almost free from impurities [7,19-22].
52However, the most promising reactions producing Fe have been found

at higher particle energy (spallation reactions on targets with Z>26)
55 52[1,11-14,15-18], Among possible reactions Mn (p,4n) Fe seems to be

superior, although it requires a relatively high energy accelerator.
59 52 52Another reaction Co(p.xpyn) Fe should similarly give Fe. In fact

very little is found in the literature about those reactions. The
59 52excitation function of the Co (p.xpyn) Fe reaction was measured [5]

in 1956 in the 100 —> 0 MeV region using either GM counter or the poor

resolution scintillation detector . The cross section data of this

reaction need re-investigat ions. In the present work we have studied this

reaction for the first time with a high resolution Ge(Li) detector,

thereby improving the accuracy and the energy resolution of the

excitation function sufficiently detailed for the present purpose of

maximizing radionuclide production (i.e.yield and purity).
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55 52The excitation function of the Mn (p,4n) Fe reaction for the first.

time was measured [l]a few years ago in the proton energy range 70->3QMeV.

Since there are no further experimental excitation function measurements
*)of this reaction for energies above 70 MeV, an attempt was made to

measure and predict theoretically this excitation function (on the basis

of the hybrid model [27] in the form of the computer code Alice). With
52this motivation the present work was undertaken to study the Fe yields

and cross sections from Mn and Co targets at 100 MeV proton bombarding

energy.

4.1.2. Results and discussion

4.1.2.1. Experimental excitation functions

The cross sections for Mn (p,4n) Fe and Co (p,2p6n) Fe

reactions measured in this work are given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The

The accuracy of our measurements is - 15%. It is seen from Tables 4.3 and
52 55 "594.4 that formation of Fe in Mn (p,4n) and ' Co (p,2p6n) reactions

reaches maximum of (1.3 - 0.18)mb at 55 MeV and (0.3B - 0.05)mb at 77 MeV

respectively. The cross sections of the latter reaction over the whole

energy range are smaller. Our data are in good agreement with the results

of Refs. [1,5].

4.1.2.2.Comparison of experimental and calculated excitation functions

For a comparison of the experimental excitation functions with

theoretical predictions, the cross sections for the proton induced

production of radionuclides from reactions on Mn and Co targets were

calculated using the computer program Overlaid Alice [27].

*) After the print of data concerned with this isotope (and some others)

in Dubna Report P6-90-138 (1990) which was accepted for publication in

February of 1990 and printed in May 1990 author of this paper learned

from Appl. Rad. Isotop. 4_1, No3, p 315 (1990) that a group in National
52Accelerator Centre,Faure, South Africa has also been producing Fe from

Mn and Ni targets using 200 MeV proton beam.The cross sections and yields

for Mn p,4n) Fe reaction are in excellent agreement with our for

E < 100 MeV.
P
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co
Table 4.1. Reactions leading to the Fe with investigated

energy range,position of maximum of excitation

functions and respective cross sections.

('article

P

3He

o

"l.i

Reaction

5?Hn(pMn)

5<Fc(p.p2n)

s<Fe(p.l)

s'Fe(p.dn)

59Cofp.sp.ill)

^NUp.opan)

"Cr(:He.3n)

sl)Co(«.ni>nn)

NFc(u.n2n)

s'Fe("Li.X)

Energy Ipeakl (McV)

40 - 731541

33 - 44(45!

18 - 23

33 - 60|45|

59 - 961771

42 - 56

23-44(35!

113 - !70

33-40

55 - 9-1

o„, (obi

1.4

1.4

0.3

4

0.44

1.8

5

0.25

0.34

4. B

Ref.

1) K Suzuki

2) R.Hichel

3) B L.Cohen

4) I. R. Williams

5) R. A. Sharp

6) S.Tanaka

7) H.W. Greene

8) R.Hichel

9) S.Tannka

10) J. Jastrzebski

52,Table 4.2. Production yields for the Fe

Particle

p

'He

a

1?C

Reaction

"Mnf.p.4n)

55Hn(p.4n)

S5Hfi(p.4n)

55Hn(p.4n)

^Hntp.-in)

MNi(p. spall)

Cu(p, spall)
Fe(p. spall)

Cu(p. spall)
'Fe(p, spall)

Ni(p, spall)

Ni(p, spall)

Ni(p, spall)

Hi(p. spall)

"Cr^He.Sn)

5?Cr(JHc.3n)

5?Cr(:Hc.3n)

"Cr(3fle.3n)

uCr(3Me.3n)

wCr(o.2n)

MCr(a.2n)

'""Crta.Sn)

Cu(1?C. spall)

Energy
(HeV)

65

70 - 50

70

73 - 39
60 - 39

70

193.0

590
590

590
590

568

200

800

800

45.5

Z3

40

33

45 - 00

66

30

30

1032

Production
Yield

(pCi/|iAh)

too

200

98

670
380

110

50

0.25 mb
0.80 mb

Q.Z7 nb
0.675 mb

700

67

3300

138

50

0.7

50

20

IZ. D

8/em

3.3

0.5

0.35 mb

''YeA'Fe
(pcrrrnl.)

«• 3

0.7

0 7

0.44
0.50

0.8

3.3

< 0.001

0.3

< 0.07

5 - 6

M

Re f.

U

12

13

1

14

13

15

IG

17

U

14

18

7

19

20

21

7?.

23

ZA

K

- 1

40



Table 4.3. Fe thin target,cumulative yields and cross sections

for the 55Mn(pJ4n)
52Fe reaction as a function of proton

energy.

Proton 52Fe
enerov* production

cross section
(mb)

97.5
95.7
93.1
90.0
89,4
B7.9
84.0
82.9
79.5
77.5
76.1
74.4
70. B
68.8
66.7
64.4
61.0
58.9
57.3
56.3
54.9
53.0
52.0
49.9
48.4
46.5
42.8

41.2
40.7
38.0
36.4

u. 40
0.40
0.40
0.39..
0,36
0.39
0.48
0.44
0.43
0.54
0.5B
0.61
0.69
0.75
0.76
0.85
0.87
0.83
1.01
1.20
1.30
1.20
1.01
0.94
Ol 71
0.59
0.19

0.12
0.11
0.10
0.02

52Fe

(Pl
Thin target

40

40

38
39
4<i

47

62

70

78

98

150

70

20

U

yields
:i/uAn)

Cumulative

40

BO

116
157
203

250

312

382

460

55B

703

778

798

809

Average proton energy et the old thickness of. Hn foil.



5'Table 4.4. "Fe thin target,cumulative yields and cross sections
co co

for the Co(p,2p6n) Fe reaction as a function of proton

energy.

Proton
energy*

(MsV)

98.6
96.7
94.6
92.6
91.5
90.3
88.0

87.0
85.8
83.8
80.9

78.7
75.9

73.8
72.0
70.2
67.7

65.3

52Fe
production
cross section

(mb)

0.23

0.21

0.25
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.21
0.24
0.29
0.26

0.28
0.36

0.36
0.30
0.23
•0.19
0.12

0.09

52Fe

(Ml
Thin tarjjet

7.2
5.8

6.4
7.9

8.1

9.8
7.4

9.9
10.5
9.6
7.6
6.7
4. B
2.4

1.7

yields

Cumulative

7.2
13.0

19.4
27.3

35.4

45:2
52.fi
62.1 f-
73.0

82.6
90.2
97.0
101. B
104.2

105.9

Average proton energy at.the ndd thickness of Co foil.
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The calculated curves are of particular value in predicting the optimum

beam energy and the degree of contamination in the end product.
59

In Fig.4.2 and 4.3 excitation functions of reactions Co (p,2p6n)
55 52and Mn (p,4n) leading to final product Fe are compared with theory.

55The shape of the excitation function for the Mn (p,4n) reaction is

satisfactorily reproduced, however the theory is shifting the excitation

function to higher energies by about 7 MeV .The slope of the experimental

and theoretical excitation functions are very similar.Figures 4.2 and 4.3

show in addition the sets of theoretical excitation functions for (p,xn)

and (p.pxn) reactions not examined in our work but very important for
52estimating the contamination of Fe by other radioisotopes.

There is scant information in the literature concerning the

excitation functions for the type of reactions used for production of
52 59Fe from Co target. Because of complexity of the Co (p,2p6n) reaction,

the excitation function is expected to show a monotonie rise from the

threshold energy and then to remain relatively flat. This is the case for

theoretical excitation function for this reaction. The cross sections

below 80 MeV are very well predicted by the Alice code and underestimated

above it.

4.1.3. Yields
52 55The resultant thin target yields for Fe from Mn (p,4n) and

59Co(p,2p6n) reactions (calculated according to the method from Ref.[28])
52and the cumulative Fe yields (calculated by summation of the thin

target yields) as a function of proton energy are given in Tables 4.3 and
524.4. Both thin target and cumulative Fe yields are shown in Figures 4.4

52
and 4.5. The Fe cumulative yields of 809 and 105 /aCi/nAh (at EOB) were

were obtained from Mn and Co targets respectively (see Tables 4.3 and

4. 4). Although the production cross sections of both reactions are small,
55the higher yield of the Mn (p,4n) reactior

more attractive for prospective applications.

With respect to the production of radionuclide Fe, an estimate of

cross section is possible based on the data of Ref.[1] and high energy

part of the theoretically calculated excitation function of the reaction
55M , ,55„Mn (p,n) Fe.

55the higher yield of the Mn (p,4n) reaction seems to make this reaction
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10Z

.§ 10'

b

10°

Mn(p,xn)56"xFe

(p,3n)"Fe(8.5m)

-lp,n)5 5Fe(2.7y)
Np/n) 52Fel8.3h!
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Ep(MeV)

Fig 4.2. Comparison of measured cross sections (dots with
KR ^2*9

error bars) for the Mn(p,4n) Fe reaction with

calculated ones (continuous line) obtaned with

help of Overlaid Alice code.
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Fig 4.3. Comparison of measured cross sections {dots with
59 52error bars) for the Co(p,2p6n) Fe reaction with

calculated ones (continuous line) obtained with

help of Overlaid Alice code.
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Fig 4.5. Thin target and cumulative Fe yields from the

59Co(p,2p6n) Fe reaction as a function of proton

energy.
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The cross sections of the (p,n) reaction are in the high energy

part of the excitation function nearly equal (for 70 < E < 100 MeV)
52 ^

to that of the (p,4n) reaction leading to Fe. At E =50 MeV the cross

sections of the (p,n) reaction are one order of magnitude higher. The
55 52ratio of half-lives of Fe and Fe is about 2800. Thus the activity of

55 52Fe relative to the Fe activity in the energy region between 50 and
55100 MeV is less than 1%. Such small quantity of Fe administered with

52Fe (in radiopharmaceutical) is not hazardous for patients.

4.1.4. Conclusion

52A high yield of Fe is important to produce millicurie quantities of
55the activity and a low contamination of Fe is essential, since the low

55energy x rays of Fe do not contribute to the image formation while its

long half-life delivers a large and unnecessary radiation dose to the
55bone marrow, a highly radiosensitive organ. The radiation dose due to Fe

52is greater than that of Fe by a factor of about 7 for total body and by

about 20 for bone marrow [29].
52A method is described for the production useful quantities of Fe

55 59by 100 MeV proton induced reactions on Mn and Co targets. The total
55 59yields achievable are 0.8 mCi//jAh from Mn and 0. ImCi/^Ah from Co in

the proton energy intervals 100 — > 35MeV and 100 — > BSMeV respectively.

It should be also emphasized that our method has an additional advantage

of using inexpensive monoisotopic natural Mn and Co and so preparation

of targets is very simple from the technical point of view.

When taking into account the whole energy range investigated in this

52

55 52work for Mn (p,4n) Fe reaction it is possible to obtain 24mCi of

Fe in 15 hours of irradiation (optimum for production of " Fe in the

target) at LU-100 accelerator with the average proton current 2̂ A. This

amount is enough to make the generator Fe/ mMn [14].
55

The Fe impurity which is estimated to be 0.45-0.7 % [1,12] (from
52experimental measurements) can be ignored when Fe is used as a

generator for Mn because Fe impurities are retained in chromatographic

column.
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974.2. Production of Ru (for tumor imaging)

4.2.1. Introduction

A rough estimate by the World Health Organization, based on expected

demographic and health status trends, suggests that by the year 2000 the

number of cancer deaths in the world may have increased by more than 50%

to approximately 8 million annually [30].

The chance of surviving cancer is better when therapy is instituted

early in the course of the disease. Detection at a pre-invasive stage (in

situ) or sometimes at a premalignant stage is at present feasible at

certain sites. The choice of the therapeutic modality often depends on

the extent of the disease. There are many ways to establish this e.g. by

physical examination, biochemical tests, radiography, X-ray CT-scanning,

endoscopy, percutaneous needle aspiration biopsy, ultrasonography and

radionuclide scintigraphy. Each has its advantages and disadvantages and

no single procedure will be the "best test" to perform on all occasions.

The decision as to which of these tests or the sequence in which the

tests should be performed is usually difficult. A combination of several

methods often yields the best results.

Diagnosis of cancer at early stages using noninvasive nuclear

medicine procedures is highly desirable but so far has shown limited

potential because of the lack of suitable radiopharmaceuticals based on

radionuclide with optimal physical and chemical properties. In general,

slow kinetics of uptake of the radiopharmaceuticals by cancerous tissues

necessitates the use of intermediate half-life nuclides, and for good

quality scans a radiolabel with optimum physical and biological

properties is required. Many compounds have been suggested for tumor
R7

imaging. Ga-citrate is one of the few that have received clinical

applications in selected centers. It does not concentrate selectively in

tumors, but also in a variety of normal structures and in several diverse

benign and malignant lesions. As a result the background level remains
R7

high which makes the interpretation of Ga scans difficult. Other well
1 *! 1 co C7

known radioisotopes for tumor imaging are In and ' Co [31,32].

During the past 10 to 15 years an attention has been drawn to the
97Ru nuclide.
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Its unusual combination of excellent physical and chemical properties

[T1/2 = 2.9 d, 1007= EC, two gamma lines 215.7 keV 185.8% abundant) and

324.5 keV (10.2% abundant), no beta emissions to contribute to the

radiation dosage, a few different valence states] make this neutron

deficient radioisotope a desirable label for syntheses of

radiopharmaceuticals (simple salts, hydrophilic and lipophilic chelates,

phosphate and amine compounds, colloidal preparations) and for nuclear

medicine applications (for diagnostics as well as for therapeutic

purposes ) .

Ruthenium-97 has not come into clinical use because of the lack of

efficient and economical production method of multicurie yields with

particle accelerators. The reactor and accelerator methods suggested so
07 oc 07 inT P7

far to produce Ku include: Ru(n, -y) Ru [33], Rh(p,2p5n) Ru [31-38],
natAg(p,spall)97Ru [39], natMo(4He, xn)97Ru [40-43], natMo(3He, xn)9?Ru

QQ 0*7 QV
[41,43] and Tc(p,3n) Ru [44]. Reactor made Ru based on the (n,y)

96
reaction on strongly enriched Ru does not yield a. carrier free product

which limits its application in radiopharmacology. Cyclotron production
3 4

with He or He particle bombardment of natural molybdenum targets
97

produce comparatively low yields (<100 fiCi/fiAh) of Ru containing a

variety of long lived radiocontaminants. The proton spallation reaction

(p.xpyn) on Rh (or Ag) gives good yield (several hundred millicuries per

day) and constitutes today the most useful procedure for the production
97

of no-carrier added (NCA) Ru for use in radiopharmaceutical syntheses

if high current ( 30 fiA) and high energy accelerator (E Ł 200 MeV) is

available [35,36,38].
97

However, Ru is rarely used for synthesis of radiopharmaceuticals

useful in chemical research because of:l) the targets have to be prepared

from substantial quantities of relatively expensive metals (Rh or Ag),

2) in these metal samples a number of long lived activities is being

accumulated and therefore they cannot be reused, 3) high energy machines

are mostly meant for nuclear physics studies and the available beam time

is limited, 4) operation of such machines is expensive (machines are very

sensitive, break-down rates are relatively high) , 5) if beam current from

such machines is high, the construction of high current on line targets

is very difficult.
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Q7 99 97Ru can also be produced using the Tc(p,3n) Ru reaction. Very

preliminary work in 1974 at Brookhaven presented in the form of laconic

abstract [44] indicates for this reaction yields 5 mCi/MAh. No details,

especially regarding the excitation function and target thickness (the

most convenient proton energy range) have been reported.

It has been pointed out by several authors that the target material

(Tc) is rather exotic [45] and radioactive (T = 2.13 x 10 y) and

therefore is not very useful for practical applications. However the
99content of Tc in spent fuel elements from atomic power station can be

as high as kilograms per 1 tone of uranium. The extraction of Tc from

solutions which are formed in the reprocessing of nuclear fuel elements

and preparation on its basis of metallic Tc is not more difficult and

cost] y than the production of targets from highly enriched isotopes used

for production of medical radioisotopes.

All above facts reinforce our optimism regarding Tc as target

material, because we should rather expect the use of conventional
97cyclotrons for the production of Ru. We could not find the excitation

99 97function for Tc(p,3n) Ru reaction, so we have run the computer code

Overlaid Alice [27] and Alice 85/300 [46] which gave for example the

cross section of 750 mb at proton bombarding energy around 31 MeV.

The objective of our experiment is to measure the excitation

functions of proton induced nuclear reactions on Tc in the proton energy

range from thresholds up to 100 MeV. These data will provide a basis for
99 97selecting optimal irradiation condition for Tc(p,3n) Ru reaction and

various by-product nuclides as well as an estimation of specific

radionuclide yields in thick targets.

4.2.2. Results and discussion
994.2.2.1. Evaluation of the possible proton induced reactions on Tc

When considering nuclear reactions induced by 100 MeV protons with
99 99 100—xTc target, besides of the reactions Tc(p,xn) Ru (which are most

predominant in the proton energy range covered in this work), the
99 99-xreactions Tc(p.pxn) vTc are also possible. These Tc radioisotopes may

be formed directly following (p.pxn) reactions or indirectly by the decay

of the radioactive Ru ones.
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99Table 4.5. Proton induced reactions on the Tc

Reaction

(p.n)
(p.2n)

(p.3n)

(p.4n)

(p.5n)

(p.ón)

(p.7n)

(p.Sn)
(p.pn)

(p.p2n)

(p.p3n)

(p.p4n)

(p.p5n)

(p.p6n)

(p.p7n)

(p.pSn)

(p.x)

(p.:x2n)

(p.23n)

(p.24n)

(p.*5n)

(p.y6n)

Q value

(MeV)

-0.48
-7.95

-18.13

-26.25

-36.93

-45.88

-59.25

-68.74
-8.93

-16.21

-25.68

-33.55

-43.48

-52.20

-64.84

• -75.86

6.1 '
-2.8

-10.2

-19.9

-27.9

-40.6

-50.7

Reaction
threshold

(MeV)

0.50
8.03

18.31

26.50

37.30

46.34

59.85

69.43
9.02

16.37

25.94

33.89

43.92

52.73

65.49

76.62

0
2.8

10.3

20.1

28.2

41.0

51.2

Product

99Ru
'"Ru
9 7Ru
96Ru
95Ru

94Ru

93«Ru
92Ru
98Tc
9-mT(.

97Tc

96"Tc

95«Tc

"^Tc

!££

92T(.

"«Tc
96Mo
95Mo
Q4Mo

"Mo

"Mo
91m.Mo
9l8Mo
90Mo

Half-life

stable
stable

2.88 d

stable

1.65 h

52m

10.8s
60s

3.7m
4.2xl06v

90 d
2.6xl06y

52m
4.3d
61 d
20 h
52m
4.9 h
43 m
2.7 h
4.4m
3.3m
3.1 m
stable
stable
stable

3x l0 3 y

stable
65s

15.5m

5.67 h

Daughter

_

-

97'Tc

—95Tc
"•'"Te

'££

«5c
9:Tc
98Ru
97Mo

96Mo

95Mo

94Mo

93Mo

"Mo
91mMo
""Mo
-

—-

93sNb

—91mNb
90mNb
9°'Nb

Half-life

_

—
90 d

2.6 xl 06y
—

61 d
20 h
52m
4.9 h
43 m
2.7 d
4.4 m
stable

stable

stable

stable

stable

3xl0 3y

stable
65s

15.5m

—
—-

13.6 y
stable

—
62 d
104y
18.8s
14.6 h

Daughter decay products

—
—

97Mo(stable)

-
95Mo(suiblc)

94Mo(stable)
93Mo(3xl03y)^o^(

1
s
3

t;i
6g;

'-Mo(stable)

—
-

-

-

-
93mNb(13.6y)
93«Nb(stable)

-
V / ^ ' 7r^ct«il-»t ^

9 I BMU.I 1 f\*^t(\ "̂  \blt lDIC .*
JNDI l U V)

-
-
-
-
-

91Zr(slab!e)

90Zr(stable)
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gq 96-X
In addition, reactions of the vTc(p,axn) Mo type are possible

leading to the formation of Mo isotopes.
99The most important proton induced reactions on Tc with a potential

97effect on the purity of Ru production are listed in Table 4.5. The Q

values of Table 4.5 were calculated using the nuclear mass tables of

Ref [47].

An analysis of the observed radioactivities from Tc target clearly
97demonstrates the absence of radionuclides other than Ru ( Ru) and

96 99 95 99 95
Tc [ Tc from Tc(p,p3n) reaction, Tc from Tc(p,5n) Ru

95 9° 95 99m(T = 1.6 h =» Tc and wTc(p,p4n) Tc reactions and v Tc - isomer

excitation in the target material by (p.p1) process]. No peaks due to

impurities were noted.
95 P4.

Some of the Ru [ Ru(T = 1.6 h) and Ru(T = 52 m) from (p,5n)
Q ,fl

and (p,6n) reactions respectively] and Tc [ Tc(T .„ = 4.9 h, 52 m) ,
93
Tc(T./2 =2.7 h,43 m) from (p,p5n) and (p.pBn) reactions respectively]

radionuclides that might also be formed were not detected because they

were too short lived and decayed during target transportation to Dubna.

4.2.2.2. Hybrid model calculations

For the analysis of our experimental data, calculations according to

the hybrid model by way of the computer codes Overlaid Alice and

Alice 85/300 (the most recent version of the Alice Codes which supersedes

Overlaid Alice and Alice Livermore 82) were performed.

In our published work [48] calculations with Overlaid Alice code were

performed choosing initial exciton number n = n (p,n,h) = 4(2,2,0). For

reasons of consistency the value of n = 4(2,2,0) in the present

calculations was also used.

Many investigations [49] have shown, that for nucleon induced

reactions n has the "natural" value, n = 3. Following the prescription

of the work [50] we choose the initial number of excited protons as 1.2

and of neutrons 0.8. Including one hole this gives a total of 3 excitons.

Thus, for Alice 85/300 code the initial exciton number was set to 3

(1.2,0.8,1). Additionally, calculations were performed with Alice 85/300

code for initial exciton number n = 4 (2,2,0), the same as for Overlaid

Alice.
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93
4.2.2.3. The (p,xn) and (p.pxn) reactions with Tc

The measured and calculated excitation functions are shown in Figs.

4.6-4.9. They all show the expected behaviour.

The cross sections for (p,xn) reactions increase very rapidly after

the proton energy exceeds the threshold energy for the reaction and

rapidly reach a maximum and then show a rapid decrease. At the high

energy side the excitation functions of the (p,xn) reactions show "high

energy tails" which are explained by the effect of preequilibrium

processes. The (p.pxn) cross sections increase very rapidly with proton

energy until maximum is reached and then level-off.

qq q7
Tc(p,3n) Ru

q q qy
The excitation function for the Tc(p,3n) Ru (Ethr= 18.3 MeV)

reaction was measured in the entire 20 to 99 MeV energy range.The results

are given in Table 4.6 and Fig.4.6. Our measurements indicated that the

maximum cross section is (438 ± 66)mb at 32 MeV bombarding energy.

The calculated excitation functions based on the Alice codes are

compared with experimental one in Fig. 4.6. The shape of the excitation
99functions for the Tc(p,3n) reaction is quite well predicted by both

codes.However, agreement between experimental and theoretical values at

the maxima of excitation functions is rather poor. All three calculations

[Overlaid Alice code with n = 4 (2,2,0) and Alice 85/300 code with
o

n = 3 (1.2,0.8,1) and n = 4 (2,2,0)] overestimate the cross sections at

the maximum in comparison with experimental one by a factor of 2.

Fairly good agreement is obtained between measured and calculated

excitation function for the Overlaid Alice code with n = 4 (2,2,0).It cano
be seen from Fig. 4.6 that excitation functions calculated with

Alice 85/300 code for nQ = 3 (1.2, 0.8, 1) and n = 4 (2,2,0) are

practically identical and reproduce the shape of the experimental data

reasonably well.

Comparison between experimental results and the Alice 85/300 code

data are less satisfactory. Not only these excitation functions show a

maximum which is about 30% (for n = 3) and 18% (for n = 4) higher thano o
Overlaid Alice code results (for n = 4) but it also appears to be shifted

to lower energies by 2-3 MeV.
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Table 4.6. Cross sections for the Tc(p,3n) Ru reaction and

97
Ru thin target, cumulative yields as a function

of proton energy.

Target
no

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I!
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
3S

Proton cncrev
(McV) "

In f im

99.6- 98.6
96.9-96.0
94.4 -.93.5
91.9-90.9
89.2 -88. 3
86.7-85.6
83.9-82.9
St. 1-80.0
78.1-76.9
74.9-73.7
72.4-71.2
68.9-67.7
67.7-66.6
65.7-64.5
64.4-63.0
62.9-61.7
60.8-59.4
59.5-58.4
58.5-57.3
57.2-55.9
55.3-53.8
53.5-52.0
51.8-50.3
50.0-48.5
48. 3 -46.6
46.4-44.6
44.3 - 42.7
42.4-- 40.6
40.6-38.9
38.9-37.0
37.0-35.1
35.1-33.0
33.0-30.8
30.8-28,7
28.7-26.3
26.3-23.6
23.6-20.7
20.7 -17.X

(Av)

99.0
96.4
93.9
91.4
88.8
86.2
83.4
80.5
77.5
74.3
71.8
68.3
67.1
65.1
63.7
62.3
60.2
58.9
58.0
56.5
54.6
52.8
51.0
49.3
47.4
45.5
43.5
41.5
39.8
38.1
36.0
34.0
31.9
29.8
27.5
25.0
22.2
119.4

"7Ru
production

— cross sccuon
(mbarn)

41
47
49
52
53
55
57
58
58
60
64
70
71
72
75
79
82
86
86
90
95
98
102
107
115
125
162
195
265
.320
401
406
438
394
278
170
54
9

""Ru
(nCi

Thin tared

91
92
96
102
97
119
112
125
129
129
142
138
136
142
149
143
186
174
172
182
211
209
219
214
249
275
324
422
514
689
824
862
943
773
592
370
120
20

vidds
pAh)

Cumulative

91
183
279
381
473
597
709
834
963
1092
1234
1372
1508
1650
1799
1942
2128
2302
2474
2656
2867
3076
3295
3509
375S
4033
4357
4779
5293
5982
6806
7668
8611
9384
9976
10346
10466
104X6
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99 97The absolute value of the cross sections for the Tc(p,3n) Ru reaction

.s overesti~stcd by the calculations with Overpaid Alice code for

n = 4 (2,2,0) up to 70 MeV proton energy. Above this energy the measured

cross sections a re somewhat higher than the calculated ones.

The high energy tail (above 70 MeV) of the excitation functions is

slightly underestimated by the theory independently of the code used and

the exciton number.

qq QRbbTc(p,P3n)
bbTc

no n c

The excitation function for the Tc(p,p3n) Tc (E = 25.9 MeV)
L fii

reaction was measured in the energy range 99 to 29.8 M?V. The results are

given in Table 4.7 and Fig. 4.7. Our measurements indicated that the

maximum cross section of the excitation function is (197 ± 30) mb and

occurs at 47 MeV.

Again a comparison of the present experimental results for the
99Tc(p,p3n) reaction with the theoretical predictions of both above

mentioned codes is shown in Fig.4.7. While generally the (p,xn) reactions

are fairly well reproduced by the theory [49], for (p.pxn) reactions

strong discrepancies between theory and experiment were seen [49]. The

improvement of the hybrid model of nuclear reactions is implemented in

the new computer codes Alice. The improvements of the code Alice were

introduced in order to get, among others, a better agreement with theory

for reactions (p.pxn) type. The following comparisons show that we are

moving in the right direction.
99 96The calculated excitation functions for the Tc(p,p3n) Tc reaction

with the Alice 85/300 code are nearly identical for two different exciton

numbers [n = 3 (1.2, 0.8, 1) and n = 4 (2,2,0)] and are in excellento o
agreement with experimental data up to 70 MeV proton energy. Small

deviations do occur in the higher than 70 MeV energy region. Fig.47.7 also

show the results of calculations with Overlaid Alice code for exciton

number n = 4 (2,2,0). The absolute value of the cross sections for this

reaction is overestimated by the Overlaid Alice code calculations over

the whole energy range of interest, but the shape of the excitation

function is perfect.
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10'

"Tc(p»97Ru

—I—
20

A 85/300 nc=i(2.2,Cl

9'° MeV ™30 ~50~ "BO" ~70~

Fig 4.6. Experimental excitation functions (dots with error bars)
99 97

compared with theoretical ones for the Tc(p,3n) Ru

reaction. The Overlaid Alice (OA) and Alice 85/300 codes

( hybrid model of nuclear reactions implemented into both

codes) were applied for estimation of the theoretical cross

sections.The exciton numbers used are indicated.

E.
to

103

102

I01

99Tc(p,p3n)9bTc

OA 115=4(2,2,0;

A 85/300 n0=4!2,2,0)

—r~
8030

—i—
40 "so" 60

T—
70 90 MeV 100

Fig 4.7. Same as Fig.4.6 for the 99Tc(p,p3n)96Tc reaction
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Table 4.7. Cross sections for the [99Tc(p,5n)95Ru > 95Tc +
99 QS
*Tc(p,p4n)y;>Tc], 99Tc(p,P3n)

96Tc, 99Tc(p,p'y)99mTc

reactions and /95Tc thin target,cumulative yields

as a function of proton energy.

Tnruci
no

ii
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
!0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Proton energy
iVJeV)X '*"• * /

In/Out

99.6-98.6
96.9-96.0
94.4-93.5
91.9-90.9
S9.2-88.3
86.7-85.6
83.9-82.9
81.1-80.0
78.1-76.9
74.9-73.7
72.4-71.2
68.9-67.7
67.7-66.6
65.7-64.5
64.4-63.0
62.9-61.7
60.8-59.4
59.5-58.4
58.6-57.3
57.2-55.9
55.3-53.8
53.5-52.0
51.8-50.3
50.0-48.5
48.3-46.6
46.4-44.6
44.3-42.7
42.4-40.6
40.6-38.9
38.9-37.0
37.0-35.1
35.1-33.0
33.0-30.8
30.8-28.7
28.7-26.3
26.3-23.6
23.6-20.7
20.7-17.8
17.8-14.4

(Av)

99.0
96.4
93.9
91.4
88.8
86.2
83.4
80.5
77.5
74.3
71.8
68.3
67.1
65.1
63.7
62.3
60.2
58.9
58.0
56.5
54.6
52.8
51.0
-19.3
47.4
45.5
43.5
41.5
39.8
38.1
36.0
34.0
31.9
29.8
27.5
25.0
22.2
19.4
16.1

Production
cross
section
(mb)

77
85
89
97
97
98
103
105
117
123
137
159
159
161
181
192
203
211
215
201
182
138
105
69
36
18
9

. 7
6
2

"Tc

Yields
(uCi/uAh)

Thin
target

542
584
627
683
683
690
725
739
824
866
965

J 003
1003
1009
1144
1112
1438
1328
1493
1380
1295
946
718
436
250
120
56
44
38
10

Cumula-
tive

542
1126
1753
2463
3119
3809
4534
5273
6097
6963
7928
8931
9934
10943
12087
13199
14637
15965
17458
18838
20133
21079
21797
22233
22483
22603
22659
22703
22741
22751

Production
cross
section
(mb)

90
96
96
101
101
104
106
108
109
112
116
116
120
130
130
130
134
137
150
160
167
166
169
175
197
153
131
102
62
37
19
9
6
3

"Tc

Yields
(uCi/uAh)

Thin
target

138
130
128
136
125
154
225
160
166
167
177
155
165
175
177
161
207
188
207
234
255
243
248
241
291
231
179
152
82
55
27
13
9
4

Cumula-
tive

138
268
396
532
657
811
1036
1196
1362
1529
1706
1861
2026
2201
2378
2539
2746
2934
3141
3375
3630
3873
4121
4362
4653
4884
5063
5215
5297
5352
5379
5392
5401
5405

"""Tc
Prod uction

cross
section
fmhl\Jltu;

89
90
86
83
82
72
66
54
4!
37
37
34
33
34
44
63
40
40
44
42
40
39
40
43
44
41
35
37
35
36
36
34
3!
30
28
26
26
24
24
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99 96One can say that experimental data for the "Tc(p,p3n) Tc reaction

lies between both theoretical estimations given by old and new version of

the Alice code.
QQ QEs QQ QK QKSbTc(p,p4nr°Tc + abTc(p,5n)ai3Ru => Tc
95 99 96For Tc production such a clear cut picture as for the Tc(p,p3n) Tc

95reaction is not valid. The Ru formed in (p,5n) reaction decayed (during
95the target transportation to Dubna) immediately to Tc. Therefore the

experimental cross sections presented in Table 4.7 and the curve shown in

Fig.4.8 gives the sum of direct formation via (p,p4n) reaction as well as
95indirectly via the decay of the parent activity of Ru.

95The Tc production was studied in the energy range 38 to 99 MeV. The

cross section peak for its production was measured as (215 ± 32)tnb in the

58-59 MeV energy range.

The theoretical excitation functions for the above mentioned two

reactions are shown in Fig.4.8 a,b,c as dashed curves. At a given energy

range(40-100 MeV) the summed theoretical cross sections for the formation
95of Tc from Tc target in two reactions i.e.[(p,5n)+(p,p4n)] are shown in

Fig. 4.8 a,b,c as a thick continuous line. In Fig.4.8 b,c the measured

excitation function is compared with theoretical ones obtained by means

of the Alice 85/300 code for different exciton numbers In = 3 (1.2,0.8,1)o
and n = 4 (2,2,0)]. The same comparison for the Overlaid Alice code

calculations with exciton number n = 4 (2,2,0) is presented in Fig.4.8a,

One can see from Fig.4.8 a,b,c that the hybrid model calculations are in

relatively poor agreement with our experimental data. The experimental

excitation function is dominated by (p,p4n) process over the entire

energy range.

The comparison of the theoretical summed cross section data and
95experiment suggest that contribution to Tc production from the decay of

Ru is rather small. The Overlaid Alice code predicts a maximum value of
95 95

50 mb for Tc(p,5n) Ru at about 60 MeV proton energy. The calculated

cross sections with Alice 85/300 (with the same set of n as above) areo
higher by a factor of 5 in the maxima (at 55 MeV) than those calculated

by Overlaid Alice code. The Alice 85/300 code with n =3 ( 1.2, 0.8, 1),
o

however gives results which are in reasonable agreement with the

experimental data.
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Fig 4.8a,b,c.

Experimental excitation function (dots with ernr bars)
95

for Tc production by proton bombardment of Tc and
99 99

calculations for Tc(p.Sn) and Tc(p,p4n) reactions
95

(dashed lines) leading to the formation of Tc (obtained

with the help of computer code Overlaid Alice, Fig.-t.8a,

and Alice 85/300,Fig.4.8bc; the exciton numbers used are

indicated).The thick continuous line show the sum of the

theoretical cross sections for two above mentioned

reactions.



Ut
A 85/303 nc=4(2,2,0!

MeV

Fig 4.9. Same as Fig.4-6 for the reaction Tc(p.p') TC.



The measured excitation function in the 16 to 99 MeV proton energy

range for excitation Tc in (p.p'J reaction is shown in Fig.4.9 and

presented in Table 4.7.

All the isomer cross sections are direct formation cross sections

(
99m.

99
since the parent Ru in the isobaric chain is stable and do not decay to

Tc.

To make a further test with Alice codes and the same set of exciton

numbers n , theoretical excitation functions were calculated for thiso
process. The results are displayed in Fig.4.9. It is surprising that both

codes for exciton number n = 4 (2,2,0) completely fails to explain the

the experimental cross sections.

The excellent agreement, however, was achieved with Alice 85/300 code

and exciton number n = 3 (1.2, 0.8, 1). As shown in Fig. 4.9, the

calculated curve fit the data consistently in the energy range from 16 up

to 70 MeV, except for the small deviation above this energy. We therefore

conclude that the experimental data are the best described by combination

of the Alice 85/300 code and n = 3 (1.2, 0.8, 1).
o

As we did not have thin enough Tc foils it was not possible to

measure a very interesting part of the excitation function below 16 MeV,

4.2.3. Yields

97 99 95The calculated thin target yields of the Ru and '* Tc formed in

the interactions of Tc foils with protons were obtained by integrating

the excitation functions. Their numerical values in the respective proton

energy ranges are given in Table 4.6 and 4.7. The cumulative yields

calculated by summation of the thin target yields for mentioned above

isotopes, more relevant for production purposes are also given in

Tables 4.6 and 4.7.

Because nc other Ru isotopes were detected during any of our

radioactivity measurements (starting from a few hours up to several weeks

past the end of bombardment), we conclude that thick Tc target can be
97utilized to produce Ru throughout the entire energy region reported in

this work.
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to'

uTclp.3n)"Ru

Cumulative yield

20 30 70 «0 90 100
Ep|M«V)

97 99 97Fig.4.10 Thin target and cumulative Ru yields from the Tc(p,3n) Ru

reaction as a function of proton energy.

97Therefore, and in order to maximize Ru yield a thick metallic Tc
2

target (12.2 g/cm ) can be utilized to degrade the incident proton energy
97from 99 to 19 MeV (experimental threshold for Ru production, see
97excitation function in Fig.4.6). In this manner, Ru yield bigger than

10.5 mCi/nAh may be achieved (Fig 4.10), allowing the production Ci
97

quantities of Ru per day, if more than 5 jaA of 100 MeV proton beams

are available.
97The most suitable energy region for the production of Ru by proton

bombardment of Tc extends from IS MeV up to 50 MeV. Not only are the
97

highest yields of Ru achieved in this region, but its production can be

performed with medium sized cyclotrons (for E = 50 MeV 7 mCi//jAh of
97 P
Ru may be produced). However, if a higher yield is desired than that
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which can be obtained in this energy window and if higher energy proton

beams are available its upper limit can be raised up to 100 MeV without
97deterioration of the quality of Ru.

The uncertainties in the yields amount to ± 15%.This value is made up

from random and systematic errors which results from by a series of well

known factors mentioned in experimental part of present work in

connection with errors of the excitation function determination.

4.2.4. Conclusions

To the best of our knowledge the exc i t a t i on functions for the
99 97 99 99m 96 95Tc(p,3n) Ru, Tc(p.xpxn) ' ' Tc reactions are being reported for

the first time.
97

The present work describes the basis for a new method to produce Ru
97of high radionuclidic purity. The Ru yields of 7 mCi//aAh containing no

other detectable radiocontaminants are possible with 50 MeV proton beams.

Higher yields of up to 10.5 mCi//aAh are also possible with 100 MeV proton

beams.The so large proton energy range should not be a limitation because

no other Ru radioisotopes were detected in the present work (the
99 98 96

neighbouring nuclei ' ' Ru are stable or short lived, see Table 4.5).

Some disadvantages of this new method are: 1) A 50 MeV (or greater)

proton beam is needed. However if available, the use Tc target will

provide high yield with higher purity than from known other methods.

2) No high purity Tc targets are commercially available. 3) The chemistry

of Tc and Ru elements requires some special techniques.

Further study are clearly needed to fully evaluate the potential of

[ c

97r

97this new method for producing Ru. The radiochemical method to separate

Ru from Tc material is under development.
99

The comparison of the experimental data for the Tc(p,xpyn) reactions

with results of the hybrid model calculations (in the form of the recent

code Alice 85/300 as well as older version of Alice code-Overlaid Alice)

showed a surprisingly good agreement, especially if one considers that

no parameter adjustment for individual products was undertaken.One should

say, that the experimental excitation functions are between theoretical

ones given by both codes. From this can be concluded, that calculated

excitation functions by means of both codes are useful for the

evaluation of possible production reactions.
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4.3. Production of In (for bone marrow imaging)

4.3.1. Introduction

Medical investigators have shown that In is an important

radionuclide for locating and imaging certain tumours, a visualisation

of the lymphatic system and thousands of labelings. For several in-vivo

studies (e.g. the study of slow biological processes, for which the

observation periods of 1-3 days after the administration are necessary),

In had very favourable decay characteristics [51]. Its half-life is

2.83 days. The 100% electron-capture decay leads to an excited state of
U1Cd. This state is deexcited by the cascade of the 171.3 and 245.4 keV

gamma-rays having the intensities of 90.3% and 94%, respectively. The

relevant average energies (and intensities) of conversion electrons are

low:144.6 keV (10%) and 218.6 keV (6%). The energy of the Auger electrons

is only about 20 keV.These gamma-ray energies are in the optimum range of

the photopeak efficiency for commercially available gamma cameras or

scanners.They can be imaged either separately or jointly (184 photons per

100 EC desintegrations).In the latter case an improved statistics or more

rapid data accumulation is achieved.

As illustrated in Table 4.8 In can be produced either directly

(the direct formation) or via the precursors: Sb and Sn (the in

direct formation). The list of reactions given in this table is not

exhaustive; other reactions, e.g. the photonuclear reaction
112 111 111

Sn (y,n) Sn —> In [52] may come into use in the future. Atomic

masses taken from Ref. [47] were used in the Q-value calculations. For

determining the laboratory energy of a projectile necessary to provide

the nuclear reaction the energy thresholds have been calculated. Another

factor of equal importance is the Coulomb barrier. The heights of the

Coulomb barriers [53,54] are listed in Table 4.8. A consideration of the

energy thresholds and barriers shows that In can be produced using

compact cyclotrons, but some of the reactions demand higher energy

machines.
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Table 4.8. The thresholds and Coulomb barriers for the

reactions leading to production of 111In.

No.

1
2
.1
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
II
12
13
14
15

Reaction

"'CdlpVln
"!Cd(p.2n)'"ln
'"G!(p.3a)"'la
"'Cd(p.4n)m!n
""Cd(d.n)'"In
'"Cd(d,2n)'"In
"NAg(>Hc.n)'"ln
'MAg('He.2n)'"ln

'"Sii(p.2n)'"Sb~^ '"Sn "̂  ' ' . '"In

'"Sn(p.4n)'"Sb .' 'Sn .' 'In
"!Sn(p.5n)"'Sb • ' 'Sn .' 'In
'"Sn(p.6n)'"Sb .' 'Sn .' 'In
'"Sn(p.7n)'"Sb •' 'Sn .' 'In
i"Sn(p,8n)'"Sb •' 'Sn • ' 'In
"°Ccl(1He,2n)l"Sn -'"In

Natural
abundance
of largcl
isotope

12.75
2407
1226
28. S6
12.39
12.75
48.65
48.65

095

0.65
0.34

14.24
7.57

24.01
12.39

Q -value
(MeV)

-1.62
-11.02
-17.56
-26.60

3.10
-3.85

6.55
- 14.03

-17.06

-35.10
-42.65
-52.21
-59.15
-68.47
-5.62

Threshold
energy
(McV)

1.63
11.10
!772
26.80

0
3.92
0

J 4.50

17.21

35.41
43.02
52.66
59.65
69.05

5.77

Heigh!
of Ihc

coulomb
barrier
(MeV)

8.49
8.47
S.45
8.43
8.15
8.13

15.52
15.17

8.82

8.78
8.76
8.74
8.72
S.70

15.82

Table 4.9. Cross sections for the 113Cd(p,3n)111In reaction

and In, In thin target yields as a function

of proton energy.

Disc
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
:i
22
23
24

Prolon energy
(MeV)

łn/oul (Av)
63.4-62.7
61.8-41. 1
60.3-59.5
58.6-57.8
56.9-56.1
55.2-54.4
53.5-52.6
51.6-50.7
49.7^*8.8
47.8-46.9
45.9-44.9
43 8-42.8
41.6-40.6
39.4-38.3
37.1-36.0
34.9-33.6
32.3-31.0
29.7-28.4
26.9-25.3
23.8-22.3
20.5-18.7
16.6-14.4
12.0-9.2

5.8

63.0
61.5
59.9
58.2
56.5
54.8
53.0
51.2
49.3
47.3
45.4
43.3
41.1
38.8
35.6
34.2
31.7
29.0
26.1
23.0
19.6
15.5
10.6
3.3

"'In
production

cross seclion
(mbarn)

78
78
82
85
92

101
102
I I I
122
138
159
186
245
326
461
606
682
629
518
263

37
14
3
4

'"In yield
OiCi//»AI>)

122
127
138
144
143
155
172
185
199
224
254
311
4 1 1
539
725

1005
1143
1045
868
409

64
23
5
7

"""In yield
(pCi/pAh)

0.05

0.06
0.06
0.09
0.14
0.12
0.29
0.27
0.31
0.30
0.18
0.18
0.51
0.40
0.63
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Ill ł/1

In is usually produced by ±He bombardment of a silver target through

the 109Ag (4He,2n) In reaction [55-51], deuteron bombardment of a

cadmium target (natural or enriched) , the nuclear reactions being
11°Cd(d,n)111In and niCd(d, 2n) min [56,60-62] or proton bombardment of

a cadmium target (natural or enriched), the nuclear reactions in this

case being 1UCd (p,n) 1UIn and 112Cd (p,2n) U1In [55,56,63-65].

The yields of In from nuclear reactions on Ag are much lower than

from reactions in which Cd (independently enriched or natural) is

bombarded by protons (60 jaCi//iAh for Ag ( He,2n) In reaction at

E = 24 MeV [55], 6000/jCi/jLiAh for 112Cd(p, 2n) 1UIn reaction with enriched

cadmium target up to 97% [64] and 1000 /aCi/fiAh for natural cadmium target

at E = 22 MeV [55,64].
P mHowever, when preparation of In is carried out by bombarding the

cadmium target with protons (deuterons) the In activity at end of

bombardment (EOB) contains undesirable contaminations of other indium

radionuclides: 109In(T1/2=4.3h),
110mIn(T1/2=4.9h),and

 114mln(T1/2=49.5d).

The first two contaminating radioisotopes of indium have relatively

short half-lives and suitable waiting period is required after EOB to
111

diminish drastically their activities. The chemical separation of In

from irradiated cadmium target must not be performed before at least 99%

of these two radioisotopes has decayed.

The latter nuclide 114mln (with major E in keV and I in % : 191.6
1C 3

(16.7), 558 (3.6), 725.2 (3.5) ) has a significant meaning due to the

radiation dose to patient receiving In radiopharmaceutical containing

as contamination this long lived radionuclide. The toxicity (damage that

can be caused by chemicals and radioactivity administered with

radiopharmaceutical) of ' In is 80 times lower than that of In [19].

The In contamination should be reduced to the lowest level (accepted

by nuclear medicine).
114Undesirable In is always present in the final indium fraction

derived from a cadmium target irradiated by protons. Its level changes

from 0.003% [64] to 3% [55] of the In activity. This contamination

level depends upon the isotopic composition of enriched target material

and the type of nuclear reaction employed.
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obtained in the reaction Cd (p,2n) In with highly enriched Cd

The same situation is observed with deuterons as particles bombarding

the cad-iii" target but the mln contamination level is intolerable,

about 6%.

The bombardment of silver with He and He particles provides In

which contains no trace of long lived In. However, "Ag ( He,n) In
111reaction is unsuitable for the production of In because its yield is

3
too low (about 2nCi/uAh at EOB for 40 MeV bombarding He particles

[55,66]).Comparative study on the above routs leading to In for a

compact medical cyclotrons shows that the highest value of yield is

obtained in

target [55].

In order to select the best conditions for production of In

information is required concerning excitation functions of various
111

byproduct nuclides as well as the excitation function of In itself, as

well as the thick-target yield [63,66-76].

However, for the reactions of ' ~ Cd with higher energy protons

(E >30 MeV, see Table 4.8) such information has not been available up to
P

now. Due to the lack of relevant nuclear data little can be said about

indirect methods of In production (see Table 4.8).

In the present work we report the measurements of excitation
113 114

functions for the (p,xn) reactions on enriched ' Cd targets as well

as for natural cadmium target up to proton energy 63 MeV as a part of
111efforts to obtain the higher production yields of In following

chemical procedure for isolating the carrier-free In with high

radionuclide and radiochemical purity.

4.3.2. Results and discussion

4.3.2.1 Experimental excitation functions

Following the ordinary method the cross sections for Cd(p,3n) In,

Cd(p,n) In, and Cd(p,4n) In reactions as a function of proton

energy were determined. The results are given in Table 4.9 and 4.10 and

present an arithmetic mean of the values, calculated for each metallic

cadmium disc in the target. The overall error for the cross sections (and

yields) measurements was estimated to be - 20%. The excitation function

is characterized with the following parameters: the maximum cross section

value o- ,its position E and the full width at half maximum height(FWHM).m m — ~ ~ ~ _ o
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Table 4.10. Cross sections for the 114Cd(p,4n)111In,
114Cd(P,n)

114lRIn reactions and "hn̂ l̂

thin target yields as a function of proton
energy.

Disc
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Proton energy
(MeV)

In/oul

62.7-61.8
61.1-60.3
59.5-58.6
57.8-56.9
56.1-55.2
54.4-53 5
52.6-51.6
50.7-49.7
48.8-47.8
46.9-45.9
44.9-43.8
42.8-41.6
40.6-39.4
38.3-37.1
36.0-34.9
33.6-32.3
31.0-29.7
28.4-26.9
25.3-23.8
22.3-20.5
18.7-16.6
14.4-12.0
9.2-5.8

(Av.)

62.3
60.7
59.0
57.3
55.6
54.0
52.1
50.2
48.3
46.3
44.3
42.2
40.0
37.7
35.4
33.0
30.4
27.6
24.6
21.4
17.6
13.2
7.5

'"In
production

cross section
(mbarn)

119
J29
142
160
178
207
257
309
367
451
486
500
462
385
243

98
22
10
8
6
5
3
1

' "In yield
OiCi/nAh)

208
210
244
279
308
366
459
548
638
773
864
881
814
651
406
166
37
17
14
10
6
8
2

'""In
production

cross section '""In yield
(mbarn) (pCi/nAh)

8 0.8
Z 0.8
9 0.8
9 1.0
0 0.9

12

11
10
11
11
12
15
14
16
15

;
.1
.0
.1
.1
.2
.5
.4
.6
.4

18 1-8
22 2.1
26 2.6
29 2.8
3S 3.7
90 9-1

178 17.2
39 3.9

.£>

1
lo

(p,n)'"in{2.8d)

20 30 50 MeV

Fig.4.11 a) Experimental excitation functions for the Cd(p,xn) In

(x=l-3) reactions together with theoretical ones calculated

with help of the Overlaid Alice code.

Experimental data are from Ref.[68] (£ ), Ref.[67]

Ref.[69](o)for the (p,n) reaction; from Ref.[69] (x) for the

(p,2n) reaction and from Ref.[19](«)for the (p,3n) reaction.
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The measurements indicate that the maximum cross section of 682 mb

occurs at 2Z. VcV fcr Cd(p,3r>) In reaction. The excitation function

has 14 MeV FWHM in the range 24-38 MeV. The maximum of the excitation
114 111

function for the Cd(p,4n) In reaction exists at 42 MeV and has 500mb

cross section and FWHM equal to 17 MeV in the 35-52 MeV energy range. To

the best of our knowledge the excitation functions for these reactions

are being reported for the first time and they have the values of cross

sections (in the maxima of the excitation functions) similar to that of

Cd(p,n) In and Cd(p,2n) In reactions conventionally used for

In production. As can be seen, the cross sections for the

Cd(p,3n) In and * Cd(p,4n) In reactions increase very rapidly

after the proton energy exceeds the energy threshold for the reaction,

rapidly reach a maximum and than show rapid decrease with a "tail" in the

high energy region.

The present data at the low energy ends are uncertain, The formation
Hi

of "In below the threshold of (p,3n) or (p,4n) reactions may be caused

by (p,xn) reactions on ' " Cd isotopes whose abundances in enriched
1 n

targets are 0,12% and 1.987. for the Cd target and 0.11% and 0.34% for

the Cd target respectively. Of course, the (p,xn) excitation functions

are expected to start above the Coulomb barrier but with very low values.

The starting energy of the reactions studied is in good agreement with

the threshold energies.

4. 3. 2. 2. Comparison of experimental and theoretical excitation functions

1 13The theoretical excitation functions for the Cd(p,xn), x = 1-5 and
114

Cd(p,xn), x = 1-6, reactions have been calculated using computer code

Overlaid A] ice.

For the Cd(p,xn) In and " Cd(p,xn) " 'In reactions up to

E = 45 MeV excellent agreement had been obtained between theory and

experiment (see Figs 4.10 and 4,11) using Overlaid Alice computer code

( with parameters k = 1 and n = 4(2,2,0}). These facts encouraged us to
II*3 1 14perform similar calculations for the "' "* Cd(p,xn) reactions.
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"2Cd(p,xn)H-ln

'.0 30 30 tO 53 60 10
Ep MeV

112 113—X
Fig.4.11 b) Experimental excitation functions for the Cd(p,xn) In

(x=l-3) reactions together with theoretical ones calculated

with help of the Overlaid Alice code.

Experimental data are from Ref.[67] and are depicted
112 Trespectively: for the Cd(p,n) reaction by (f), for the

112,"Cd(p,2n) reaction by (
reaction by ( J).

1 -i o
) and for theA1*Cd(p,3n)

U L, ł . . 1 . 1

Fig.4.12 The measured cross sections for the Cd(p/3n) In reaction

and theoretical excitation functions calculated by Overlaid
113Alice code for the Cd(p,xn)(x=l-6) reactions.The arrows on

the energy scale indicate the theoretical threshold energies

for these reactions.
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114 114
Fig.4.13 The measured cross sections for the Cd(pn) In and

114Cd(p,4n)111In reactions and theoretical excitation

calculated by Overlaid Alice code for the

Cd(p,xn)(x =1-5) reactions.The arrows on the energy

scale indicate the theoretical threshold energies for

these reactions.

functions
114

Table 4.11. Sum of the cross sections for the formation

of in the natCd(p,xn)
natCd(p,xn)114mIn reactions and 111ln.114mln

thick target, cumulative yields as a function

of proton energy.

Disc
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 •
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Proton energy '"In sum
(McV) of the formation

__. cross section
In/out (Av.) (mbarn)

63.9-62,5
62.5-61.0
61.0-59.5
59.5-58.0
58.0-56.4
56.4-54.8
54.8-53.2
53.2-51.5
51.5-49.8
49.8-48.1
48.1-45.3
46.3-44.4
44.4-42.6
42.6-40.6
40.6-38.6
38.6-36.5
36.5-34.3
34.3-32.0
32.0-29.6
29.6-27.0
27.0-24.1
24.1-21.2
21.2-17.9
17.9-14.1
14.1-9.7

63.2
61.7
60.3
58.8
57.2
55.6
54.0
52.4
50.6
48.9
47.2
45.3
43.5
41.6
39.6
37.6
35.4
33.2
30.8
28.3
25.5
22.6
19.5
16.0
11.9

91
92
95
94
97

103
108
119
131
149
177
193
212
210
202
187
173
161
186
229
219
168
75
22
15

' '"In yields
OiCi/„Ah)

Thin-target Cumulative

266
274
285
279
285
300
320
347
382
442
518
575
632
624
598
555
516
475
550
685
663
510
239
66
44

266
540
825

1104
1389
1689
2009
2356
2738
3180
3698
4273
4905
5529
6127
6682
7198
7673
8223
8908
9511

10081
10320
10386
10430

'""In sum
of the formation

cross section
(mbarn)

9
10
10
9

10
10
9

I I
10
12
12
12
14
15
19
26
37
47
53
44
17
24
37
9
1

"'In

Thin-target

1.2
1.3
14
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.4
4.0
4.S
5.5
5.2
2.7
3.3
7.3
1.9
0.2

yields
'pAh)

Cumulative

1.2
2.5
3.9
5.3
6.7
8.1
9.5

1 1.0
12.5
14.4
16.4
18.1
20.5
23.!
25.9
29.3
33.3
38.1
436
48.8
51.5
54.8
62.1
64.0
64.2
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The measured and calculated excitation functions are shown in Figs

4.12 and 4.13. They show t: e expected behaviour. At the high energy side

of the excitation functions the effects of preequilibrium processes are

clearly seen.The pronounced maximum of the excitation function for the
113 114Cd(p,3n) and Cd (p,4n) reactions confirm the assumption that in the

energy range considered the reactions proceed via the formation of a
113

compound nucleus. The experimental excitation function for Cd(p,3n)

reaction is in good agreement in shape and in the absolute value with
114the calculated one as can be seen in Fig 4.12. In the case of Cd(p,4n)

reaction (Fig 4.13) the experimental value of the cross sections are

overestimated by the calculations over the whole energy range of
114 114interest. The opposite situation exists for the Cd(p,n) In reaction.

For comparison cross sections are only used for the In formation
114pbecause the cross sections for BIn formation are unknown.

4. 3. 3. Yields

The measured yields for In and In formation from nuclear
113 114reactions on ' Cd and natural cadmium targets as a function of

proton energy are given in Tables 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 and are shown in

Figs 4.14,4.15 and 4.16.

When comparing the reported results shown in Figs 4.14,4.15 and 4.16

(and in Tables 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11) with the yields obtained earlier for

(p,n) and (p,2n) reactions on cadmium isotopes (see Table 4.12) some
113advantages can be found. The choice of an enriched Cd target has the

advantages of a larger yield for (p,3n) reaction at 65 MeV versus the

yield for (p,2n) reaction on the enriched Cd at 26 MeV and versus the

yield for (p,n) reaction on an enriched " Cd target at IB MeV energy
114rrprotons. The formation of the unwanted 'In can be reduced to its

111 112 113minimum when highly enriched ' '~ Cd are employed as the target

material. In the case of the enriched 114Cd target the 114mln

contamination produced by (p,n) reaction is one order of magnitude higher

in comparison with the ' ' Cd targets.
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functions of the proton energy for
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Fig.4.15 Thin-target and cumulative In, In yields as
114functions of the proton energy for Cd.
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10
10 20 30 40 50 60

Ep(MeV)

Fig.4.16 Thin-target and cumulative 111In,114m!n yields as functions of
proton energy for natural cadmium.

Table 4.12. Measured In yields in some nuclear reactions.

Target
material

and V. of
enrichment

•"Cd

'"Cd (96.5)
'"Cd (97)
"'Cd (95.8)
'"Cd (98.9)
"Ag

Incident
beam
energy
(MeV)

15
22
22
63
12
16
27
63
63
32
24

Desired
nuclear
reaction

(P.n)
(P.2n)
(P.2n)
(p.*n)
(d.n)
Ip.n)

<P.2n)
(P.3n)
<p.4n)

CHc.n)
CHe,2n)

'"In
yield

at EOB
(pCi/^Ah)

140
1035
1150

10400
117
515

6000
16500
15600

2
64

"•"In
impurity

(•/. of '"In
activity)

3
0.5
0.25
0.6
5.7
0.012
0.003
0.024
0.26

not detected
not detected

'""In
contribution

('/. al the
total dose)

71
(29)*
(H)
(33)
(62)
(1)
(0.24)
(1.18)

(17.2)

—

References
Dahl and Tilbury (1972). D33
MacdonaW tl al. (1975) QT'Tj
Betnertlal. (1578) fgf}
Present work
McDonald « al. (1975) 155"]
Brown and B«ls (1972) RiD
Bevier « al. (1978) CCS."]
Present work
Present work
McDonald <•/ al. (1975) LS T J
McDonald ri al. (1975) CSS"!

•Tłie dti» in parentheses were obtained by extrapolating the result of £ e .C C'
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Taking into account the fact,that most of ' 'In is produced in the low

energy region, the Cd(p,4n) In reaction opens a possibility of

utilizing higher energy proton beam (39 to 65 MeV) to produce nearly as

much In as in Cd(p,3n) reaction and of similar radionuclidic
114quality if highly enriched Cd target is utilized. The proton beam

114 2degraded in Cd target (3.9g/cm thick) may be used to bombard the
113 2subsequent Cd target 1.6 g/cm thick ( the proton energies at the

113entrance and exit surfaces of Cd target are 39 and 23 MeV,

respectively).As a consequence both reactions ( ' 'Cd(p.xn) at 6S MeV)

can be utilized simultaneously (in their maxima of the excitation

functions ) thus significantly

24 mCi//jAh) in the target tandem.

functions ) thus significantly increasing the In yield ( up to

4.3.4. Conclusion

This work demonstrates the feasibility of producing relatively large

quantities of In in raectlons induced by protons in energy region

<100 MeV easily obtainable from modern liniacs or isochronous cyclotrons.

The Cd(p,3n) In reaction provides high yield of In (with low

contamination by In).

Both Cd and Cd targets could be used for the production of

In via proton irradiation of isopically enriched tandem targets.
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4.4,4.5 and 4.6. Production of 82Rb,12eCs and ̂ 01T1 (used to visualize

the myocardium)

Cardiac diseases ( 60% of these are due to a myocardial infarct) are

the most frequent cause of death and disability among adults today [77].

Of course , they can be treated if properly diagnosed. Cardiac

catheterisation currently available to community hospitals although

widely used and generally safe is time consuming and expensive as well as

is associated with a small but irreducible risk of significant morbidity

and even mortality. For this reason the past two decades have been

dedicated to the development of noninvasive procedures for the

evaluation of cardiac anatomy and function. Two of these newly developed

techniques-echocardiography and radionuclide imaging have met with

widespread enthusiasm.

There is an increasing interest among cardiologists in the

application of radionuclide technique in the evaluation of patients with

ischaemic heart disease. Radionuclide procedures for myocardial imaging

are part of the routine diagnostic work with cardiac patients and have

reached wide acceptance throughout the world. In principle there are six

general categories of the procedures [78],Two of these are invasive,since

they require an injection of the radioactive agents directly into the

coronary arteries. The remaining four imaging procedures are essentially

noninvasive, since they involve the intravenous administration of small

quantities of substances having negligible physiological effect on the

cardiovascular system. These procedures include: 1) radionuclide

angiography, 2) ECG gated cardiac bloom pool imaging, 3) myocardial

imaging with agents such as radioactive potassium or thallium which

concentrate in normal but not in ischaemic tissue and 4) acute infarct

imaging with substances such as labelled (from instance by mTc)

phosphate compounds, which localize in acutely infarcted myocardium.

During the past two decades the trend in the evaluation of patients

with cardiac disease has been to use noninvasive isotopic techniques

whenever possible and, of course, nonisotopic technique ( for example

echocardiography).
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As mentioned above ionic potassium (and to smaller extent rubidium

and cesium) is known to concentrate in muscle tissue, particularly in

myocardial tissue.There are only 3 radioactive isotopes of potassium with

physical characteristics suitable for use in nuclear medicine. Of these,
43 42K (T = 22.6 h) is presently in use while reactor produced K

38(T = 12.36 h) was used more often in the past. The K (T.= 7.7min)

has possible uses (can be administered to the patients close to the
42

cyclotron in which this isotope is produced). Clinical use of the K
43and K has been limited because of the high-energy gamma radiation and

the presence of beta particles [79]. In such situation greater attention

has been given to other elements of group I (see Fig 4.17) with chemical

behaviour most closely resembling that of potassium.

Relatively long half-life of 8BRb (T. = 18.66 d) and 84Rb
J. / fj

(T. = 32.77 d) presents disadvantages for application in noninvasive

myocardial scintigraphy. Another isotope of rubidium, the short-lived
82 82
Rb (T „ = 75 s) decaying mostly by positron emission to stable Kr,is

82derived from a longer-lived parent nuclide Sr (T = 25d).The short
82half-life of Rb offers significantly lower radiation doses to patients

and hospital personnel and makes possible to repeat the medical
op

examination. Because Rb is a positron emitter it can be used for the
op

p_ositron emission tomography (PET). The Rb has been used and reported

on by a number of investigators [80, 81] as a diagnostic agent with

positron camera to visualize the heart. The generator system is at the

moment a very expensive alternative to direct on-site cyclotron
82production. The high production rate of Sr cannot be achieved except in

op
a high energy spallation reaction.However,the Sr parent is difficult to

produce with sufficiently high yield.
o i

Other interesting radioisotope of rubidium is Rb (T . = 4.7h),being
O1

the parent of a short-lived nuclide ™*r^\/?~ I3s^> radioactive noble

gas, chemically and biologically inert ( the Kr is appropriate for

the diagnosis of lung function and blood flow). However, its application

is severely limited by high contamination with other radioisotopes,

especially by Rb, which is unavoidable in the usual production

processes.
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Fig 4.17 Potassixim (as element of group I of the periodic chart)

and its radioactive analogues [From B.A.Rhodes and

B.Y.Croft,Basics of Hadiopharmacy, The C.V.Mosby Co.,

Saint Luis, USA, (1978)].
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This contamination destroys scintigraphic images, because its high

energy gamma radiation penetrates the lead collimators. Besides, it

increases the patient radiation dose by a factor of four. If Rb is only

used as the parent of Kr, usual production method can be used, because

other rubidium radioisotopes have no radioactive krypton daughters.

In order to overcome these limitations, due partially to the

contamination, other methods of production must be employed. There are
81three (expensive) methods of preparing pure Rb. One of them is based on

8E5 81 81indirect reaction %Rb(p,5n) Sr =-> Rb which gives higher yields than

usual methods, but is more expensive ( 70 MeV protons are needed). In the
o i Rfl R 1

second method, Rb is produced via the Kr (d,n) Rb reaction by
DQ O 1

bombarding enriched Kr. A third method of Rb production practically

free of contaminants is nuclear reaction followed by electromagnetic

isotope separation. Rubidium isotopes in contrast to other elements may

be separated with high efficiency of up to 85.

Because no single radioisotope of potassium or rubidium discussed

above meets the requirements of scanning agent of nuclear medicine with

the in vivo chemical characteristics of potassium, other elements of

group I have been investigated. One of the interesting radionuclides is
ipq
^aCs (T = 32 h).

129 131The use of radioactive cesium ( Cs, Cs) for myocardium scanning

has already been reported by several authors [82-84], It emits gamma ray

useful for gamma camera imaging, the disadvantage being that the presence

of the higher-energy gamma rays requires improved collimation to obtain

adequate resolution with scintillation camera. Another radioisotopes of
127 128

cesium, Cs (T = 6.2 h) and Cs (T./? = 3.6m) are potentially

valuable for nuclear cardiology but nuclear data on the production of

these radioisotopes are still scarce.

Nearly every practicable radioisotope analogue of potassium ( see

Fig. 4. 17 ) has been investigated as a potential candidate for imaging

myocardial perf usion, metabolism and function.

Among the radioisotopes with the chemical behaviour closely analogous
+ 13to that of potassium, the ammonium ion, NH. labelled with N offers

potential applications in myocardial scintigraphy.
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The use of radioactive thallium as an analogue of potassium was first
199described for the isotope of Tl [851 which has mor? suitable photon

43 201
energies than K but a much shorter half life (T1/2 = 7.4 h). Tl is

agent of choice for imaging the human myocardium [86]. It accumulates in

normal myocardium but not in ischaemic and infarcted areas [86,87].

However, this nuclide is subject to several limitations which include high

cost and low gamma energy with resultant poor quality gamma camera images
201of the heart. Therefore a good substitute for Tl is desirable and in

201demand at present. Despite of this limitations Tl appears to be the

best among the potassium analogues available for myocardial imaging at

present. Consequently, demand of this radionuclide is rapidly growing.
201 203 201 201Tl can be best produced in two ways: either by Tl(p,3n) Pb -» Tl

or via 205Tl(p,5n)201Pb -H. 201T1 reaction. With natural thallium metal as

a target (only 29,6% nuoxi) and 35 MeV proton beam, the yield of Tl is

of the order of 0. 7mCi/fjiAh, A three-fold yield increase can be obtained
203using >90% enriched Tl targets. However, the use of enriched targets

materials requires the target to be recycled. Another possibility to

increase the yield by a factor of 2 to 3 arises from use the (p,5n)
205reaction on 70.4% abdundant Tl. On the other hand the higher energy

proton beams ( 55 MeV) produce significant amounts of Pb (T . = 21. 5h)

which decays to 26. l h Tl and resulting gamma rays cause deterioration

of the images resolution and greatly increase the dose to the patient.

Such
202m

202Such protons also produces 12.2 d Tl (through formation of 3.6 h

Pb). The alternative method has then been eliminated. The existing
201 203 205processes for producing XT1 on enriched Tl or Tl as the target

are characterized by:l) a low yield of the final product,2) a complicated
201two-stage method of radiochemical isolation of Tl from the irradiated

target,3) the necessity to work with high-activity of the "hot" target,
?01 2014) the loss of ' Tl formed from the parent Pb during the irradiation

since it cannot be isolated from the thallium target. Thus the above
201described processes for producing Tl from Tl target cannot meet the

increasing demands of nuclear medicine for this isotope.
201A new cyclotron-based method for production of Tl via the

Pb(p,xn) m'gBi—> Pb —* Tl reaction was proposed few years ago

[88-92].
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This method enables the substitution of highly toxic Tl target by
201Bit t Ł5.I lie Fb Larg<-:t and is expected to ensure r. Hgh T! yield.

In. the work [88] suggestion was made (experimentally demonstrated in
PDR

the works [91,92])that by using an enriched ' ' Pb targets it will

be possible to produce 201T1 via 206Pb(p,6n), 207Pb(p,7n) and 208Pb(p,8n)
201reactions with higher yields of Tl than those from Tl targets. Moreover

cost reduction occurs because ' ' Pb targets are cheaper than
. , , 203,205„, . ,enriched Tl targets.

The disadvantage is that this method is not available for low energy

compact cyclotrons,as protons of about 100 MeV are required.

It is not the intention of this work to give a complete review on all

radioisotopes suitable for the heart imaging but rather to point out

some trends.

Consequently we started to measure excitation functions and yields of
62

reactions leading to the medically relevant radioisotopes Rb,
201T1 generated by 82Sr,128Ba and 201m'gBi parents,respectively.

82 8?4.4. Production of Rb via the Sr precursor formed
, , .̂. - * _in the Rb (p,xn) Sr reaction

4.4.1. Introduction

The parent nuclide Sr (T = 25 d) originating in the
85 82Rb(p,4n) Sr reaction was identified [93] in 1952 . The excitation

function of this reaction was measured a few years ago [94] in the proton

energy range 34-70 MeV. The maximum cross section is at about E = 50 MeV

being of order of 200 mb.

Several other nuclear reactions have been suggested for the

production of 82Sr/82Rb generator:85Rb(d,5n)82Sr,80Kr(3He,n)82Sr)

82Kr(3He,3n)82Sr, 83Kr(3He, 4n)82Sr and 8°Kr(4He,2n)82Sr. The excitation
85functions of deuteron induced reactions on Rb have not been reported up

8? R? 3 4
to now. Recently, production of Sr/ Rb generator by He and He particle

^ 8?
bombardment of natural Krypton [95] and He bombardment of enriched Kr

go
and Kr [96] have been studied at compact cyclotron. The reported yield

8?
of Sr,a few fiCi/nAh, is rather disapointing.
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ô : c"v OL; oy
A few nuclear reactions mainly ' Rb(p.xn), ' Rb(p.pxn) and, with

lover cress sections 85>87F.b (p.^xn) are expected when !00 XcV prstcns

irradiate natural RbCl.The threshold energies for some of these reactions

s-.re given in Table 4,13.

We have investigated the use of the na Rb(p,xr.) Sr Rb reaction in

order to determine excitation function, yield and product purity for this
pp pp

alternative to the production of Sr/ Rb in spallation of Zr, No, Mo on

the waste beams of high energy nuclear physics machines [97-100]. The

irradiations were performed with external beam of protons(E = 100 MeV)

accelerated in the injector Linac (LU-1QO) at the institute for High

Energy Physics (IHEP),Serpukhov. Although in the energy region covered by

IHEP Linac,measurements of excitation function were already performed for
QC pp Op

Rb(p,4n) Sr -> Rb (E = 32.2 MeV) reaction (by bombarding enriched
85Rb with protons in energy region 34-70 MeV [94] and in work [101] the

pp
production and separation of Sr from natural Rb targets bombarded in

51-84 MeV energy region is reported) the data are only fragmentary.

Because in our experiment the pellets made from natural mixture of

rubidium isotopes were used at proton bombarding energy 100 MeV and the
87 8P

threshold of Rb(p,6n) Sr reaction is equal to 51 MeV,some contribution
oy R? £3^ R?

of Rb(p,6n) Sr reaction to Rb(p,4n) Sr reaction is also possible.

In earlier work [94] the authors did not measure excitation function
87

for Rb (p,xn) reactions. In the literature we could find no excitation
87 8? 87

functions for Rb(p,6n) Sr (E.. = 51 MeV) reaction with enriched Rb.
8Sthr

With natural rubidium target ( Rb 72.17%, Rb 27.83%) and 100 MeV proton
87

beam additional yield can be obtained from Rb(p,6n) reaction. Up to now

no published data exist for excitation function measurements for
na Rb(p,xn) reactions at E >52 MeV.Authors of the work [102] investigated

nst"
the Rb(p,xn) reactions in the energy region from thresholds up to

8752 MeV. Of course, they did not measure the Rb(p,6n) reaction, because

their proton energy range terminated at the onset of this reaction.

Since there are no experimental data for thin target available at

proton energies above 50 MeV an attempt was made to predict theoretically
82excitation functions for production of Sr (and other competing

85 87radioisotopes) from the ' Rb(p,xn) reactions for energies from

thresholds to 100 MeV.
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Table 4.13. Energy thresholds (in MeV) calculated using the nuclear

mass tables [47] and products of the CP^xn) and (p̂ pxrj.)
85 8Vreactions on ' Rb isotopes.

p.n p,2n p,2« p,(n p,5n p,£n p,7n p,pn p,p£» p,p3n p,p*/i p,p}n p,p6n p,p7n

l.» at*. 13.4 32.J **.7 M.O 63.« 10. ( W.I 30.5 39.5 H.I tJJ.l '5.7

67(fc "sr "Sr S5Sr WSr DSr B2Sr 81Sr «»

3UiJ. rt«. 20.7 sUh. (I.I 51.D S'.5 10.3

DO go
Table 4.14. Sr thin target,cumulative yields and sum of the Sr

formation cross sections for the na Rb(p,xn) Sr

reactions as a function of proton energy.

Proton energy*

(MeV)

98.8
95.3
94.8
93.8
92.1
91.5
89.5
88.5
85.7
84.8
01.2
77.5
76.8
74.3
n.}>
70.4

67.9
63.1
60.0
58.3
57.1
54.3
52.8
51.4
48.?
46. i

45.7
44.2
41.4
39.6
32.5

nn
Sr production
cross section

(mb)

34
34
36
4U
37
.32
47
41
50
47
47
47
49
53
.-1
t\
65
61
56
58
65
79
155
181
171
128
92
89
41
28
14

02Sr

Thick-target

21

21

23

25

25

27

30
33

35

106

45

11

yields

Cumulative

21

42

65

90

115

U2

16*

199
232

267

373

418

429

Average proton energy at the mid thickness of RbCl discs
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S5„, , 27.Sb iii4 . 4 . 2 . The ( p , x n ) and (p.pxn) r-eactions w i t h Rb and Rb.

The excitation functions for the "~''Rb(p,xpyn) reactions are

calculated with the computer code Overlaid Alice.

Since we wanted to test the capability of the Alice code to predict
QC Q7

unknown excitation functions for the ' Rb(p.xpyn) reactions the

published measured excitation functions are compared with theoretically

computed ones.
85

In the work [94] besides ( p, xn) reaction cross sections on Rb, also
82

(p.pxn) reaction cross sections were measured ( Rb radioisotope may be
82 8R 87

produced via Sr precursor in the Rb(p,4n) and Rb(p,6n) reactions or
85 87

directly in the Rb(p,p3n) and Rb(p,p5n) reactions). In Fig. 4. 18 our

theoretically calculated excitation functions of (p.xn) (x =1,3,4,5 )
85

reactions on Rb up to 100 MeV are presented. The experimental formation
82 85

of Sr from Rb due to (p,4n) reaction [94] is very well reproduced

by the theory in the proton energy range 45-70 MeV; the agreement is a

l i t t le worse on the slope of excitation functions. Fig.4.19 shows

th
87

82
theoretically calculated excitation function for the formation of Sr in

Rb(p,6n) reaction and other competing reaction channels. As can be seen
op

in Fig.4.19 significant Sr production begins at 70 MeV and cross

section at this energy is about 60 mb, attaining 40 mb at 100 MeV.
op

Theoretically calculated cross section for the formation of Rb (and

other Rb radioisotopes)in (p.pxn) reactions with Rb and Rb targets are
per Op

shown in Figs 4.20 and 4.21. The data for the Rb (p,p3n) Rb reaction

reported in [94] are consistently lower than the present theoretically

calculated values.

4.4.3. Experimental excitation function for the na Rb(p,xn) Sr

reaction and its comparison with theoretical predictions

85 82On the basis of experimental Rb(p,4n) Sr reaction cross sections
85 87and theoretically predicted ' Rb(p,xn) reaction excitation functions

data we decided to irradiate natural rubidium at 100 MeV proton energy in
82hope to obtain good production yield of Sr. In Fig.4.22 is shown

comparison of excitation functions for the Rb(p,xn) Sr reaction

obtained in our experiment and predicted theoretically by the Alice code.
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EP (MeVl

85,
Fig 4.18 The (p,xn) reactions with Rb. The comparison between

experiment ]94] and hybrid model (Overlaid Alice code)
Q C Q o

calculations is made for Rb (p,4n) Sr reaction.

e io

101

87Rb(p,xn)88-xSr

!p..5n)63Sr(32.4h)
(p,6n) 32Sr(25d)
(p,3nl

20 30 t,0 50 60 70 80 90 100

Ep (MeV)

Fig 4.19 Theoretical excitation functions for the 87Rb(p,xri)8S XSr

(x = 3,5,6) reactions calculated with help of Overlaid

Alice code.
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85
Fig 4.20 The (p,p xn) reactions with Rb.The comparison between

experiment [94] and hybrid model (Overlaid Alice code)

calculations is made for 85Rb(p,p3n)82Rb reaction.

10'

87Rb(p,pxn)87-xRb

Ip pSn) "R6I6.2M)
' (p p6nl"RbU.6h)
-lp'p4nl"Rt>l86.2sJI

(pp3nl ł lRbl34.Sdl

lp.pnl»3Rti(ia.Bdl

10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 BO 90 100

EP IMeV)

fl 7 ft 7 ~
Fig 4.21 Theoretical excitation functions for the Rb(p.pxn)

reactions calculated with Overlaid Alice code.
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82Fig 4.22 Production Sr from natural Rł> target.Comparison of

experimental and theoretical excitation functions.
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Fig 4.23 Thin target and cumulative Sr yields as a function of

proton energy for natural Rb target.
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ihis experimental excitation function is excellently reproduced by the

theory. The Rb(p,xn) Sr reaction has cross section peak of 180 mb at
pp

52 MeV (see Table 4.14). As can be seen in the Fig 4.22,significant Sr

production begins at 33 MeV.presumably via the Rb(p,4n) Sr reaction.lt

continues to rise at maximum (49-52 MeV) and slowly decrease with
8T 8?

contribution from the Rb(p,6n) Sr reaction at higher energies.

4.4.4. Yield
82The calculated thin target yield of the Sr formed in the interaction

of RbCl pellets with protons ( obtained by integrating the excitation
pp

function) is shown in Fig 4.23.The thin target yield for Sr production,
pp

the cumulative Sr yield calculated by summation of thin target yields
pp

and Sr production cross sections as a function of proton energy are
82given in Table 4.14. Both thin target and cumulative Sr yields are

shown in Fig 4.23.
PP

The RbCl targets can be used to produce Sr throughout the entire
82energy region reported in this work and Sr yields of 0.45mCi/jaAh can be

82 83 85achieved. No other than ' ' ' Sr activities were detected during our

radioactivity measurement.
po per pp

The amounts of Sr and Sr formed together with Sr are large and
pp po

there is no energy region over which Sr can be produced free of Sr
85 83 85and Sr. The presence of Sr and Sr impurities is a disadvantage (the

generator needs an extra sheldlng). The decay product-rubidium would
po .̂

contain some ' Rb. Although it is not a p emitter and would not disturb
PP

PET studies with 'Rb, it would cause higher radiation doses to the

patient.
A column separation worked well. The typical contaminants per mCi of

op RP P/l R^ Rfi
Sr -> Rb were about 1% Rb,2% Rb and 0.2% Rb.

4.4.5. Conclusion

Table 4.14 shows the yield of 82Sr from the natRbCl target which
82

indicates that about 90 mCi of Sr can be produced in 100 h of

irradiation at the LU-100 accelerator with proton beam current equal 2fiA.
82 82This activity is enough for construction of one Sr/ Rb generator.

Higher proton current (with better cooling systems) may result in
Pp

greater Sr yields, although care should be exercised in preventing

production of other radiocontaminants.
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4.5. Production of Cs via the Ba precursor formed
133

in the Cs (p.6n) Ba reaction

4.5.1 Introduction

Cesium, an alkali metal cation also physiologically behaves as an

analogue of potassium, which concentrates in myocardial tissue, thus

allowing the use of short lived Cs (T = 3.62 m) , the daughter of
128Ba (T. _= 2.42 d) for noninvasive measurement of regional myocardial

128perfusion in patients with heart disease. Because Cs is a positron

emitter, it allows to use the full advantages of ppsitron emission

tomography (PET) with improved temporal resolution and sensitivity. Its

short half-life offers significantly lower radiation dose to patients and

hospital personnel and possibility to repeat studies to monitor the
1?8 128effects of medical intervention. The Ba -> Cs system can be used to

obtain a positron emitting Cs during a span of several days, so that an
128

on-situ cyclotron is not required. Cs is therefore a radionuclide whose

physical characteristics make it a potentially valuable with the

introduction of PET scanners for clinical use.
128

The parent nuclide Ba was identified in 1950 from (p,xn) reactions

(E =85 MeV) products with CsCl target 1 103] . Similarly, two years later its

existence was confirmed in the (d,xn) reactions (E= 190 MeV) on CsNO-
'28targets [104]. The cyclotron production of * Ba has been evaluated with

133 128the Cs (p,6n) Ba reaction in the work [105]. In this work the thick
128target yield and excitation function for Ba (and other competing

reaction channels) were measured in the 67-36 MeV proton energy range and
I pQ -t pQ

simple, reliable and efficient Ba- Cs generator-type .system was

demonstrated. The target-radiochemistry process was simple and worked best

with column leaded by Chelax-100 chelating exchanger for trapping the NCA

Ba radioactivities. The absence of any Ba radioisotopes in the eluant was

an indication of the high effectiveness of Ba-Cs separation which allows
128 1?8

the production Ba- Cs generator type systems.

The purpose of this study was to measure excitation function and yield
133 1 ?8

for the Cs(p,6n) Ba) reaction and extend previous data [105] to

intermediate energies (E <100 MeV) in hope to obtain greater yields.



4.5.2. Results and discussion

4.5.2.1.Experimental excitation functions

The 67 MeV proton bombardment of CsCl target containing natural
133 3R 37

abundance Cs and CH Cs 100%, Cl 75.77%, Cl 24.23%) have been studied
128and reported in ref.[105],as the simple way of production of Ba in the

133 128
Cs (p,6n) Ba reaction in the proton energy range 36-67 MeV.

In Fig 4.24 the results of measurements of the excitation function
133 IPS

for the Cs (p,6n) Ba reaction are given for two different proton

beam energies : 67 MeV Ref. [105] and 100 MeV ( present work). Our

experimental method allows, as by product the measurements of the
131excitation function for the proton induced production of 3a (in the

t O 1 i Op I O.O

Cs(p,3n) Ba reaction) and Cs (in the Cs(p.pn)iW&Cs reaction)

isotopes in the Cs target.The cross-sections for 3 radionuclides measured

are listed in Table 4.15 and shown in Figs 4.24 and 4.25. Excellent

agreement (within the experimental uncertainties and energy ranges) of

our data with [105] provided a control of the quality of our cross
131

section measurements. The excitation functions for the formation of Ba
132

and Cs from Ref. [105] (36.4 <E < 57 MeV) in our work were extended
P

below 36.4 MeV and above 67 MeV up to 100 MeV. Also the knowledge of the
128

excitation function for the formation of Ba was extended in our work

up to 100 MeV.

4. 5. 2. 2. Comparison of experimental and calculated excitation functions.

The experimental excitation functions are compared with calculated

ones (see Figs 4.24 and 4.25).For this purpose the computer code Overlaid
•t ̂ O -ł pQ 1 O 1

Alice was used to reproduce the Cs(p,xn) ' Ba (x = 3.6) and
133 132Cs(p,pn) Cs reactions excitation functions.Figs 4.24 and 4.25 shows

in addition the sets of theoretical curves of excitation functions for
133 132-x 133 133-xthe Cs(p,xn) Ba and Cs(p.pxn) Cs reactions not examined in

our work. There is a good agreement with experiment for the (p.xn)

reactions.The maximum value in the calculated excitation function for the

Cs(p,3n) Ba reaction is placed at lower energy as in measured one.
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133Table 4.15. Cross sections for proton induced reactions on Cs
1 O Q 1 Q 1

producing ' Ba and Cs in the energy region
17.6-97.9 MeV.

Proton energy —
(MeV)

1

97.9
96.5.
94.3
93.4
91.2
89.4
88. ć
87.5
85.4
83.5
82.6
81.5
79.5
78.3
75.3
74.4
71.0
69.2
67.4
66.7
62.5
60.9
58.8
57.7
56.5
54.2
52. i
49.5
46.5
44.6
41.4
38.7
33.9
32.5
28.7
26.4
25.7
23.8
21.8
17.6

128Ba
2

60
68
70
74
76
84
88
81
91
92
98
102
107
105
128
144
164
189
260
280
323
197
185
158
112
46
22
8
7

Cross sections.

131Ba
3

55

53

68

82

74

77

91

89

118

125
118
135
139
146
241
501
670
653
469
83
37
18

(nib)

132~0us
4

118

123

DO

129

122

118

110

115
150

150

135

137
115
120

122

125
113
120

81
25

Average proton energy at te mid thickness of CsCl discs.
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Fig.4.24 Comprison of measured cross sections (dots with errror bars)

for the 133Cs(p.3n)l31Ba and 133Cs(p,6n)128Ba reactions

with calculated ones (continuous lines) obtained with help

of Overlaid Alice code.
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Fig.4.25 The (p.pxn) reactions with Cs. The comparison between

experiment (ref [105] and our results) and hybrid

model (Overlaid Alice code) calculations is made for
13T loo

the iJJCs(p,pn)1J<iCs reaction.
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This displacement of the calculated maximum in the excitation function

with respect to experiment ones was already observed by other users of
133 132the Alice code [49j, fne data for the CsCp.pn) Cs reaction froui the

Ref. [105] and our results are consistently lower than the values

calculated theoretically (see Fig. 4.25).

4.5.3. Yield

The calculated thin target yield of the Ba formed in the

interaction of CsCl pellets with protons were obtained by integrating the

experimental excitation function.
128Both thin target and cumulative Ba yields are shown in Fig 4.26

128and in Table 4.16. In this manner the Ba cumulative yield of

8.4mC'i/MAh (produced throughout the entire energy region reported in this

work) may be achieved.

4.5.4. Conclusion

128
The yield of Ba from CsCl target irradiated with 100 MeV protons

128
is 8.4mCi/juAh in the 100 to 43 MeV energy range. The amount of ' Ba that

can be obtained at the LU-100 a accelerator depends on the irradiation

time. For example with 2^A proton beam and 24 hour operation of the

accelerator about 400 mCi of " Ba is easy to produce.
1 OO 1 pQ

The proton induced reaction Cs(p,6n) Ba for production

Ba -> Cs generator type system requires proton energy of>70 MeV which

is outside the range of most cyclotrons.

An analysis of the observed radioactivities from the irradiated

target demonstrated the absence of radioisotopes other than Ba and Cs.The
128 131major activities associated with the production of Ba are Ba and

Cs. The radionuclide impurities in the Ba/ Cs generator
129 129 131 131are mainly due to Ba/ ' Cs and Ba/ Cs. But there will practically

129no Ba in the radioactive barium separated from the CsCl target 20-24

hours (the time of transportation of the stack from Serpukhov to Dubna

and start to chemical separation) after the end of bombardment.
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^
The ' Cs (7 . ~ - 9-7d) impurities can be ignored because its

niaccumulation during the decay of " Ba (T,. = 11. 3d] is several orders of
'

magnitude slower than that of """Cs (T = 3.6m; during tne decay of
i/ti

CT1/5 = 2.4d).
129m 2

The data of Ref. 105] indicate that large amounts of " '5Ba

[129mBa (T1/2 = 2. Ih),
 129gBa (T./2= 2.2h)] are present in the irradiated

CsCl target as an isotopic impurity in the Ba product. ' 3Ba decay
129to the Cs (T = 32.35h),also suitable for use in nuclear medicine for

129myocardial imaging [84,106]. Cs decays purely by EC (100%) followed by

several gamma-rays, the most abundant of them having energies 371.8 keV

(31.1%) and 411.5 keV (22.7%). The 371.3 keV gamma-rays require improved

collimation. The bombardment of CsCl target (with intermediate energy

protons) of CsCl target leads in two ways (indirect and direct) to the
129 129production of Cs. The first method is the indirect production of Cs

via the parent nucleus Ba produced in the Cs(p,5n) reaction

having the energy threshold 36.3 MeV. The second uses the reaction
133 129

Cs(p.p4n) Cs. The energy threshold is only 3.3 MeV. The decay of
1 ̂ Ba may be used as a source of high radionucl idic pure Cs. On the

basis of our calculations and experimental total (direct and indirect)
129cross sections for production of Cs from Ref .[ 105] we propose to use

133 133both reaction channels ( Cs(p.xn) and Cs(p,p4n) for its production
129 129(see the excitation functions for Ba and Cs in Figs 4.24 and 4.25).

The proton energy required is no more than 50 MeV. The upper energy limit
128is necessary to avoid the formation of long lived Ba (see Fig 4.24)

133 12Svia Cs(p,6n) Ba reaction (energy threshold 44.5 MeV). Unfortunately

also the proton beam energy required, 50 MeV is outside the range of most

medical cyclotrons.

Of the proton induced reactions with the low energy the
130D . _ .129, p*.EC 129_ fT.EC 129_ ,. . . , ,Ba(p,2n) La -r̂  -- >• Ba 7^— - > Cs reaction is expected to

10m 2.2h
give the high radionucl idic purity. We could not find the excitation

func
129,
function for the Ba(p,xn) reactions.To anticipate such possibility of

Cs production we have run the computer code Overlaid Alice which gave

the maximum cross section of 1100 mb at 23 MeV proton energy for the
1 TO 1 P<3

Ba (p .2n ) La reaction (see Fig 4 .27 ) ,
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102

IO1

130Ba(p,xnr~xLa

(p,4n)127La(3.8m)
(p,3n)'28La{4.6m)

(Pjn)'30La(8.7m)

10 20 30 60 MeV

Fig.4.27 Theoretical excitation functions for the 13°Ba(p,xn)131~xLa

(x = 1-4)reactions calculated with the Overlaid Alice code.

103-

~ 10'

10'

127l(a,xn)13'-xCs

(a;4n)
127Cs(6.2h)

(a,3n)128Cs(3.6m).

(a,2n)uyCs(32h)

1130,(aJn)̂ Cs(29.9m)

10 20 30 ~50" 60

Ea(MeV)

Fig.4.28 Theoretical excitation functions for the 1C He.xn) Cs

(x=l-4) reactions calculated with the Overlaid Alice code.
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T; o
Since the ah'.indar.ce of * 3a is iov, (0.1%), the costs involved

in obtaining a highly enriched (>90%) Ba target are prohibitive.
12SNevertheless. * Cs has been produced in this way (without kiiowlecgs of

130the excitation function) by irradiation of enriched Ba with 20 MeV

protons [107],
4

If high energy proton cyclotron is not available, the He induced

reaction with energy 40 MeV (which is in the energy range of most
4 4cyclotrons and at these energies the ( He,2n) and ( 'He,3n) reactions are

12"7 129the most important) on monoisotopic 'I would be a good choice for Cs
127 4 129production in I ( He,2n) Cs reaction. To the best of cur knowledge

there exist no published data for excitation function measurement for

this reaction. To anticipate such possibility we have calculated with the
127 4 131~xhelp of Alice code also the excitation functions for I( He.xn) ' Cs

reactions. They are shown in Fig 4. 28. Many years ago attempts to produce

this isotope with alpha particles were performed [84,108,109] without a
129detailed knowledge of the excitation function. Cs was produced by alpha

12"7particle bombardment of I in the form of Nal or elemental iodine from
129which the Cs was separated from Nal target as CsCl by solvent

extraction [109] or by ion exchange [84],

One of the more interesting radionuclides of cesium is
1 27 '

Cs(T = 6.2h). It decays by EC (96.5%) and positron emission (3.5%)
i / ćf

and emits gamma radiation of mainly 411 keV( I = 62.5%). The radioisotope
1 ?7 A

Cs can be produced via the I( He,4n) Cs or the H He,3n) Cs

reaction. The first reaction requires high energy alpha particles

( 60MeV)outside the range of medical cyclotrons (see Fig 4. 28). The second

reaction seems to be superior.lt employs cheap target material , permits to
3

use low energy He ions, shows not only higher cross sections than
127 4I( He,4n) reaction but also a good radionuclidic purity. However, very

little is found in the literature about those reactions.

The calculated excitation functions for the I( He.xn) Cs reactions

confirm our expectation and are shown in Fig 4.29. Although these

calculations do not claim to be exact, they give an idea of the cross
127sections that are to be expected. Many years ago, Cs was produced by

23 MeV He bombardment of Nal target [110] without knowledge of the

excitation function for this reaction.
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Fig.4.29 Theoretical exc i ta t ion functions for the K He.xn) Cs
(x=l-5)reactions calculated w i t h the Overlaid Al ice code.

Table 4.17. Energy thresholds (in MeV) calculated using the nuclear

mass tables [47] and products of the (p,xn) and (p.pxn)
reactions on 206, 207, 208pb lsotopes_

Reec-
lon

p,n p,2n p,3n p,»
'

p,5n p,5n p,7n p,8n p,7n p,10n p,pn P,p2n p,p.Vi p,p»n P,p5ri

*.5 U. i 70.1 27. ł )«.J 0. 7 52. > S0.5 67.9 78.0 8.1 atłO. 2J.3 )0.) 57.0 ««.! 55.)

M7B1 ^31 ^'Bł ^Bl W38! 2M61 2°lBl ^Bl l"Bl I988i ^PB M5Pt> 5°4Pb '"f* 202Pb W 1Pl> ^^

J. 2 11.3 18.* 26.» 3*. l O. O 50.5 57.6 <7.2- 7«.7 st«6. l*. 7 staO. 30.1 37.0 45.8 52.0

2018l
203ptJ

3.7 10.4 18.7 25.8 34.3 M. S 50. ł 57. B 47.0 7*. 4 st«0. stab. 22.3 also. 37.5 »«.» • 53.2
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The primary advantage of Cs lisa in the fact that it delivers a lower
129radiation dose per milicurie than Cs. The experimental determination

of thin target cross-section cf reaction? mentioned above will allow the

selection of optimal bombardment conditions and an estimation of specific

radionuclide yields in thick targets.

4.6. Production of Tl via the Bi precursor formed in
., 206,207.208D. , ,201_. 20in, 201_.the Pb(p,xn) Bi -» Pb -» Tl reactions

4.6.1. Introduction

As has been stated in the introduction to the Chapter 4.4,4.5 and 4.6

of the present work, there is a need to investigate the yield of Tl

from its grand-parent Bi formed in the
Dv, .201m,gD. 201D. 20i_. . . . . 206,207.207..,.
Pb(p.xn) &Bi -> Pb -» Tl reaction from enriched Pb

targets.

Up to now, only one work [111] performed in 1955 reported the
?OR 201

attempts to measure excitation function of the Pb(p.Sn) Bi reaction

in the proton energy range from 40 to 63.8 MeV.
201

No data existed until now , for production of "Bi from the
9D7

Pb(p,7n) and Pb(p,8n) reactions.
201The production cross section of Tl is the sum of the cross section

for the Pb(p.xn)201m-gBi -> 201Pb , 201T1 and Pb(p, Pxn)
201Pb -» 201T1

reactions. Isomeric (59 min) and ground state (l.Sh) of Bi both

ultimately decay to the 9.4h Pb, parent of Tl. In this situation it

is impossible to obtain independent production yields. We expect that, the
201Pb yield will correspond to the integral yield of the (p,xn) and (with

smaller contribution) (p.pxn) reactions.

The (p.ctxn) reactions contribute to Tl nuclides production on a minor

scale due to high Coulomb barrier for alpha particles in these nuclei.

To the best of our knowledge no detailed studies of the excitation

functions for these reactions were reported. The threshold energy values

for some relevant proton induced reactions leading to the production of

Bi and Pb isotopes are given in Table 4.17.
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Basing en the energy considerations (thresholds of nuclear reactions)

and theoretical cross sections for 1GO MeV proton bombarding energy we
PH7

expect high yields for the Pb(p,6n) (E = 43.7 MeV) and Pb (p,7n)
pno

(Efchr = 50.5 MeV) reactions. This is also valid for the Pb(p,8n)

(E., = 57.8 MeV) reaction.thr

4.S.2. The (p.xn) and (p.pxn) reactions with 206' 207'208Pb.

The theoretical calculation of the excitation functions for the

Pb(p.xpyn) reactions were performed with the Overlaid Alice code .The

results are presented in Figs 4.30-4.32 and 4.33-4.35).

For targets with mass about 200 there is an competition of^fission

which depress the (p.xpynza) reaction yields. Such heavy nucleus as lead

is capable of fission in addition to (p.xpynza) react ions.The products of

latter reaction are generally not too far from the target nucleus. In the

case of fission the target nucleus divides into parts more or less

comparable in weight, the sum of which amounts rougly to the weight of

the original nucleus. Both kinds of disintegration of a heavy target

nucleus under night energy proton bombardment are present at the same

time and compete. Experiments show [M.Barbier, Induced Radioactivity,

p.202 North Holland Publ.Co (1969)] that amount of fission relative to

the total interactions increases as the target atomic mass number

increases. For proton energies ̂  100 MeV the fission cross section in the

che case of lead is small ( 30 mb) allowing us in first approximation

to neglect the fission in the calculations.

Since we wanted to test the capability of the Alice code to predict

unknown excitation functions in A = 200 mass region, the experimental

excitation functions taken from the work [111] for the Pb(p,6n) Bi

reaction are compared with calculated ones in Fig.4.30. Here the theory

reproduces the slope of the experimental excitation function quite well.

However, there is a shift in the energy of about 6 MeV between theory and

experiment.

The authors of the work [111] did not measure excitation functions

for the Pb(p,7n) and " Pb(p,8n) reactions leading to Bi.

We have found no published data for the Pb(p,pxn) reactions.
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Fig. 4 . 30 Calculated excitation functions (continuous lines) for
jr\(L

the (p.xn) reactions with Pb.The comparison between

experiment [111] and hybrid model (Overlaid Alice code)

calculations is made for the Pb(p,6n) Bi reaction.

207P&(p.xniz o a"x8i
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4.31 Theoretical excitation functions calculated with the

Overlaid Alice code for the

reactions.

Pb (p.xn) (x = 2-8)

lp.9nl"°Bil36.Łml
£lp.8nl'a iS,|l 8 n l
~ip.7nl""B.n.7hl

lp.5n)'0 33illl.aril
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lp.3nl"'8.(6.2a)
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Fig.4.32 Theoretical excitation functions calculated with the
?0fi

Overlaid Alice code for the Pb (p,xn)(x = 2-9)

reactions.
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Fig.4.33 Theoretical excitation functions calculated with the

Overlaid Alice code for the 206?b(p,pxn) (x =1,3-7)

reactions.
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Fig.4.34 Theoretical excitation functions calculated with the

Overlaid Alice code for 20?Pb(p,pxn) (x = 2.4-7)

reactions.
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Fig.A.35 Theoretical excitation functions calculated with the

OQO

Overlaid Alice code for the Pb(p.pxn) (x = 3,5-7).

reactions.
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On the basis of all data set presented above it is possible to expect
PO 1 7̂ R POT 2PR

high production yields of 'Tl from the "'J '~ ' Pb targets because

the values of cross sections in all (p.xnl and (p.pxnl reactions are of

the order of hundreds millibarns (see Figs 4.30-4.35). However,due to the

strong competition of the 206-207'208Pb(p.xn)2°°Bi -> 2°°Pb +200T1.

(x=7,8,9) reactions it is not possible to eliminate the Tl impurity

(see also Figs 4.30-4.32) in 01Tl.The calculated excitation function for
POR

the Pb(p,6n) reaction reaches the maximum of 800 mb at 55 MeV.
207 208Similarly the Pb(p,7n) and Pb(p,8n) reactions reaches the maxima of

590 mb and 400 mb at 65 and 75 MeV respectively. The theoretical optimal
. , 20S,207,208nv, ,201D. .. „„ cnproton energy ranges r or Pb(p,xn) Bi reactions are: 47-60,

55-75 and 70-85 MeV respectively. For the 206>207>208Pb(p,pxn)201Pb

(x = 5,6,7) reactions the cross sections at the maxima are: 150 mb at

75 MeV, 150mb at 85 MeV and 160 mb at 95 MeV respectively.

4.6.3. Experimental excitation functions for the
206,207,208,nat_, . .205,206-,.Pb(p,xn) Bi reaction

and its comparison with theoretical ones.

For comparison of theoretically calculted excitation functions with
205experimental ones it was advisable to take into account results for Bi

and Bi production from Ref [111! and present work.

These two radioisotopes were choosen for a comparison (see

Fig 4.36-4.38) since for them the excitation functions were measured for

the large proton energy range, and 3 employed enriched targets. The authors

of Ref [111] investigated the lower energy part of excitation functions

(E <50 MeV).
P

In our investigations the measurement of excitation functions for the
206Pb(P.xn)

205'206Bi (x - 1,2), 207Pb(P,xn)
205'206Bi (x - 2.3) and

Pb(p,xn) ' Bi (x = 3,4) reactions on enriched Pb targets were

performed in the energy range 50 to 100 MeV. The results of those

measurements are given in Tables 4.18-4.20 and shown in Figs 4.36-4.38.

From Figs 4.36-4.38 one can see that we measured the tails of the

excitation functions in the (o,xn) reactions.
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Fig 4.36 Measured (Ref [111] and the present work) and calculated

(Overlaid Alice code ) excitation functions for the
206'Pb(p,xn) (x = 1,2) reactions.
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Fig 4.37 Measured (Ref [111] and the present work) and calculated

(Overlaid Alice code ) excitation functions for the
207Pb(p,xn) (x = 2,3) reactions.
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Fig 4.38 Measured (Ref [111] and the present work) and calculated

(Overlaid Alice code ) excitation functions for the
206Pb(p,xn) (x = 3,4) reactions.

Table 4.18. Cross sections for the 206Pb(p,xn)(x = 1,2)

reactions and 205'206Bi thin target,cumulative

yields as a function of proton energy.

Proton
energy

96.6

95.5
92.4

90. £
SB.:
B6.C

83.6

81.5

79.2

76,8

74.3

71.9

69.2

66.6

63.5

61.1

58.1
55.2

52.1

49.0

206Pb(p,2n)

Production
cross

5W°

34

34

' 34
36
38

38

36
40

41'

45

44

46

46
49

45

53

49

54

54

57

TMn
target

6
S

6

6

7

'7

7

7
7
B

8

B
8

8
8

9.

B

10

10

10

20581

Yields
(pCi/pAh)

Cuiula-
tiVfc

6
12

18
2«
31 '

38

45

52
59

67

75

83
91
99
107

116

124

134
144

15*

20ćpb

Production
cross
section
(mb)

B

9
9
?

9

9

10

10

10
10

U

11
12
10
13

12
13
13
14

15

(P.a)20

Thin
tar0et

4

4

5

5
4

;
5
5

5

5
5

6

t

'81

Yields
(uCi/pAh)

Cjtula-
tive

t

8

12

16

20

2«

2E

32

36
41

te
50
55
60

65
70

75

80

86

92
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Table 4,19. Cross sections for the Pb(p,xn)(>: = ?.,3)

reactions and °" Bi thin target,cumulative

yields as a function of proton energy.

Proton
energy

(McV)

97.3

95.2

93.1

91.1

SB. 9

86.7

H« 5

82. J

BO.O

77.6

75.1

72.7

70.1

67.5

C4.9

62.0

5?.l

56.2

55.2

5(1.0

207

Production
cross
section
((*>

52
51
58
59
59
62
ft

<1 '

63

70

70

67

69

69

72

72

' 76

Bl

87

105

Fb(s.3n)

Thin
target

10
Q

10

9

10

50

11

10

10

12

12

n
13

11

11

13

14

•13
14

17

2050i 2.07Pb(D.2n)JOs'Bl

vtelcs
(uCl/gflh)

Cumula-
tive

10
19
19
3B
4B

58

a
79

fl*

101

113

121

137

liB

159

172

186

199

213

230

Production
cross

(no)

21

22

22

26

26

25

26

27

26

27

29

30

30

31

32
34

36

37

43

48

Thin
target

o

11
10
10
11
10
10
11
11
12
13
12
14

!3
13
13
16
14
17
19

Melds
(uCl/pth)

Cumula-
tive

o

20
30
JO
51
61
n
32

'3

105

lie
130
144

157

170

163

199

21)

230

24=

208,Table 4.20, Cross sections for the LV/uPb(p,xn) (x =3,4)

reactions and 205-206

Bi thin target,cumulative

yields as a function of proton energy.

Pioton'

en»rq>

(MrV)

98.0
95.9

93. B
91.7
89.6
87.5
85.2
83. P
80.7
78. 4
75.9
73.5
71.0
68.4

65. E
63. C
60.1
57.2
54.2
51.1

2Q3Pb(p,«n)

Production
cross

section
(<*)

60
66
ćó

6B

71

71

74

72

76

75

76

83

8B

93

100

100

111

112

115

128

Thin
target

11

13
12
12
13
13
13
12
14

13
1»
15
17

',6
ie
18
19
2S
21
22

205ei
Yields
(uCi/uAn)

CuTull-
tlve

11
23
35
47

60

73

86

99

112

125

139

15'.

171

187

205

223

242

263

2Bi

306

Production
crors
syć tioi

(i*)

36
37

33
3f
40

SO
43
13

45

45
48

49

51
52
56
56
59
61

65

69

,Cp,3n)20S6i

Yields
(uCi

Thin
target

15
16
16
17
19
16
IB
IB
21
20

22
22
23
24

24

24
27
28
29
29

/liAhJ

r.CTjla-
tive

15

31
47

6«

83

!"1

1!9

137

156

178

200

222

245
269
293
317
344
372
401
430
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In Figs 4.36-4.38 the excitation functions for the reactions leading to
^OE> ^3OP

production of Bi and Bi respectively from Ref [111] and ours are

compared with theory. In all cases (see Figs 4.36-4.3S) the maximum in

the calculated excitation functions is reached at a lower energy than

that for the measured excitation functions. This displacement of the

calculated maximum in the excitation functions with respect to the

experimental values was already observed before by other users of the

Alice code [49] for other elements and show no systematics.

In order to facilitate the comparison of the shapes and magnitudes of

the calculated and experimental cross sections the calculated curves in

Figs 4.36-4.38 should be arbitrarily shifted towards higher energies. The

theoretical curves agrees relatively well with the experimental data,

however, at this point, some comments have to be made with regard to the

lower enrichment of targets(88. 2% for 206Pb, 61. 8% for 20?Pb and 87.977.
pQQ

for Pb) used in Ref [111] than those in our work (see Table 3.2 in

Chapter 3). The measured excitation function rather well matches the

results of previous measurements [111] at lower energies in spite of

different enrichment of the lead targets in both experiments.

The theory fails to reproduce the tails of excitation functions.
'jcic or\R

The production of long lived ' Bi isotopes with high energy

protons on natural Pb targets has been reported by authors of the work

[112]. They report the measurement of excitation functions: for both Bi

isotopes in the 8.8 to 67.5 MeV proton energy range. A comparison of these

data with our theoretical calculations for the Pb(p,xn) ' Bi

reactions performed with the help of the Overlaid Alice code (Fig 4.39

and 4.40) shows that the shapes of experimental excitation functions are

quite similar to calculated ones. As in the case of the Pb(p, xnjreact ions

for enriched targets deviations between experimental and theoretical

location of the maxima in the excitation functions are also present. Again

one observes very good agreement of the absolute height for the

calculated excitation functions and experimental ones.

4.6.4. Yields
POR

The irradiated ' ' Pb targets were kept for a period of time

(33 hours) sufficient for the accumulation of the maximum activity of
201T1 from the parent products via the decay chain: 201m> gBiH>201Pb ->201T1
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excitation functions [112].
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Fig 4.41 Thin target 200'201'202T1 yields as a function of proton
9Ofi

energy for enriched Pb targets.
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Fig 4.42 Thin target 200,201,202T1 yieids as a function of proton
207

energy for enriched Pb targets
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Fig 4.43 Thin target 200' 201/ 202T1 yields as a function of proton

energy for enriched Pb targets.

Table 4.21. The integrated yields,optimal proton energy ranges and

impurities of 201T1 from 206j207'208Pb targets bombard

by 100 MeV protons (33 hours after the irradiation)

Optimal

'"°et . "S™
fUa\J\

20BPb 76 - 68

207Pb 68 -57

^Pb 57 -4?

208PB
*

207PD 76 - 49

Target

1.8

2.4

1.5

5.7

Integrated yields (pCl/pAh)

201T. 200T, 202T,Tl Tl 11

1.5 0.21 0.014

3.0 0.35 0.023

3.5 0.42 0.016

'8.0 0.98 0.053

Impurities

- 200,,

201n

14

11.7

12

12.2

W

202n

201U

O.S3

0.77

0.46

0.66

206,'Pb
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In our experiment tae mentioned above period was used for the transport

of irradiated targets to JINK in Dubna. There ;,•£ rcas'jrrd tb? ewiilativc
201activity of Tl being the sum activities induced via direct formation

in the (p.axn) reactions and through the Bi and Pb decay (formed

in (p.xn) and (p.pxn) reaction respectively).
201The determined thin target yields for Tl as a function of proton

energy are shown in Figs 4.41,4.42 and 4.43. In these figures also are
?00 202shown the contaminant activities of " Tl and Tl. All targets were

measured at least 4-5 tiir.es and the final result v/as the weighted

average of the measurements. The uncertainties in the yield amounted

to - 20%. This value results from random and systematic errors which are

defined by a series of well known factors mentioned above in Chapter 3.7

of the present work. From Figs 4.41,4.42 and 4.43 it may be seen that the
., „ 201_. , , , ,, 206,207, 20Sn, , ,201D. 20'JD, 2Q1„.purity of Tl produced by the Pb(p,xn) Bi -> Pb -> 11

reactions is determined by the proton energy and the target thickness.

The purity is limited by the rapid increase of Tl yield, which in some
201energy regions is larger than that of Tl. Also a certain irremovable

O f\ O *"̂  O 1
Tl impurity, two orders of magnitude smaller than the yield of Ti is

present for any energy range and varies from 0.007 to 0.027 mCi/pAh. The
202Tl comes mostly from Pb(p.pxn) and Pb(p.axn) reactions.

POR PH7
The ' ' Bi (p,xn) react ions provide a satisfactory Tl yields

of 2.1,1.6 and 1.3 mCi/fMh in the maxima. The Tl yields in the maxima
pnv

are as follows: 1.9mCi/fiAh for Pb, 1.4mCi/fMh for Pb and ImCi/uAh
208 200for Pb. However, such high Tl contamination level limits the products

usefulness in nuclear medicine.

4.6.5. Conclusions

Among three investigated Pb targets, the best way to produce "Tl is

by Pb(p,6n) reaction not only because the yield is the highest, but

also because its production is possible at medium-size cyclotrons with

the same level of the radionuclidic impurity due to Tl and Ł Tl as in

the case of ' J Pb(p,xn) reactions which need higher energy protons.

The level of isotopic impurities can be lowered by a careful

selection of the proton energy range effective at the target.
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Fig. 4.41 shows that the appropriate proton energy range for the
201production of Tl is E = 57 - 49 MeV i.e the energy of the incident

protons should be as 57 MeV and the thickness of the c Pb target should

degrade the incident energy only to 49 MeV.
201The Table 4.21 gives the target specifications, integrated Tl

200 202yields, optimal proton energy ranges and ' Tl impurities (in %) for

three different enriched Pb targets. Considering the data from Table 4.21

a composed target containing three foils made from strongly enriched

Pb seems to be the best alternative for the simultaneous
201

production of Tl using 80 MeV proton beam. This target maximizes the

desired radionuclide yield, givimg the same contamination level as for

single target.

The Tl yields from enriched Pb targets are greater than the yield
203currently obtained from 93% enriched Tl targets. In the future such

201high yield of Tl can be realized by including chemicc.i separation of

the Bi grandparent from the irradiated Pb targets on order to supress the
200,202T1 ,. , . ..Tl radiocontanu nation.

1 ?3 77
4.7.and 4.8. Production of I and Br

(halogens are good for everything)

Croup 7 elements (Fig 4.44) are the so called halogens (including

elements from fluorine to iodine). Fluorine,chlorine,bromine,astatine and

particularly iodine have more potential as cyclotron-produced nuclides of

choice for radiopharmaceutical applications than any other family in the

periodic table. Fluorine exists as F and F and has only a useful
18positron-emitting isotope F,which has been used for bone scanning;the F

substitutes for OH in the hydroxyapatite crystal of the bone mineral

matrix. Chlorine has no useful nuclides for our purposes, except perhaps

one positron emitter. Bromine has not been much used so far., but. has some

potential. Iodine, on the other hand, is the grand old element of nuclear
131 125medicine, particularly I (Fig.4.44). Of course, I is used extensively

in in vitro tests, since it has long shelf-life, though its energy values
193are unsuitable for imaging. I,with a 13-hour half-life and a principal

gamma-ray energy of 159 keV,is well on its way to becoming a star,if high

production costs can be overcame (Fig.4.44).
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The popularity of iodine stems in part from its availability since the

early days of nuclear medicine. It was used as a physiologic tracer to

diagnose thyroid disease and as a radiotherapeutic agent for th«

treatment of hyperthyroidism and some thyroid cancers. Contrast agents

are made to contain iodine because of the electron density of an element

of mass 127 and because this element can be incorporated into a variety

of organic compounds. Thus, it was natural to prepare these compounds with

radioiodine to make a radioactive tracer for use in lieu of an electron-

-dense dye. Iodine can be readily bound to the am i no acid, tyrosine. This

am i no acid is part of the structure of most proteins; therefore these

proteins can be iodinaLed and used as a tracer.

lodinated compounds often have biodistributions which approximate

that of the nonlabeled substance which they are designed to trace.

Fortunately, most of the neitron deficient halogen radioisotopes have

nuclear properties which are suitable for in vivo studies and for

external radiation detection. The radiochemical labelling of organic

compounds with halogens is well established [113,114]. Examples of

radiohalogens are 18F(T = no min) . 34mCl (T = 32 min),
74mBr(T. = 42 min),?5Br(T. = 98 min) . ?6Br(T. =16. 2 h) , 77Br(T. =56 h),
7q '•'ć ly^ >•/£ 1/Ć. if Ć-

Br(T = 6.5 min), I(T = 13.2 h) [79],
1O 1 O 'x

Of all the neutron deficient radioisotopes of halogens F and ' I

have found wide applications in diagnostic nuclear medicine. The heaviest

known radiohaiogen

applications [115].

211known radiohaiogen At(T =7.2 h) received interest in therapeutic

123 1234.7. Production of I via the Xe precursor formed in
127.. _ ,123VKp.SnJ Xe reaction

4.7.1. Introduction

Iodine Is least abundant among the 25 principal elements in "standard

man" (see Fig 2.1). By contrast.the number of iodine radionuclides is 33,

which is more than twice that of any other "physiological" element [79].
127The sole stable nuclide of iodine is I, and much of the 30mg of it in

us normally is present in the thyroid gland.
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7a

53!

Fig 4.44 Group VII elements (known collectively as the halogens) and

their radioactive analogs [From B.A.Rhodes and B.Y.Croft,Basics

of Radiopharmacy, The C.V.Mosby Co., Saint Luis, USA (1978)].

723 ksV 637 ksV

364 ksV

EC

550 ktV

i
159 ktV

133To

Fig 4.45 Decay schemes for two iodine nuclides commonly used
"1 *? ̂

in nuclear medicine. I has physical characteristics

that are much closer to ideal than does
131I.
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Iodine-131 is one of the most widely used nuclides in nuclear

.•ttódici.ie today (see Fig. <1. 45). Its availability pcst-12-lE has resulted in
1 31

the preparation of a large number of ł odi netted radiopharmaceuticais. " Ll

was responsible for putting the word medicine ir. nuclear medicine, and
131

that "I was responsible for growth of nuclear medicine from its infancy

to its present adolescence. However, the medical community has been aware
131 123that while I has proved usefulness, another nuclide, namely I fulfils

the criteria of an ideal gamma-emitting nuclide for in situ and in vivo

diagnostic procedures more closely than any other radionuclide of iodine.

It was shown to be the nuclide of cnoice relative to I and "Tc.

The important general properties of the ideal radioisotope are listed
123in Table 4.22 along with the equivalent properties of I.

I lacks four of the neutrons of stable l !. This "neutron

deficiency" requires cyclotrons or other accelerators to generate it.
• O*"l

These now are being used to produce 1 in a variety of nuclear

reactions and in purities adequate for clinical use.
123 —1Advantageous physical properties of I over ~~" I.

Values for the pertinent physical properties of these two

radionuclides are listed in Table 4.23 together with calculations based

upon these properties with the goal of facilitating comparisons of the
123 131advantages of I over I.

Rates of decay
123The 19-h average life of I closely matches the time required for

most diagnostic procedures involving labelled iodide ion. It is less than

77, of the unnecessarily and undesirably 15-fold longer 279-h average
131life of I. This factor alone leads to a large reduction in radiation

123 131exposure when I replaces I in procedures of long duration.Moreover,
123the 13-h T 2 of I facilitates confirmatory and repetitive

determinations, and it greatly lessens laboratory and environmental

contamination.

Decay modes and particulate radiations.
123I decays solely by electron capture and lacks the abundant beta

131par-tides emitted by I. Not only do these high-energy, short-range
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Table 4.?.?.. x" I-ari ideal radioisotope for d y n a m i c body

fcj on s tud ies .

Property required MS,

(a) Absence of part iculate emission
to minimise patient dose

I b t y-eMlsslons of suitable energy
UOO-200 kev) Tor established
nuclear medicine equipment

(c) High photon yield for high
sensitivity

(U) Short half-lire to minimise
patient dose, but not »o short
that the desired duta arc
dirricuK to accumulate

(e) The isotope Bust be chemically
versatile so tlmt a v.lde range
or radlophurmnceutlcals can be
preparedtso permitting the
choice or one which is highly
specirlc to the organ or Interest
and lias a short biological
halr-lir?

No prlrrory part iculate
emission
I3U kev V-cmlislon

S& of I disintegrations
u re via the 159 kev Y-ra>
hair-lire 13.2 hrs.

Iodine Is relatively labile
uroj cun undergo clceiropMlLi:,
homolyttc and nuclcophlllc
substitution. A wlcte range of
highly speciric radlopharma-
ceuticals con be preparat

173 131
Table 4.23. Principal physical properties of I and I

A. RATES OF DECAY

Physical half-lite

Average physical life

(I. DECAY TYPES ANI>
PARTICULATE RADIATIONS

Modes of decay

Chief beta patllcle

Conversion electrons

C. PRINCIPAL PHOTONS

K X-rays or gamma rays (keV)

K X-rays or gamma lays p»

llalf-tlilclmeu In water

llalf-tlilckness In lead

llalf-thlckness In Nal

Pliolopeak efficiency In'

0. S-ln.Nal(TI)

1.0-ln.N»l(TI)

2. O-ln-Nil(Tl)

in,

13h

19h

E.G.

No S

15.4Tr 171- 158 keV

23 (iv.)

92

1.1 cm

0.0016

0.020

99*

99ft

99*

159

84

4.1 cm

0.031

0.3T

H-l.4%

96.6%

98. O^Ł

D. OTHEK PHOTONS

High-energy gamma r«ys t 3Hi214-530 keV

'"I

193 h

219 h

"6. |

90<p/.606l" :Vnl" :'-
192 kcV av.

C.37.'4G-3(J3l<i:V

3G4

32

0.3 cm

0.24 cm

1.45cm

29. fn

54. 47.

80. 1?̂

6.W.G37 kcV
1.67. 123 he V
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particles contribute principally to localized radiation exposure; they
131also yield no useful information when I is used fcr in vivc diagnostic

131studies.The 132-keV average energy of. the principal " I beta particles

exceeds the maximum energy of the conversion electrons of i<iJI, and they

are more numerous [79]. Calculations based on the weighted abundances of
123the I conversion electrons give 130 keV as their average energy.

131Hence,the - six-fold greater abundance of the beta particles of I,when

multiplied by the ratio of the average energies (192 keV / 130 JceV),

indicates that the localized radiation exposure from only the chief beta
131particles of I w i l l be - nine-fold greater than from the conversion

123
electrons emitted by I. When this ratio is multiplied futher by the

131= 15-fold longer average life of I, the difference in exposure during

complete decay of a localized accumulation (in processes having long

biological half-periods)becomes - 135-fold greater from "I than from
123

I. The 159-keV photons are of optimum energy for tissue penetration and

for detection by currently used cameras and scanners. The radiation dose
123

delivered to the thyroid with I is 1/100 of that received with an
131

equivalent amount of activity as L . Consequently this nuclide is the

radioiodine of choice for required tests in children and pregnant women.

Standard methods of iodination of organic compounds using iodine-131

have been described in Refs [113,114].All these methods can be applied to
123

I, however the shorter half-life requires that attention be given to

new methods where the product can be prepared in-house by simple

procedures.
123An increasing number of Pharmaceuticals Labelled with I are being

prepared successfully. Table 4.24 lists a number of these compounds and

the medical problems to which they have been applied. The recent

development of such labelling procedures means that a large number of
123body functions can safely be studied using I. In particular,there is

123every indication that the use of I-lataelled hippuran, rose bengal,

bromosuiphophtalein and iodofibrin could become routine in many nuclear
12"3

medicine centres. There is also reason to belive that if "I becomes

available on a regular basis some of the research orientated studies

[e.g. with 16-i_odo-9-hexadecanoic acid (IHA) and 4-i.odoantipyrine] will

also become standard clinical techniques.
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123
Table 4.24. Pharmaceuticals that have been labelled with I

ical

ln hinunopropyJaniino)
-7-ioilo(|ii inoline

I mines diuno green

Sodium iodide

1 fi-iodo-9-he\adecanoic acid

Bromobulphophthalein

Rose benga 1

H i p p u r a n
o-, m-, p-iodolxippunc acid

4-iodoantip\ fir.r

3,.)-di-iodosalic> iic: a c J d

Human scrum a lbumin

Motioiodo-L-tyro~ ino

Di-iodo-L-t> i-o<irn'

Appl i rut ion

Eye melanoma ~
imaging

Eye melanoma
imaging

Thyroid —

MyocardiaJ pcrfusion

Liver 1'unc-tion

Liver function

-Ronography

-Pulmonary studies,
brain imaging

- Ca rd i o-puImona ry
studies

4-iodoptieny 1 a laninę

3-iodot r v p t oplian

(i-iodoi r\ piophan

earl>amyi-2,4,(J - tri-iodo
b-'nzoic acid (Conrav)

i ri-iodobenzoic acid
(Hypaquc)

lodof ibrinogen

lodofibrin

fodobieomycin

O f h t radiol

•Lrography —

brography

Thrombus
localization

Tiirombus
localization

Tumour
localizution

~\
)
)
)
\)
)
)
)
)
)
)

/
Prostrate, scanning /
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There are many pathways to !, depending on the starting materials

and accelerator beam. Fig. 4. 46 shows the possibilities.

It \? a long list of reactions, reflecting the importance of the

isotope, the demand for it and the determination to produce it whatever

the limitations of the available accelerator.

The two general methods are (1) direct reaction or (2) preparing
123 123 123Xe, then allowing the Xe to decay into I. This second method

124 125avoids the I impurity, but not the I impurity. The direct methods
124 124usually yield a product with 'I contamination. I is a problem because

it increases in relative concentration and limits the shelf-life to 4
124days. Another problem with I contamination is its positron annihilation

radiation and its other high-energy gammas that cannot be coliimated out
125very well. These radiations contribute to image fuzz i ness. I is long

lived (T ./2 = 60 days) with low-energy emisions (27 keV, 35 keV); these

emissions do not degrade the image, but the long half-life means a higher
'23radiation dose when it is administered as a contaminant of I.

I should not be contamined with "I, ̂  I and/or I otherwise

after several half-lives the radiation load will increase considerably.

From Fig 4.47. one sees that the lowest radiation dose to the thyroid is
173caused by iodine produced via the decay of the precursor " Xe. Directly

produced iodine is contamined with other radioisotopes and causes higher

es. We report here on an in
l?T ir>1^ t ft \ Ł C. <J . . J L O O * , ,u p . b n ) Xe — > i reaction.

i ****/ i po
The excitation function, for the ^ Kp.Sn) Xe reaction was

investigated in many experiments [116-1 19 i and was estimated by

calculation [120] for the proton energy below 70 MeV. There are also some

results for higher energies [121-123]. The above-mentioned works also
127 125considered the I(p,3n) Xe reaction which leads to production of an

125undersirable nuclide 1(1 = 60 d) through the decay of
125Xe(T. ._= 16.9 h).The different investigations show that the maximum of

if C,

the excitation function of the reaction (p,5n) is in the range of

E = 55-56 MeV, and its value is between 250 and. 480 mb [116-119,121-123].

123doses. We report here on an indirect method to produce I in the

This noticeable difference in values of the cross sections for the Xe

production made it necessary to repeat the investigation of the
123 123excitation function for the I(p,5n) Xe reaction in our experiment.
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Fig 4.46 Many different combinations of nuclear reactions and

radioactive decay schemes that can be used to produce

[From B.A.Rhodes and B.Y. Croft, Basics of Radiopharmacy,

The C.V.Mosby Co., Saint Luis,USA (1978)].
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4.7.2. Result and discussion

4.7.2.1 Experimental excitation functions for " ' 3Xe production

A simple thin target is very difficult to prepare with elementary

iodine. Twenty five Nal pellets (made from natural Mai, both monoisotopic

elements) were used to cover the 45 to 100 MeV energy range. The cross
127

section values for * I(p.xn) (x=3,5) reactions were obtained from the

measured radioactivities and combined with the proton energies for each

Nal pellet to obtain excitation functions. The experimental values of
123 125 127excitation functions for the production of ' Xe from I target is

shown in Fig.4.48 and in Table 4.25. Our measurements indicated that the
127 +cross section for I(p,5n) reaction has a maximum of (350 - 52) mb at

57 MeV. This value is In agreement with those of Refs [117-119].

Fig.4.48 and Table 4.25 also show the formation of undersirable

nuclide Xe produced in I(p,3n) reaction. The excitation function

for this reaction shows a maximum of 730 mb at 31-32 MeV energy range

[118].The presence of the long tails of excitation functions at the high

energy side in our measurements is due to the effects of preequi1ibrium

processes.

4.7.2.2. Comparison of experimental and calculated excitation functions.

In order to test the predictive capability of the O'/erlaid Alice code
127

we have compared the calculated excitation functions for the I(p.xn)

reactions with experimental ones (similar calculations for E <70 MeV were

performed in Ref [120]). Comparison with theory was made only for those

reactions which cross sections were measured in the present work.Fig,4.48

shows the theoretical and experimental excitation functions for the
127Kp.xn) (x = 3,5) reaction. From Fig. 4.48 it is concluded that the

calculated excitation functions are in reasonable agreement with our

data. The maximum in the calculated excitation function is predicted at
127lower energy than in measured one for the I(p,5n) reaction. The tail of

this excitation function is over-estimated by factor of 2 by Alice code.

For the reaction (p,3n) the experimental values are in good agreement

with the calculated curve.
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half-lives of "3I

Fig 4.47 Absorbed doses (in rad) of the thyroid after the

application of 123I-iodide contaminated with

different radionuclides .Calculations valid for

total radioactivity of 100 pCi in each case. The

curves demonstrate the dose as a function of the

decay of Iodine-123, expressed in half-lives

Curve A: 93.5 pCl 123I + 5.0
126

124I + 1.3 JJCi 125I

+ 0.2 n

Curve B: 95 pCi 123I + 5 pCi 124I
1 oq 1 25

Curve C: 99.9 fjCi I + 0.1 MCi I
[From K.Zum Winkel , Iodine-123 in Western Europe,

Proc. Panel Discftssion held at KFA Jul ich, Germany,

Feb.l3.1976,Jul.Conf .20 page 14 August 1976].

JD

j=
\0

10J

10'

10'

3.Soll

.\3nlf

(p .5ni ' J : iX9l2.1N

- lp,3nl'"xe(17hl

50 60 70 10080 90

Ep(MeV)
Fig 4.48 Measured (dots with error bars) and calculated with help

of Overlaid Alice code (continuous lines) excitation

functions for the 127I(p,3n)125Xe and 127I(P,5n)
123I

reactions.
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Table 4.25. Cross sections for proton induced reactions on 127,
T O O 1 OR

producing Xe and Xe in the 45-100 KeV proton

energy region.

Proton energy
(MsV)

100
95
90
85
80
75

70
65
60
57

55

50
>5

Cross sections
12łXe

40

50
60
70

as
130

-
175
250
350
316

180

100

'TO)

125Xe

30

-
J5

40
40

15

50
SO
-o

-
30
1C5
" "*5

Table 4,26. Yields and purities of """I from the
X A tf *f. y __ p- ^ JL JĆt -J i^f _ J- ̂ J fcJ _I(p,5nr"JXe—» ""-"I reaction

(Nal target,bombarding time 2h,

waiting time 6h).

Energy range

(Mev)

100 - 48
65 -.45

67 - 46

Y i e l d Impurity
( mCiAiAh ) by Ref .

00

27 0.038 0.14 Present WGFK

21 0.021 0.1 'C"7)
21 0.021 0.1 Ql2]
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4.7.3. Yields

123 125From the cross section data fof" Xe and * Xe production the yields
* OO 1 O CI O

of I isotopes from thick Nal target (9.6g/crn ) were calculated
123using as input data: proton energy range 48 to 100 MeV, Xe precursor

decay time of Q hours, 2 hours irradiation time and IfiA proton beam
123 125current. In Table 4.26 one can see the comparison of ' I yields (via

123 125 127the decay of ' Xe precursor) from the Kp.xn) reaction in Nal

targets for different energy ranges. Our result indicated that for 48 to

.gher
125T

123100 MeV proton energy range the yield of I is more than 30% higher

than that obtained for 4G-SS MeV energy range. The contamination of

is in this case near to 0. 14% tolerated by nuclear medicine.
123 1?7 123 123The purity of I produced by the " I(p,5n) Xe -> I reaction is

determined by the proton energy and the target thickness. To suppress
125the I and ~ I impurities only small part of the excitation function is

of interest for production purposes. The target thickness corresponding to

an energy degradation 15-20 MeV is used mostly. The optimum proton energy

should not exceed 68 MeV due to the rapidly increasing yield of

Xe[ -> I( 2.1 h) -> le (16.8 d)] produced in the I(p,7n) reaction
123thus increasing the amount radiocontaminants in I. The cross section

maximum for the 12?I (p, 7n) 121Xe reaction is 75 mb [122] or 50 mb [123])

and occurs at 82 MeV.

4.7.4. Conclusion

It should be mentioned that the use of a wider energy range in

irradiation of iodine with protons (100-46 MeV) makes it to some extent

easier to solve the problem related to the target design. Estimates shows

that with the current of 2̂ A the LU-100 accelerator allows to produce
123

about 110 mCi of I provided the target is irradiated for 2 hours and
123 123I is accumulated from Xe for 6 hours. Two to three "irradiation-

123-accumulation" cycles of this kind allow 200-300 mCi of I to be

produced in a 5-hour run of the accelerator.
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4.8, Production of 'Er via the Kr precursor formed in
.. nat0 , ,77.,the Brip.xn; fCr reaction.

4.8.1. Introduction

The interest in bromine as one of the halogen element lies in the

fact that halogens can replace a hydrogen atom in almost every organic

compound.

The radioisotopes of bromine have sows advantages when compared with

iodine: e.g. stronger bond to carbon, existence of positron emitters,

non-accumulation in thyroid etc.Due to the half-lives of bromine isotopes

only ' ' ' Br are selected for medical applications. Shorter-lived
74bromine isotopes down to Br(T = 42 min) might be useful in a positron

+.
camera because of their dominant high £ emission rate (791. Uncii

recently most interest was in Br which has not too short half-life

(quite convenient for human in vivo examinations) .decays predominantly by

EC (99.3d/,), and its major gamma lines (239 keV 23%, 521 ke(/ 23.6%) are

suitable for- detection with gamma cameras.

A large number of different charged particle induced reactions will
77

produce Br, all of which can be grouped under two general heading:

1) indirect methods, i.e production of Br via the Kr(T = 75 min)

precursor formation and 2) direct methods.
77The direct methods of Br production require low to medium energy

77accelerators. The production of Br was first carried out via the
75 4 77

As( He.2n) Br reaction [125-128, 133, 139] and is continued up to now
77[129,130].The production of Br via different proton or deuteron induced

reactions on selenium (enriched or natural) and bromine targets has also

been described [131-1,?S]. Out of the direct method of Br production the

reactions of protons with highly enriched Se targets [132-134] (as well

as the spal lat ion reaction with high energy protons on molybdenum [137])

gives the highest yields. These methods require radiochemical separation

(wet chemistry or dry distillation) immediately after bombardment to
77isolate the induced Br activity from a target. However, the utilization

of enriched target materials also requires that the target should be

recycled.
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In the indirect method (often referred to as generator method) the
"TT """?

production of (Kr as the precursor of Br demands the use of medium to

high energy machines. This ssth'cd Is based en the proton Ccl-suteron)

bombardment of bromine target to produce Kr in the ' Br(p.xn') Kr ,
natBr(d,xn)7?Kr reactions [133,135,136,138.140,141] or 3He bombardment

76 77 3 7"̂of enriched selenium targets in the ' Se ( He.xn) 'Kr reactions

[135, 142, 143, 147]. As for all the indirect methods,the removal of the

precursor provides a purification step which improves the radionuclidic

purity.

Rapid, simple and reliable methods are described in a series of

publications [123.140,142,144,145] where the purpose was the separation

of radiokryptons from bromine targets.
77In the published papers the Kr was produced with good yield by the

79 Q 1 *7*7

Br(p,xn) Kr reactions [123,133,138,140,145].Because of the isotopic

composition of the natural Br ( Br 69%, Br 49.3%) used as target

material and the energy ranges of proton beams, the reaction contributing
77 7Q 77

the most to the formation of Kr was the Br(p,3n) Kr (E = 23 MeV).
81 77Small contribution from the Br(p,5n) Kr (EL. = 41.31 Me

1/) reaction was

also present. However large discrepancies between measured excitation
79 81 77

functions for the ' Br(p,xn) Kr reactions exist. The maximum of the

cross section differs in value from 100 to 500 mb and its positron is

still insufficiently known to make an evaluation of Kr production cross

sections. One of the reasons for the discrepancies between excitation

functions is possible (uncontrollable) loss of krypton (noble gas) during

and/or after the bombardment.

The excitation function had to be re-measured since the published

yields (calculated on the basis of the excitation functions) also differ

significantly. Also the amounts of radiokrypton impurities over the whole

energy range are of interest needed to be determined.
77All indirect methods of Kr production yield simultaneously

79considerable quantities of Kr (up to now no satisfactory method for
77 79

producing Kr free from the long lived Kr(T. = 35 h) has been
79 79 79reported). Apparenly Kr is formed in low energy region by Br(p.n) Kr

(E, =2.4 MeV) reaction and with increasing proton energy the major
81 79contribution is from Br(p,3n) Kr (E . = 20.7 MeV) reaction. At proton
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77 76energies above 45 MeV the second contaminant c f ' :<r is Kr(T =14.8h).

The ?33r(p,4n)76Kr (£,, = 33.7 MeV) and &18r(p,Sn)?5Kr CE.. = 51.9 MeV)thr tnr
processes contribute to fcr.r.atiji: ;f this isotope. The e^-itribut ion of

the (p,,Sn) reaction should be small, since in general the (p,5n) process

have low cross sections.

In this work we describe systematic studies on the excitation
79 8^ 77function measurements of the ' ~3r(p,xn) Kr reaction for a. wider

energy interval (̂  100 MeV) as compared with earlier data (̂  52 MeV.

£ 55 MeV or 85 MeV) a s well as the main competing nuclear reactions:
79,81_ , .79,, 79,81_ , ,76.. Ł , .__ .. .. ..3r(p,xn) Kr and 3r(p,xn) Kr up to proton energy iOO MeV. We

expect higher Kr yields when using 100 MeV protons.

4.8.2. Results and discussion

4.8.2.1 Experimental excitation functions for ' ' iCr production

The measured cross sections for the formation of ' ' ' XT from

natural bromine are given in Table 4.27 as a function of the incident

proton energy. The accuracy of our measurements is - 15%. Since the

products are formed from both Br and Br isotopes we describe the

formation cross sections as "effective" cross sections. These effective

cross sections are however useful for production purpose if natural

bromine were to be used as target material.
77

The production of the mean radioisotope Kr via
79 81"3r(p,3n)+ Br(p,5n) reactions was measured in the entire region

98.1 ->24.7 MeV. The maximum of the excitation function for this reaction

was found in the 34-36 MeV energy range where a cross section equal to

(107-16)mb was measured.
79 79 8'The production of Kr via the Br(p,ru+ ~3r(p,3n) reactions was

studied in the same energy region of 98.1 2̂4.7 M.eV. The cross section

has a maximum of (215 - 3?Jmb at 32 MeV.
76 79 81The excitation function for Kr formed in the Br(p,4n)+ Br(p,6n)

reactions was measured in the energy range 98.1 -> 36.2 MeV. Our

measurements indicated that the maximum cross section is (28 - 4)mb and

occurs at 49 MeV.
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Table 4.27. Cross sections for protou Induced reactions on na Br
76 77 79

targets producing ' ' Kr as a function of proton

energy.

Proton energy*
(MeV)

9B.1

94.9

92.3

89.0

86.2

83.7

80.4

77.3

75.2

73.2

70.9

68. 6

65.9

62.9

60.1

57.4
55.4

53.3

51.2

49.2

46.6

44.0'

41.0

38.4

36.2

34.0

31.6

28.8

24.7

76Kr

7

8

11

10

12
11

10

11

12

13

14

14
14

18

18

24

24

27

28
27

12

8

5

3

Cross sections (mb)

77Kr

13

17

21

28

21
34

35

45

49

47

57

55

52

59

58

81

88
107

105

95

75

25

79Kr

23

24

24

25

30

29

29

28

34

34

38

42

40

45

56

61

76

80

86

. 117

123

194

206

210

211

215

203

77

Average proton energy at the mid thickness of KBr disc
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4.S.2.2. Comparison of experimental and caiculated excitation functions

7B 77 79 79 8^
excitation functions for production of ' ' Kr from the ' ~Br(p,xn)

reactions up to proton energies 100 MeV.
yn n-t •y.y

Though the excitation functions for ' 3r(p,xn) Kr reaction have

been measured by several groups [102,123,133,136,138,140,141,144,145],the

results were presented only graphically, they did not report on numerical

values of the cross sections. In paper [141] the authors report

au
81

70
numerically the values of cross sections measured with enriched ~8r and

Br targets for (p.xn) and. (p.pxn) reactions in the energy range

10-85 MeV. These results were used in our work to test the theoretical

predictions using the computer code Overlaid Alice. Special emphasis was

put on the testing the capability of the Overlaid Alice computer code to

predict the excitation functions measured in the present work for natural

mixture of bromine isotopes.

In Fig.4.49 our calculated excitation functions of (p,xn)(x = 1,3,4)
79reactions on Br up to 100 MeV are presented.

77 7S
The experimental cross section for the formation of Kr from Br due

to the(p,3n) reaction [141] are excellently reproduced by the theory over

the whole energy range.Fig.4.50 shows the calculated excitation functions
77 81

for the formation of Br in the Br(p,5n)reaction (and other competing

reaction channels). The measured [141! and calculated cross sections as

given in Fig.7.50 show a good agreement.

The Br may be produced via Kr precursor in the 'Br(p.3n) Kr -> Br
81 77 77 79 77

and Br(p,5n) Kr -> ' Br reactions or directly in the Br(p,p2n) Br and
o i "77

Br(p,p4n) reactions. The cross sections for the formation of Br (and
79 81

other Br radioisotopes) in (p.pxn) reactions with 3r and Br targets

calculated theoretically are shown in Figs.4.51 and 4.52.The experimental
79 81 77

data reported in Ref. [141] for the Br(p,p2n) and Br(p,p4n) Br

reactions are compared in Figs. 4.51 and 4.52 with theoretical

predictions. The measured excitation functions [141] are in reasonable

agreement with the calculated ones as can be seen in Figs.4.51 and 4.52.
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Ep(MeV)

Fig 4.49 Calculated excitation functions (continuous lines) for

the (p,xn) reactions with 79Br. The comparison between

experiment [141] and hybrid model (Overlaid Alice code)
79T 77,

calculations is made for the Br(p,3n) Kr reaction

ID
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Fig 4.50 Same as Fig 4.49 for 81Br target and the Br(p,5n)' Kr

reaction.
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Fig 4.51 Calculated excitation functions (continuous lines) for
79,the (p..pxn) reactions with Br. The comparison between

experiment [141] and hybrid model (Overlaid Alice code)

calculations is made for the 79Br(p,p2n) Br reaction.
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Fig 4.52 Same as Fig 4.51 for 81Br target and the Br(p.p4n) Br

reaction.
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Fig 4.53 Measured (dots with error bars) and calculated with

help of Overlaid Alice code (continuous lines)

excitation function for the na'Br(p,xn) Kr reaction.
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Fig 4.54 Same as Fig 4.53 for the naxBr(p,xn) Kr reaction
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Fig 4.55 Same as Fig.4.53 for the na Br(p,xn) Kr reaction.

Table 4.28. Thin target and cumulative yields for the
nat—, .76,77,79.

"Br(p,xn)

of proton energy.

'Kr reactions as a function

Proton 'energy
(MeV)

98.1
94.9
92.3
39.0
86.2
83.7
80.4
77.3
75.3
73.2
70.9
68.6
65.9
62.9
60.1
57.4
55.4
53.3
51.2
49.2
46.6
44.0
41.0
38.4
36.2
34.0
31.6
28.8
24.7

76Kr yields

(pCi/pAh)

Thin
target

130
180
260
220
270
2SO
210
-
240
270
200
230
220
220
250
310
380
380
290
420
340
280
180
120
70
--
.
~

Cumula-
tive

130
310
570
790
1060
1320
1530_

1770
2040
2240
2470
2690
2910
3160
3470
3850
4230
4520
4940
5280
5560
5740
5860
5930_

-_

-

77Kr yields

(pCi/gAh)

Thin
tsrget

3300
4500
5100
7800
5100
10100
8700_

11700_

15900_

-
12700
14700_

14900

-13000
-
15600
15700
22100
23900
29400
28600
25800
18500
6200

Cunwla-
tive

3300
7800
12900
2070'0
25800
35900
44600_

56300
-
72200
-
-
B4900
99600_

114500
-
127500
-
143100
158300
180900
204800
234200
262800
288600
307100
313300

79Kr yields

(pCi/pAh)

Thin
target

210
250
?50
240
350
340
260
280
350
320
400
too
400
450
-
560
610
760
770
860
1170
1230
1940
2060
3090

. 2110
2150
2030
770

CurcL'la-
tive

210
460
710
950
1300
1640
1900
2180
2530
2850
3250
3650
4050
4500

-5060
5670
6430
7200
8060
9230
10460
12400
14460
16550
1B660
20610
22840
23610

Average proton energy at the mid thickness of KBr disk.
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Encouraged by the good agreement between, the experimental ar,d

calculated cross sections for proton induced reactions with enriched
YQ o l

' Br isotopes mentioned above it was decided to calculate the

excitation functions for the na Br(p,xn) ' '' Kr reactions and compare

them with our experimental cross sections.

The measured excitation functions for the Br(p,xn) ' ' Kr reactions

are reproduced in Figs.4.53,4.54 and 4.55 together with the theoretical

predictions. In thecase of the na Br(p,xn) Kr reaction (see Fig.4.53)

except for the low energy region our data agree very well with the

theory. In Fig.4.54 the excitation function for the Br(p,xn) Kr

reaction is presented. This excitation function is excellently reproduced

by the theory. This is also the case for the na Br(p,xn) Kr reaction

(see Fig.4.55).
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yield
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Cumulative
yield

10J

10'

Cumulative
yield 1(j

10*

yield

not 77.Br(p,xn)"Kr

10'

not 79LBr(p,xn]/9Kr

Cumulative
yield

Thin-target
yield

20 40 50 M) 100 20 40 60 80 100 20 40 60 60 100

MeV McV M«V

Fig 4.56 Thin target and cumulative 76'77'79Kr yields from the
Br(p,xn) ' ' Kr reactions as a function of

proton energy.
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The usefulness of the '"Br(p,xn) Kr reaction for practical use Is

to be judged by the yield of Kr and the minimum achievable level of

contamination due to Kr and Kr.

4.8.3. Yields

76 77 79The calculated thin target (and cumulative) yields of the ' : Kr

formed via (p,xn) reactions on Br were obtained by integrating the

excitation functions. They are given in Table 4.28 and shown in Fig.4.56

as a function of proton energy. In the 98.1-24.7 MeV energy region the
77cumulative yield for the production of Kr is 313. 3mCi/,uAh (at EOB). In

79the same energy region the cumulative yield of Kr is 23.6 mCiX/iAn.
7R

The yield of Kr for 98.1-36.2 MeV energy region is 5.9 mCi/MAh, The
76 79 7''

impurities of Kr and Kr (relative to Kr) are 1.9% and 7.5%.

4.8.4. Conclusion

77 77
To produce Br from Kr by the generator-type method, the optimal

irradiation and accumulation time -2h and 6.8h respectively-is chosen so
7R

that to get the minimal Br impurity (T. . = 16 h) produced in the decay
7fi 77

of Kr (T1/2= 14.6h) [136]. It should be mentioned that the Kr purity

requirement for its own use in PET studies is high and the most
T"7 3 77advantageous process is 'Se( He,3n) Kr [143]. According to our

77experimental results,the amount of Br that can be produced at LU-100 is

about 25 mCi with current 2/jA,irradiation time 2h and time of storage of

radiokrypton in the trap 7 h. Two to three "irradiation-accumulation"
77cycles of this kind may yield 50-75 mCi of Br.
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l ̂"̂
4.9. Production of ~ Xe (for diagnose pulmonary diseases) via the *Ba

127and Cs precursors formed in proton bophardnent of cesiu™.

4.9.1. Introduction

A wide variety of techniques involving the use of radionuclides have been

developed during the past 35 years for the evaluation of pulmonary

disease. Functional studies with radioactive gases began with the pioneer
133work [148] in 1955 using Xe. A few of positron-emitting radioactive

gases were introduced in early sixties for measurement of pulmonary

ventilation [149 - 152].

The half lives of UC ( T = 20 min ), 13N (T = 10 min ) and
* £+ J./c* L/ci

O ( T. = 2 min) used for these studies are extremely short, requiring

a close proximity of the pulmonary function laboratory to the cyclotron

used for production of the radionuclides.Thus,attention has continued to

be
133

133be focused on the use of Xe, because it is easily available.

Xe(T. == 5.3 d) is most widely used, although its low gamma ray energy

(81 keV 35.9% abundant) and modest solubility in blood and fat are
133disadvantages. Because Xe possesses less than ideal physical

characteristics, studies continue using other noble gases, namely :
135Xe (T1/2 = 9.1 h),

 12?Xe (T1/2 = 36.4 d), 125Xe (T1/2 = 16.9 h),
85mKr (1 = 4.5 h) and 81mKr (T ._ = 13 s) [79].

Rim
Recently a special attention has been given to the use of Kr and

127 127Xe for pulmonary studies [153-160]. Xe is becoming more available
133

and,although suffering from the same solubility disadvantage as Xe.has

more desirable energy peaks (in keV): 57.6 (1.22%), 1.45.3 (4.29%), 172.1

(25.5%),202.9 (68.3%), 375.0 (17.2%)[79]. Better quality images are

obtained with a smaller radiation dose to the patient. Its long half-life

should encourage methods of trapping and recycling this gas.

The second radioactive gas mKr has a 13s half-life and is obtained
o i

from a Rb generator.

Widespread use of this gas is presently limited by production
81

difficulties and the fact that Rb generator has the half-life of only

4.5 h. The relatively high cost of the Kr and of Xe have been among

the major reasons for lack of general acceptance of either of these

gases.
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There are twe types of nuclear reactions to produce Xe, a direct

and an indirect one. In the direct method the reaction product is * Xe

the indirect *"9^*~od ""vr>'' ie^ o1^ tb™ "'̂ rdvĉ  ̂'̂  of T^~ ^
127 127Cs or grandparent Ba (in the isobaric chain). The reported direct

127production of Xe is performed in proton or deuteron irradiation of

targets containing iodine by the I(p,n) Xe [ 119,121,143,161,152 j
127 127and I(d,2n) Xe [163, 164] reactions respectively. An alternative

•1 Of.: 1 97 1 ?P
route is by the Xe(n,^) Xe reaction using enriched Xe (natural

abundance 0,097.) and reactor neutrons. The only economic reaction of a
127 127direct type is I(p,n] Xe which has a cross section peak of (470±40)

mb at 10 MeV reported by Ref.[146]. In the indirect method many nuclear
127 127nuclear reactions leading to the Cs or Ba formation may bs

be considered:
128,129,130,. , ,127„ 127V , „ „ . -,Xe(p,xn) Cs =* Xe (x - 2,3,4);

(x = ̂ ^ 127 T
127I(V4n)127Cs* 127Xe; 133Cs(P, 7n)

 12?Ba , 12?Cs « 12?Xe. For medium

energy machines capable of accelerating ions to energies ̂  60 MeV first.

four reactions are preferred. The limitation of the last two reactions is

that the required proton energies ( E > 60 MeV ) are not attainable in

compact medical cyclotrons.

Earlier data concerning high energy proton bombardment of CsCl
123

target have been restricted predominantly to the production of Xe
123(because it is the parent of I) and to the by product raaioxenon

,. , 125, 127, 129mv r.0„ ._„,nuclides as ' Xe [165-168].

The application of " Xe in nuclear medicine provides the motivation

for this study. In our work , the excitation function for the production
1?7of " Xe from Cs target was measured up to 100 MeV. The experimental

results obtained are analyzed with theoretical predictions using well

developed computer code Overlaid Alice.

4.9.2. Results and discussion

4.9.2.1. Experimental excitation function

127In previous part 5 of Chapter 4 the Xe has appeared as a by
1?8

product during Cs(p,6n) Ba => Cs generator production using 100 MeV
1 OO

protons. The measured summed cross sections of i Cs (p,X) process for
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127
Xe formation as a function of proton energy is shown in Fig.4.57 and

presented in Table 4.29.

4.9.2.2. Comparison of experimental and calculated excitation functions

127The shape of the experimental excitation function for the Xe
133 127production suggests that no simple process like Cs (p,7n) Ba

reaction is involved.Several nuclear reactions are expected to take place

when 100 MeV proton beam irradiates Cs target.

127Table 4.29. Summed cross sections for production of Xe

in proton bombardment of a cesium target.

Average Xe
proton production
energy cross section
(MeV) (mb)

98 222
95 230
91 262
88 250
84 241
82 197
80 195
76 185
74 149
72 125
70 100
69 86
67 72
6S 55
63 43
62 20
61 25
59 31
58 35
56 21
54 16
53 15
50 17
47 23
45 21
43 16
39 15
37 14
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127The nuclear processes contributing to the formation cf Xe are the

following :

133p , _ .127- ,Q = -54.5 MeV , l 127r
 > 127V \ 127T, . K1 ,

55Cs(p,7n) 56Ba(E 54>g MeV)==> 55Cs -_* X̂e _* S3I(stable)
tnr 13m 6.2h 36. 4h

_ 133„ f _ .127n ,Q = -50.2 MeV, 127V 127T , , , . .2. Cs(p,p6n) Cs(;: ) => Xe => I (stable)r.. , = bu.thr

133 /, 2̂7̂  f Q = -47.4 MeV . 127. , .a. , .3. Cs(p,2p5n) Ae(F _ ) =* I (stable)
thr 4 B e

. 133,, , _ ,127V ,Q = -19.1 MeV , 127T , , , , ,4. Cs(p,«3n) Xe (̂  _ ) =̂  I (stable)
-.. - ia.̂ . rcev

127Therefore the experimental excitation function for ths Xe

formation in Fig 4.57 gives the sum of direct formation via reactions 3
127 127and 4, and through the Ba and Cs decay (reactions 1 and 2).

133 1 28
In the case of Cs(p,6n) " Ba reaction our experimental data

{see part 5 of this Chapter and Ref. [168,169} and published in [105]

agree well in the energy range from threshold up to 100 KeV with

theoretical predictions based on the hybrid model of nuclear reactions.

In the theoretical calculations the computer code Overlaid Alice was

used. This agreement makes the theory to be more trustworthy, particularly

in view of the fact that no parameter fitting for individual products has
133been attempted. The theoretical calculation for Cs(p.xpyn) reactions

were performed with the same set of parameters and initial exciton number

n (p, n, h) = 4(2,2, 0), p, n, h being the numbers of excited protons, neutrons

and holes respectively.

The calculated cross sections for the above mentioned three reactions
133 127(1,2 and 3) excluding the Cs (p,a 3n) 'Xe reaction, are shown in

Fig. 4. 57 as dashed curves. At a given energy range (35-100 MeV) the summed
133 127 127theoretical cross section S Cs(p,X)~ Xe for the formation of Xe

from Cs target i.e. in [(p,7n) + (p.pBn) •*• (p,2p5rj ] react ions is shown

in Fig. 4. 57 as a continuous line. Therefore the curve indicated by
133 127Cs(p,X) Xe shown in Fig. 4. 57 gives the sum of cross section for the

127 127 127formation of Xe in the direct way, and from the Ba and Cs decay.
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103-

50 60 70 80 90 100
Ep(MeV)

Fig 4.57 F.xperimental excitation function (dots with
127,r , . .

xe production from proton bombardmentfor
error bars)

of Cs and.

calculated ones for 133Cs(p,7n).133Cs(p,P6n),
133Cs(p,2p5n)

reactions leading tc the formation of 127Xe (obtained with

the help of computer code Overlaid Alice). The continuous

line marked by E 133Cs(p,X)l27Xe show of the cross sections

for three above mentioned reactions.
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ihe threshold energies of the contributing reactions are induced in

Fig.4.57 by vertical arrows on the energy scale.

Considering Ł he Q-valuea «[or threshold energies) of the reaction:: and

the values of the cross sections,the major contributing processes are
13-3 133
"Cs(p,7n) and Cs (p.pBn). Special consideration should be given to

133 133the effects of Cs (p,a3n) and Cs (p,2p5n) reactions since they lead
127to the direct formation of Xe. However the calculations for the

133Cs (p,2p5n) reaction indicate that the cross sections are small .The

results reported in the literature [170] suggest, that in this mass

region, the probability of emission of an alpha particle is weak due to

high Coulomb barrier and the contribution of (p,«3n) to the production of
127Xe ought to be small since this reactions have low cross section. The

133cross sections for the Cs(p,«3n) reaction are not shown in Fig.4.57.

The Overlaid Alice code does not account for the preequilibrium emission

of complex particles (like alpha particle for example).

The cross section for (p,a3n) is negligibly small and the excitation
127function producing Xe in Fig.4.57 therefore represents the function

133 127for the "Cs (p,2p5n) Xe reaction only. The shape of the excitation
133function for the Cs (p,2p5n) section is typical for this class of

reactions. While first maximum of excitation function is caused by the

evaporation of an alpha particle, the second maximum is produced by the

evaporation of individual nucleons. The minimum between the first and

second maxima is considerably underestimated by the calculations.

The initial part of the experimental excitation function is

presumably due to the (p,a3n) and (p,2p5n) processes and the higher

energy part due to (p,7n) and (p,p6n) processes. The experimental cross
127sections for Xe production are fairly well described by our

calculations over the entire energy range. Although the theoretical data

overestimate the experimental ones but the general trend of excitation

function is well reproduced. Naturally, it is not possible to weight the

importance of the different possible processes from integral data such

as production cross section. The hybrid model in the form of Overlaid

Alice computer code is well capable to describe the measured cross

sections by a priori calculations.
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4.9.3. Yield

Reactions leading to the formation of several unwanted radioxenons

are expected to occur when the 100 MeV external proton beam impinges on a
1 ??

natural CsCl [ Xe(T = 20.1 h), Xe( T. = 2.08 h), Xe(T = 16. 9h)

and Xe(T = 8.87 d)]. Since they have a relatively short half lives
127

(in comparison with half-life of Xe), this problem is easily overcome

by allowing a few days to elapse between bombardment and measurement. The
127

9 days were allowed to elapse for Ba and Cs isotopes to decay into Xe

before the pellet activities were counted with Ge(Li) detector. The
127 2

production yield of Xe was estimated as 505 jaCi/fih at 8g/cm thick

CsCl target with a proton entrance energy of 99.5 MeV and exit energy of
127

59.5 MeV. The results indicate that for Xe production, cesium is an

excellent target in that.it has a relatively high yield.

4.9.4. Conclusion

127
Xe is likely to be widely used for blood flow and lung function

studies,if it becomes readily available.A nuclear medicine physician
127

desires to inject his patient with 0.5-1 mCi of " Xe.

Our measurements indicate that the higher yield (than mentioned

above) equal to 770 MCi//.tAh may be obtained if wider energy range of

protons 99.5-35.5 MeV) in irradiation of thicker CsCl target (11.2 g/cm^)

is used with the same irradiation and waiting times.
127

The amount of Xe that may be obtained at LU-100 accelerator is

about 1.5 mCi with current
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1784. 1C. Production of Ta (for angiography and internal organ
IV 8

function imaging) via the W precursor formed in the

Talp,4n) ~W reaction

4. 10. 1. Introduction

The trend in medical radionuclide application and development is toward

the use of short-lived neutron deficient nuclides.

Among the more attractive radionuclides for lung and liver imaging in
178

children and adults, particularly in cardiovascular examinations is, Ta

[171-173]. This radionuclide is readily available from the radionuclide

generator :

178W _— EC' 7.->
178Ta ̂ rc-g 0 . )

 1?8Hf (stab) (analogous to the well
T1/2=21.7d T1/2=9.3min

t V.T • u _, "u 3 <? 99m„ . ,established Mo_- — '-|BT> Tc generator).
Tl/2~6Bh

1 V8 I 7S
The long lived W (T = 21.7 d) decays entirely by EC to 9.3 min Ta

178
daughter without feeding the high spin isomer (T..- = 2.2 h) in Ta

1 VR >-/ & 170
[174,175]. The short lived Ta then decays to stable Hf, 98.92% by

EC and 1.1% by f3 emission. EC results in s. 61% branch to the ground state
1 78

of Hf and 34 % to the first excited state at 93.1 keV. The 93.1 keV

gamma line is emitted in 6.6 % of the disintegration. Since the 93.1 keV

transition is strongly converted (a = 3.73), the most prominent features
1 7R

of the Ta emission spectrum are the characteristic radiation peaks of

Hf with energies (and intensities): Hf K 54.6 keV (24.3%),Hf K 55. S keV

(42.5%), Hf KR 63.2 keV (14.2%) and Hf 2K-, 65.2 keV (3. 6%) . The1 test of
178

4 % of Ta decay feeds the Hf levels above 1175 keV excitation energy

[176].

The radionuclide angiography and internal organ function imaging in
1 7R

human beings and animals can be performed with Ta by standard imaging

systems.

Moreover, a high-pressure multi-wire proportional camera (MWPC)

initially developed in the iate 1960s for application in high energy

physics [177] to localize tracks of charged, particles has attracted

attention as a possible alternative to the gamma camera because at

present they are also used for detecting X-ray quanta.
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The MWPC provides high spat j a] resolution at count r~tes twice as high as

those of the present scintilation detectors [178]. Since that time MWPC

tecnnoiogy has developed rapidly (Nobel prize 1932 for MWPC inventor,

G.Charpak) and is currently widely utilized in different fields of

science ( nuclear-, astro-physics) and medicine ( MWPC could replace

photographic film in X-ray diagnosis, its miniature form could well

provide a substitute for X-ray camera as commonly used by dentists etc)
178

[179,180]. The decay characteristics of Ta appear to be suitable for

nuclear medical applications in conjunction with low energy detection

system such as the MWPC which are efficient for detection of 55-94 keV X

and y rays (for example the efficiency is typically 25% at 140 keV,70%

at 80 keV and 80% at 60 keV) [173].
1 7R

The short half-life of Ta permits multiple sequential studies with

reduced patient radiation dose compared with the current radionuclide of

choice i.e Tc, and warrants improved spatial resolution. The half-life

of Ta is one fortieth that of mTc and therefore substantially larger

doses can be administered improving the spatial resolution of the image.
178

The W production can be achieved in various nuclear reactions:
1 77 o -i -70

1) Hf( He,2nK W (E = 3.7MeV),
1 7P *3 1 *7P **

2) Hf( He,3n) W (E = ll.SMeV),
17R n 1 70 t nr

3) Hf( He,2n) W (E,, = 18.3MeV),
181 17R thr

4) Ta(d,5n) W (E.. = 25.5MeV),
1R1 17R thr

5) Ta(p,4nr'°W (E = 23.1MeV).

If protons of suitable energy are available, their use is preferred
3 4since the yields are higher in comparison with ' He- induced reactions

due to a larger range of protons in targets.
3 4In the case of ' He induced reactions on enriched Hf isotopes

practically no reliable data exist.
181 178Excitation function for the Ta(d,5n)~ W reaction has been measured

once in the 10 to 80 MeV deuteron energy range [181]. At present the
1 78

parent nuclide W is produced almost exclusively in the
181 178

Ta (p,4n) W reaction although the data are only fragmentary and

sparse [182-184].
17R

The first successful chemical separation of carrier free W from

proton irradiated Ta target resulted in yields of about 98% [185,185].
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1 Tg

The separation of ' W E.S a. tur.gstate en an anion exchange column

(Bio-Rad AG 1 -X8, 200-400mesh, Cl~ from as the support) with elution of
178

Ta by solutions of cJjVjte hydrochloric ?.c!d (0. 1-0. 15N HC11 containing
1 "78 178

low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (0.1% H„0„). The W/ Ta
178generator operated satisfactorily, gave a Ta yield of 87 % and an

178 —T
W breakthrough of 10 % [187,189-191].

178The results of above mentioned papers permit to separate W from
178 178

irradiated Ta target and built radionuclide W/ Ta generator. However

up to now precisely determined excitation function to be a basis for
181 178

thick target yield determination does not exist, for the Ta(p,4n) ' W

reaction.All the published results of cross section measurements for this

reaction date to the late sixties.The knowledge of excitation function is
178

essential to maximize the W production.

The present study was undertaken to measure the cross sections for
181 178

the Ta(p,4n) W reaction over a wide energy range (which includes the

previously studied proton energy range) with the stacked foil technique

in sufficiently small energetical steps, such that the structure of the

excitation function could be defined accurately.
181 178

In this paper we report excitation function for the Ta(p,4n) W

reaction in the proton energy range of 28.8-71.8 MeV.

There is also theoretical interest for this energy range because the

reaction mechanism changes from compound nucleus formation to almost pure

preequilibrium. Comparison with theoretical calculations of the excitation

function based on the concept of a hybrid model of nuclear reactions

(in the form of Overlaid Alice code) will be shown.

4.10.2. Results and discussion

4.10.2.1 Evaluation of the possible reactions

After irradiations, the stacks were repeatedly measured over a period

of several months using computerized y-spectroscopy system.Because of the

different y-ray energies and half-lives of the induced radioactivities

in Ta target foils were well resolved and easy to identify, the chemical

separation was not necessary.
1 q i 170

The activities of Q1W (T, .,= 121 d) and Ta (T, = 64.9 d) pose
1/2 1/2

some radiocontamination problems.
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Both have long half-lives, but fortunately decay to very low lying levels,

The principal long lived -y activities (after few weeks to elapse
1 7&

betvocn bombardment cf the L argot s and nica.surenienl.bj observed were W
17S

and 1/0Hf.
178 178

Ta in secular equilibrium with W has prominent y-rays with

energies 1341 keV (1.02%), 1350 keV (1.18%) and 511 keV annihilation

radiation due to the 1,1% positron branch. These lines decayed with 22 day

parent half life and were used for cross section determinations, contrary

to all previous works [182-184] where the X-ray lines were used to

evaluate the cress sections. The spectroscopic data used in this work were

taken from two standard works [174,175].
•* f-t £^ * »*7pj

The Hf activity may have resulted from the decay of W formed in
,, .. 181„ , „ -,175,. 175_ 175,T_ 175. , , , . .the reaction Ta(p,7n) W ^~— - — > Ta ;. -. > Kf =̂ -5 — > Lu (stable)70a
and from the reaction Ta(p,p6n) Ta --- > Hf - > Lu or from

the reaction 181Ta(p,2p5n)175Hf - > 175Lu.

4.10.2.2. Hybrid model calculations

As in the previous evaluations, the same set of parameters and

options were used.

For reasons of consistency the value of the initial exciton number

n = n (p,n,h) =4 (2,2,0) [which is the sum of numbers of neutrons (n),

protons (p) and holes (h)] was used.

Theoretical excitation functions calculated with the Overlaid Alice
181 182—xcode for the Ta(p,xn) W (x = 1,3-8) reactions from thresholds up

to 100 MeV proton energy are shown in Table 4.30 and Fig 4.58.

1R1 178
4.10.2.3 Experimental excitation function for the Ta(p,4n) W

reaction and its comparison with theoretical one.

-101 170
The excitation function for the Ta (p.4n) W (Ethr= 23-1 MeV)

reaction was measured in the energy range of 28.8—371.8 MeV.

The results are given in Table 7.30 and Fig 7.58. Our measurements

indicated that the maximum cross section of the excitation function is

(495 - 74)mb and occurs at 4.0 MeV.
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Table 4.30. Experimental and theoretical cross sections for the
1 O 1

Ta (p,4n) reaction as a function of proton energy

p

25
27.5
28

30

32
32.5

34

35

36

37.5
38

40

42

42.5

44
45

47.5
48

50

54
55

(MeV)

in
our *
stack

28.8

30.1

31.7

33.0

34.2

35.7

36.9

38. 1
39. 1

40. 1
41.1

42.1

43.7

45.3
47.0

48.8

50.4
52.0
53.6

THIS

exp

-15%

11

28

81

144

221

305

388

406
484

495
495

485

410

375
320

320

285
305
290

WORK

calc

48
347

S15

1080

1160

856

647

409

347

251

241

190

BIRATTARI et al

[184]
**

°"exp - 20%

140

380

530

700

780

740

460

350

RAO AND YAFFE

[182]

°"exp - 22%

240

760

430

200

130

HERMES

[183]
***
exp

1

133-30

964-62

238-30
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Table A.30. (continued)

60

64
65

70

74
75
80
84
85
90
95
100

55.1
56.6
58. 1
59.6

61.0
62.5
63.9

65.3
66.7
68.0
69.0

70.5
71.8

295
325
277
280

275
295
270

275
290
255
280

285
285

157

131

109

89
71

56
45
38
31

120

62

64

+
35-11

Average proton energy at the mid thickness of Ta foil

Estimated from figure 4a Ref [184]

Cross sections are given in CM system but for protons
j n L 101 r-Ct-1 ~ rL*6and for target mass 181 E = ET

P p
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For the sake of cc~.plctcrkcsr and for comparison, the values of cross

sections reported earlier are also shown [182-1841. The results of

Ref [184] cover the proton energy range 2S-44 MeV but instead of data

points only smooth curves were reported. They were- estimated from Fig 4a

Ref [184] and shown in Fig 4.58 and Table 4.30 of our work.No comments on

the quality of those data can be made.
181The cross sections of the Ta(p,4n) reaction in Ref [184] show a

maximum of approximately (780 - 156)mb with a proton energy of 36 MeV.

The earliest and most extensive data sets concerning the production
178

cross sections of W from Ta target in the proton energy range

30-84 MeV are given by authors of Ref [182]. They applied a scintillation

spectrometer for detection of kX-rays. These data although sparse (6 MeV

distance between experimental points) indicate that the maximum cross

sections of (760-167) mb occur also at 36 MeV, i.e. confirms the results

of mentioned above Ref [184]. The four data points in the energy range

30-60 MeV given by Ref [183] show the maximum of (954-62)mb at 40 MeV.

These data predict the position of maximum in good agreement with our

results. We believe our data are more accurate since we used uniformly

thin samples. In both cases however the position of the maximum cross

maximum cross section obtained in Refs [182] and [184] is shifted about

4 MeV towards lower energies in comparison with our results.
181The calculated excitation function for the Ta(p,4n) reaction based

on the Overlaid Alice code is compared with experimental one in Fig 4.58.

The overall agreement between theory and experiment is again, as in our

previous evaluations, well within the factor of 2 which is currently

the best that can reasonably be expected of all the Alice codes [192].

It can be seen from Fig 4.58 that the excitation function calculated

with Overlaid Alice code reproduces the shape of the experimental data

reasonably well except for the high energy tail of experimental data (the

effects of preequilibrium processes). There exist a 4 MeV displacement of

the calculated peak position of the excitation function with respect to

the experimental values.

This displacement of the calculated maximum in the excitation function

with respect to the experimental value was already observed earlier by

other users of the code Alice [193].
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-D

=

10'

181 .182-

• - This work
«• - Birattari et al [14]

=> - Rao and Yaffe [12]
3 - Hermes [t3]

(p,8n)wW(29rr,)
p;7n)175W(34m)

(p,6n)176W(2.3h)
(p,5n)177W(2.2h)

(p/n)178W(22d)

•(Pj3n)179wprn\
38m

,181•(ftnrW(121d)
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Ep(MeV)

Fig 4.58 Experimental and theoretical cross sections for production

of 178W in the 181Ta(p,4n)178W reaction obtained in present

work.The values of cross sections reported earlier for this

reaction in Refs [182-184] are also shown. Error bars in

cross sections are given. The theoretical excitation

functions (continuous lines) calculated with the Overlaid

Alice code for the 181Ta(p,xn)182~XW (x = 1,3-8) reactions

are shown. At a given energy range (25-100 MeV) calculated

cross sections for the 181Ta(p,4n)178W reaction are shown

as a thick continuous line.
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In order to facilitate the comparison of the shapes and magnitudes of

the calculated and experimental excitation functions, the calculated

curve in Fig A.pg should be arbitrarily shifted towards higher energies.

It is surprising that older values of cross sections for the
181

Ta(p,4n) reaction are in better agreement with theory than ours.

4.10.3. Yield

Thick target yields have been obtained by integrating the excitation
178

function over the energy region of interest. In this manner, W yield

larger than 1.3mCi/fiAh may be achieved, which permits the production of

several hundred milicuries

proton beams are available.

l 78
several hundred milicuries of W per day, if more than lOfiA of 70 MeV

4.10.4. Conclusion

The present work describes the excitation function for the
i 01 iyp

Ta(p,4n) W reaction in the 28.8 to 71.8 MeV proton energy range.This

information was previously not known accurately and will be valuable to

the users of medical cyclotrons.
178

The W may be produced in the entire energy range studied. No other

tungsten radioisotopes were detected in the present work.

Some disadvantages of this method lies in the fact that only one
178 178

method of W/ Ta separation exists and about 70 MeV (or greater)

proton beam is needed. However, such a high energy of protons should not

be a limitation of this method.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

About 50 radio isi topes are potentially important for medical

applications, but only about 15 of them find routine application. These

radionuclei decay by positron emission or by electron capture and can be

produced by a charged particle accelerators. It was agreed that the major

attention should be directed toward those radioisotopes which belongs to

the group of 15 routinely used in medical practice.

The experimental and clinical potentialities of various radioisotopes
. „ 52- 77D 82D, 97D 111T 123T 127,. 128r , 201T1especially Fe, Br, Rb, Ru, In, I, Xe, Cs and Tl

stimulated us to make a detailed study of the best conditions for their

production. The experimental results reported in. this work pertains to the

determination of the excitation functions for reactions with which above

mentioned radioisotopes are produced following the bombardment of natural

or enriched target nuclei with protons of energies up to 100 KeV.

The investigation was made particularly with biomedical application

in mind.

While many radionuclides have been produced and tested for their

applicability in biomedical work there remain enough incentives for the

introduction of new radioisotopes or the amelioration of existing

production regimes. Reduction in radiation dose and improved scintigraphic

properties are a permanent challenge.

When the production of a radionuclide with charged particle induced

reactions is being considered, a great number of reaction data are

required depending on isotopic composition of the target, particle

energies and product nucleus. Possible contaminants are also of concern to

the users. Quite often the data needed to decide on the most promising

reaction and target material are not available. To have a method for the

estimation of reaction data and production yields has immediate

applicability.
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The goal of this work was to demonstrate the usefulness of

calculations based on nuclear reaction models to obtain an estimate for

an unknown excitation function. On the basis of the good reproduction of

the measured cross section values for (p.xpyn) reactions at medium and

intermediate proton energies I concluded that the hybrid model of nuclear

reactions in the form of the well developed computer code Alice makes it

possible to calculate unknown cross sections even at intermediate

bombarding energies. Two computational codes Overlaid Alice and Alice

85/300 were available to me. In most cases Overlaid Alice code was used

for calculations of the excitation functions for reactions leading to a

radioisotope of interest with simultaneous prediction of potentially

competing processes.

Although better individual agreement with experimental data could be

obtained by a variation of input data and selection of different options

in the code, I have performed all calculations under identical assumptions

and conditions to reflect the situati->". of a priori calculation of proton

induced production cross sections and yields.

Overlaid Alice is really a code designed to give the cross

sections versus energy of bombarding particle necessary to most medical

radioisotope production problems and be a guide in selecting the best

experimental conditions for producing a given radioisotope without having

to measure all the possible reactions.

For 100 MeV proton energies used in the present work a calculation of

excitation functions was easy feasible with Alice codes.

There is no doubt that the final answer in obtaining necessary

reaction cross sections if feasible, should alway_s be experimental.

In Table 5. 1 are reported the main production data (cross sections in

the maxima, investigated proton energy range, yields) of this work compared

to the results of other investigators (if existed).
Ill 97 127For In, Ru and Xe production with protons no previous data

were available. Our measurement constitute the first detailed study of the

excitation functions (and yields) of the ' 'n Cd (p.xn) x In,
qq 07
Tc (p,3n) Ru and Cs(p.X) Xe reactions.

co 77 op i po i OQ ?m
The data for Fe, Br, Rb, I, Cs and Tl obtained here serve

adequately to fill up (to 100 MeV at least) the data gap that existed
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Table 5.1. Cross section and yields for the formation of 10

radionuclides in irradiation of targets with
protons of E s 100 MeV.

RADIO-
NUCLIDE

'"in

97Ru
t27XeJ
52pe

77Kr

325r
123Xe
128Ba
201TI

17SW

PRODUCTfON
REACTION

ll3Cd(p.3nlBIIn
mCd(p.4n)'"ln
nalCd(p,xn)niIn

"Tc(p.3n)97Ru
)33Cs(p.X)127Xe

55Mn(p,in) "Fe
5to(p,2pGn)52Fe

na(Br!p,xn) 7?Kr

"<"Rb(p,xn)82Sr
C7liP.5n)1«Xe

133Cstp.6n)'28Ba
z°6Pb(p^201Bi*201Pb4QIT!
207Pb{p,7n)201Bi-v20'Pb-7.01TI
203Pb(p.8n)201Bi->201Pb->2mn

i8lTa(p,«n}l7%

PRESENT PAPER PREVIOUS DATA
Measured {L^mb} Thick Meosured 6-̂  (mb) Thicl<

efiergy '{ target energy "£* target
range EpiMeV) y|9ld ra"Se Ep(MeV) yield

(MeV) mCi/.uAh (MeV) mCi//j/£Ji

63-̂  3 682 132) 16.5
62^- 7.5 500 (42) 15.6

63->12 212 (J3.5J 10.4

99-> 20 ao (32) 105

98->37 262(91) 0.7*

1CO->36 1.3(55) 05 73*39 1.45-155) 0,67
100-^64 036(77) 0,1 100*58 0.39(77) —

lOO->22 107 (35)313 45-»-32 100 (35) 63
88->24 150 (35) 324

lOO->36 180 (52) 0.43 70-*37 200 (51) 0,5

100-> 48 350 (57) 270 67-»46 380 .(55) 196

100-^43 322 (63) 8.4 67*47 293 (65) 3,1

57->49 3.5 65*50 4,5

68-* 57 3.0

76~> 68 1.5

7,_..,q ,qc „n\ t •> 64-*30 760 (35)72—29 495 (40) 1.3 w^.2g ?go (3S)

60-^30 9S4 (40)

REE

C1.D
C23

&Ł
K7
C53

D5D

C7]

OBI

cf§:io

The 9 days after the end of bombarding
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above 70 MeV. For comparison, there are also data earlier published

elsewhere. As seen, n.ost of the results for the E = 70-100 MeV region have

been obtained in the present work also for the first time, The analysis

of these data shows that in some cases the proton beam with the initial

energy 100 MeV allows to obtain a higher yield of the radionuclide (with

tolerable radioisotope impurities).

For all cases excitation functions of nuclear reactions were

calculated with the code Overlaid Alice.In most cases it was done for the

first time in the energy interval from the reaction threshold up to

100 MeV proton energy. Comparisons of the calculated excitation functions

with experimental results shows satisfactory agreement in some cases and

discrepancy both in the energy position of the maximum and in the values

of cross sections in other cases but the shape o£ all excitation

functions are correct.

The measurements of cross sections were made over a wide energy range

(with the stacked foil or pellet technique) in sufficiently small energy

energy steps such that the structure of the excitation function could be

defined accurately.

The high quality of the data obtained is in a large part attributable

to the good qualities of the proton beam available at IHEP in Serpukhov

and the use of Ge(Li) spectrometer for detection of induced activities.

Adequate intensities of the beam on target together with well known duty

cycle,small energy spread and the absence of beam halo all contributed to

the ease and efficiency of the experiment. Careful analysis of all

individual errors associated with the present data indicated that total

error of the cross sections is in the range 10-15% and is accurately

determined.The reaction cross section values measured in the present work

are in good agreement with previous measurements in lower energy regions.

Aisô  for the first t i me detailed comparisons of radioisotope

production cross sections with theoretical expectations for all

investigated nuclei have been presented for proton induced reactions.

Thereby the data reported in this work considerably exceed all previous

measurements of this type. Extensive comparisons of results with the

hybrid model have been made in this work and appear in Chapter 4.

Summarizing, both of these codes (Overlaid Alice and Alice 85/300) assume
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an identical reaction mechanism, i.e. a preequilibrium stage

characterized by an intranuclear cascade and a pest-equilibrium stage

described by convent ior.nl ro^pound nucleus evaporation. The codes are net

perfect in every respect as pointed out by comparisons depicted in
99
Tc(p.xpyn) reaction, but their overall capability to predict, the

observed cross sections for the different targets and energy range

covered here is convincing evidence that the dominant features of the

mechanism for these reactions are incorporated in the calculations.
3

Emission of clusters (e.g. ,d,t, He and a) in the pre-equi'iibrium phase is

not included by the hybrid model but is observed by many investigators

for incident protons of medium and intermediate energy.

Also direct interactions (which excite collective states in the

target nucleus and states of predominantly single particle character) are

not considered explicitly in the hybrid model but they are either of

relatively minor importance or are,to some degree, indistinguishable from

cascade processes. However, there are indications that contributions from

such processes may be significant (as example see in the case of
99excitation the isomeric transition in Tc, Chapter 4.2).

The general agreement of the calculations with the experimental

results does not indicate that the change of computer code is necessary.

It is gratifying that, from these data and model comparisons a great deal

of progress can be made in regard to the theoretical predictions of

excitation functions of reactions induced by protons.A good beginning has

been made in the present work.

The overall conclusions of this thesis can be formulated as follows :
RP 77 R? P7 1 1 1

1) Important medical radionuclides such as '~Fe, Br, Rb, Ru, In,
123T 127V 128_ 178„ , 201T1 , , , .. , . , ^I, Xe, us Ta and Tl have been studied in order to

optimize the production parameters.All investigated proton induced

reactions yield a useful amount of medical radioisotopes. The

experience gained in this work supports the view that 100 MeV

proton induced reactions could be efficiently used to produce a

variety of useful radionuclides in biology and medicine. Other

scientific, technical and economical aspects of these potential

alternatives should be explored in view of the need to replace or

to complement the aging reactor based production capability in
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developing countries. The choice of a intermediate energy proton

accelerator makes il more economical due to the possibilities of

radioisotope production concomitant with physical and biological

experiments or radiotherapy.

2) The experimental excitation functions for production of wanted

and unwanted radioisotopes by proton induced reactions

RQ CO

2. Co (p,2p6n) Fe
qq 07

3. aaTc (p,3nr'Ru

4. 99Tc (P,p3n)
96Tc

qq qe,
5. aaTc (p,5n)a0Ru -

oq qu
~JTc (P,p4n)

aDTc

B. "TO (P(P')
9amTc

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

J. J. O

114

114

nat

nat

nat

127

127

Cd

Cd

Cd

Cd

Cd

Rb

I

I

(P,

(P,

(P,

(P,

(P,

(P,

(P,

(P,

3nK
.11n)

4n)2

xn)

xn)
.8

xn)

Sn)1

Sn)1

J- -1 TIn
4m,In
11TIn
11TIn
Umln
2Sr -» 82Rb
23Xe _> 123I
25Xe

15.203Pb (p,n)2°6Bi

16.20BPb (P)2n)
205Bi

17.20?Pb (p,2n)2°SBi

18.207Pb (P,3n)
205Bi

19.208Pb (p,3n)206Bi

20.208Pb (P,4n)
205Bi

21.133Cs (p,3n)131Ba

22.133Cs (p,6n)128Ba -> 128Cs

23.133Cs (p,pn)132Cs

24.natBr (p,xn)76Kr

2S.natBr (p,xn)77Kr -> 77Br

2B.natBr (p,xn)79Kr

27.133Cs (p,X)127Xe

28.181Ta(p,4n)178W -> 178Ta
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are compared with c&)cu]ated ones,result of which were consequently

used to predict a values of cross sections of investigated

reactions.

Except for the high energy tail of excitation functions,the shapes

and absolute values of measured excitation functions are

reproduced remarkably well and the pveralI. agreement is again well

within a factor of two.

3) In the present study we have calculated the thin target yields for

all 28 radionuclides mentioned above by integrating the excitation

functions and evaluated the cumulative yields by summation of the

thin target yields.

It should however be emphasized that an accurate knowledge of

nuclear data is not, the only criterion for the choice of a process

for production purposes. Suitability of the target material for

constructing a high current target and ease of subsequent chemical

separation of the desired radioisotope play important roles in the

choice of a production method.

4) In order to ascertain the contribution of the different reaction

channel to the purity of produced desired radioisotope, the

excitation functions of neighbouring reactions were also

calculated. The contribution of these reactions are unknown

experimentally. A 122 calculated excitation functions for the

possible contaminant are listed below and shown in Chapter 4:
RR RR RT

1-2) aaMn (p,xn)° ' JFe (x = 1,3)
RQ Q̂ R7

3-7) SbCo (p,xnra>a'Ni (x = 1,3)
59Co (p,pxn)58'57'56Co (x = 1-3)

8-10) 99Tc (p,5n)95Ru
99Tc (p,pxn)96'95Tc (x = 3,4)

11-13) mCd (p,xn)m-110'109ln (x - 1-3)

14-17) 112Cd (Plxn)
112'ln'110ln (x- 1-3)

18-21) 113Cd Cp,xn)H2>il0'109'108In (x = 2,4.5,6)

22-24) 114Cd (p,xn)113'112'110ln (x =2,3,5)

25-29) 85Rb (p,xn)85'83-82'81Sr (x =1,3-5)

30-34) 85Rb Cp,pxn)84'83-82'81'80Rb (x - 1-5)

35-37) 87Rb (p,xn)85>83'82Sr (x = 3,5,6)
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38-42) 87Rb tp,pxn)8S>S4'83'S2'81P.b lx =1,3-6)
43-48) 206Pb (p)Xn)204,2C3,202, 201,200, i99B. (}£ = 3_6

40.54) 20Bob fr ̂ 205,203,202,201,200,199̂  ,x = 3_

55-59) 207Pb (D;xn)204,203,202,201,200B. (x = 4_g)

60-64) 207Pb (p,Pxn)
205'203'202'201-20°Pb (x = 2,4-7)

65-70) 208Pb (piXn)207,204,203,202,201B. (x = 2j5_g)

71-74) 208Pb (p,pxn)205'203'2°2'201Pb (x = 3,5-7)

75-76) natPb (p,xn)206'205Bi
•-ir-i <-jr\-\ 133— r ^ i & , * - — , e . _ „ »77-79) Cs (p,xn) Ba (x = 1,5,7)

-84) 133Cs CP,pxn)
131'13°'129'128'127Cs (x = 2-6)80

1 T1 197
85) 1JJCs (p,2p5n) Xe

86-89) 13°Ba (p,xn)13°'129'128'12?La (x = 1-4)

90-93) 127I (4He,xn)13°'129'128>127Cs (x - 1-4}

94-99) 127I (3He,xn)129'128'127'126'125Cs (x = 1-5)

100-102) 79Br (p,xn)79>77>76Kr (x =1,3,4)

103-107) 79Br (p.pxn)78;77'76'75'74Br (x - 1-5)

108-111) 81Br (p,xn)81'79'77>76Kr (x =1,3,5,6.)

112-115) 81Br (p,pxn)80>78'77>76Br (x = 1,3-5)
116-122) 181Ta (p(Xn)m,175,176,177,179,181w (j£ m 1>3>5_8)

5) The comparison of the experimental excitation functions with

results of the hybrid model calculations (in the form of the

recent code Alice 85/300 as well as older version of Alice code-

Overlaid Alice) showed a surprisingly good agreement especially

if one considers that no parameter adjustment for individual

products was undertaken.One should say,functions by means of both

codes are useful for the evaluation of novel production reactions.

Combination of two or more codes would give a better results in

some cases.Examples for such a procedure are shown in this study
97

using both Alice codes with proton induced production of Ru from

Tc target. To obtain a clearer distinction between these two codes

it is necessary to make further high quality measurements of

excitation functions for proton induced reactions at 100 MeV and

beyond. These new data should also provide discriminating tests of

the validity of other computer codes enabling calculations of

excitation functions reactions induced by charged particles.
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